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Chapter1
Introduction

The context of this Ph.D. dissertation is that of intelligent mobile systems. Examples

of such systems are robotic vehicles, humanoid robots as well as portable and wearable

devices which can actively aid humans. Their social relevance originates from their ca-

pability to perform complex tasks which are considered too difficult, too dangerous or

too tedious to humans. These range from domestic, medical, to industrial and to military

duties. A system which is able to complete complex tasks without human intervention

is said to be autonomous. For example, an autonomous robotic vehicle must be able to

safely drive from Amsterdam to Zurich without being controlled by a human driver. For

this and related applications of intelligent mobile systems it is crucial that the system is

able to determine the geometrical structure of its environment and its own pose, i.e. its

position and orientation with respect to its environment. Pose determination is the focus

of this thesis and is considered to be elementary to autonomous operation of mobile sys-

tems. An autonomous rescue robot will, for example, not be able to navigate through a

collapsed building without it. Such autonomous robots and related mobile system must

be able to sense their environment and their pose with respect to this environment.

Many application scenarios demand specific operational constraints of the pose sens-

ing system. Scenarios involving autonomous navigation of micro (aerial) vehicles, endo-

scopic surgery or those related to portable and wearable devices, require a small sized and

low weight sensing system. Furthermore, certain applications allow using passive systems

only, i.e. systems which emit no or a very limited amount of energy. Examples include

covert military and law enforcement tasks. When operating in hazardous environments,

like disaster areas or conflict areas, the system runs a high risk of being damaged or being

destroyed. Therefore, it can be useful to have a cost effective system both in production

and usage. It is generally not possible to augment environments with additional (static)

systems to support the mobile sensing system. Another important aspect is therefore the

self-reliance of the system. For example, inside a collapsed building an autonomous res-

cue robot cannot rely on the availability of GPS or pre-placed artificial beacons when

searching for survivors. Due to limitations in communication, it is often not possible to

instantly monitor and correct the system during operation. Being autonomous and self-

reliant is therefore crucial to completing complex tasks effectively. Given these relevant

application scenarios, we are particulary interested in technologies which allow develop-
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ing a small, light, self-reliant, passive and affordable pose sensing system.

The scientific field of computer vision can potentially lead to the development of sens-

ing systems meeting these requirements. It focusses on computer programswhich are able

to extract high-level information from digital images. As computer vision relies on com-

mon digital cameras and a computation device, it allows developing a smaller, lighter

and more affordable system than when using competing technologies. These compet-

ing technologies typically use active sensing approaches such as laser range scanners.

To the contrary, computer vision is a passive approach and does not rely on additional

systems. It is therefore less invasive to the environment. In recent years it has been

shown that it is possible to estimate the geometrical structure of the environment and the

pose of the camera by using computer vision methods. Besides obtaining such geomet-

rical information, computer vision can also be used to extract e.g. color, texture, shape

and shading. All these visual modalities are embedded within a single digital image and

provide a rich source of information to give meaningful interpretation to digital images.

Potentially, computer vision is just as powerful, versatile and self-reliant as the human

visual-cognitive capabilities. It can provide man made systems with the sense of sight.

Computer vision is an actively studied field of modern science which can enable the

use of intelligent mobile systems to a broad scope of applications. In this Ph.D. thesis

we research its methodologies to estimate the camera pose from its recorded image data.

We focus on the fundamental principles which limit the accuracy, stability and efficiency

of current solutions. Based on obtained insights, we present novel methodologies and

specific algorithms which advance the current state-of-art in computer vision based pose

estimation.

1.1 Historic developments

The goal of determining the geometrical structure of the robot’s environment and deter-

mining the robot’s pose from image data has a long history in modern science. In past

decades both the robotics and computer vision research communities have devoted a con-

siderable research effort to this core capability. The most relevant work is highlighted in

this section.

Within the robotics research community this core capability was initially modeled as

two separated tasks. They are the task ofmapping, i.e. obtaining the geometrical structure

of the environment, and the task of localization, i.e. determining the pose of the robot with

respect to the environment. When assuming that the environment’s geometrical structure

is known to the robot, for instance the robot is provided with a map, then it can localize it-

self within this map based on sensory observations. When the geometrical structure of the

scene is unknown but the robot is provided with its exact pose at each time step, then the

robot can construct a map from its surroundings by integrating observations. When both

the geometrical structure of the environment and the robot’s pose are unknown however,

then both tasks, i.e. localization and mapping, have to be performed simultaneously. This

joined task became known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) (Leonard

and Durrant-whyte, 1991; Smith and Cheeseman, 1986; Smith et al., 1988). For an excel-

lent disquisition on localization, mapping and SLAM we recommend the work of Thrun
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et al. (2005).

A rich set of SLAM solutions all with their own advantageous and disadvantageous

has been proposed, for an overview see (Bailey and Durrant-Whyte, 2006a,b; Bailey

et al., 2006a,b; Castellanos et al., 2004). SLAM algorithms can be differentiated on when

they process the data and provide a solution. As such, there are batch processing meth-

ods which first collect all observations, after which the complete solution is estimated.

They are typically based on probabilistic graph optimizers. In contrast, there are meth-

ods which incrementally build a solution each time an observations is made. These ap-

proaches provide their solutions online, i.e. while the robot is exploring the environment.

They are typically based on probabilistic filters, such as (extended) Kalman filters or in-

formation filters. SLAM algorithms can also be differentiated on how they model the

environment. In early work it was common to assume 2D planar environments and model

them using a collection of 2D points known as landmarks. This set of landmarks typi-

cally only models the most salient, i.e. most distinctive, elements of the complete physical

structure of the environment. Another model for planar environments is e.g. a (probabilis-

tic) occupancy map. In later work the focus shifted towards full 3D environments which

are represented as either a collection of 3D landmarks or as e.g. a (probabilistic) voxel

map. An environment model in which only the most salient elements are captured is said

to provide a sparse reconstruction of the environment. When as many elements as pos-

sible are being modeled, then it provides a dense reconstruction. Concerning the robot’s

pose, there are methods which only estimate the pose of the current time step, where

others estimate the trajectory, i.e. all poses of all time steps.

SLAMmethods typically try to model all probabilistic relations between the estimated

pose(s) and landmarks. Their goal is to provide that SLAM solution which has the highest

likelihood given all these probabilistic relations. Registering all probabilistic relations is

crucial as it enables one of the key capabilities of SLAM i.e. loop-closing. Consider a

robot undertaken a trajectory comprising an exact circle. At the end of the trajectory it

will again observe the same landmarks as it did at the start of the trajectory. This infor-

mation, arising from loop-detection, together with the probabilistic links between poses

and landmarks allows the robot to compensate drift, i.e. error build-up, in the map and/or

trajectory. Here the example of the exact circle is a didactic example. When a previously

observed landmark is re-observed such that this observation provides significantly more

accurate information on the robot’s pose than the current estimate of the pose, then one

can already speak of loop-closing.

For large environments the computational resources needed to comprehend all prob-

abilistic relations soon becomes untractable. A significant research effort has therefore

been focussed on reducing the global, i.e. based on all available probabilistic informa-

tion, complexity of computing the SLAM solution. The first thing to consider is that not

all probabilistic links are equally important. One can therefore reduce the SLAM com-

plexity by pruning irrelevant probabilistic relations, thereby the SLAM problem becomes

sparse (note that this refers to probabilistic sparseness and not to a sparse reconstruc-

tion of the environment). However, by doing so one loses global optimality because,

although almost irrelevant, available information is unused. Interestingly, there are incre-

mental SLAM methods based on information filters which have an inherent sparseness

(Eustice et al., 2006). They are therefore advantageous from a computational complex-

ity point of view. Another more straightforward approach to reduce the complexity of

SLAM is sub-mapping, e.g. (Bosse et al., 2004; Castellanos et al., 2007), which is noth-
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ing more than spatially dividing the global SLAM problem over multiple separated local

sub-maps and registering the spatial and probabilistic relations between these sub-maps.

All sub-maps are locally optimal and an (approximate) globally optimal solution can be

computed from them if required. A refreshing impulse was given to SLAM research

when Montemerlo and Thrun introduced an incremental SLAM solution based on a Rao-

Blackwellized particle filter (Montemerlo and Thrun, 2002; Montemerlo et al., 2003).

This approach, called FastSLAM, incrementally estimates the trajectory and the map.

Due to the Rao-Blackwellization the landmarks in each map of each particle are indepen-

dent, i.e. there are no probabilistic relations between them. Therefore, this approach also

has an inherent sparseness and is highly efficient.

Most SLAM approaches were not specially developed for digital cameras as primary

sensing devices. This is probably because, initially processing image data was too compu-

tationally expensive to be performed online. This causes two important drawbacks when

using digital cameras as sensing devices within traditional SLAM approaches. Firstly, the

relation of a landmark with its projection onto the imaging plane of a camera is non-linear.

As most SLAM methods require linearization of the observation process, the nonlinearity

of projection is not captured accurately. This will bias the SLAM solution. A second as-

pect of the nonlinearity of the image process is that the uncertainty in landmark locations

estimated from digital images is highly asymmetric. Most SLAM approaches however

model the uncertainty in the location of landmarks with respect to the environment as

a (symmetric) Gaussian distribution. Thereby, the asymmetry of landmark location un-

certainty is neglected, which also results in a biased SLAM solution. Work inspired by

computer vision research has focussed on adapting existing SLAM approaches to cor-

rectly incorporate image data, e.g. (Barfoot, 2005; Davison et al., 2007; Elinas et al.,

2006; Se et al., 2002; Thompson and Kagami, 2004). These approaches typically use a

Rao-Blackwellized particle filer, possibly with an inverse depth representation of land-

mark locations, and are better able to capture the nonlinearity of the imaging process and

the non-Gaussian uncertainties of reconstructed landmarks.

The scientific field of computer vision (CV) has however come up with its own solu-

tions. CV has, amongst other topics, studied the geometrical aspects captured by digital

images for several decades, e.g. see Longuet-Higgins (1981) and Faugeras (1993). Con-

sequently, a significant understanding of multiple-view geometry has been developed. For

an excellent overview on multiple view geometry we recommend the work of Hartley and

Zisserman (2004). When the task is to localize a moving camera within an unknown envi-

ronment from image data, then methods based on the methodology of bundle adjustment

(BA), e.g. see (Engels et al., 2006; Triggs et al., 1999), provide the most accurate solutions

and are considered the golden standard. This task is commonly referred to as pose esti-

mation or as solving the pose problem. BA obtains a solution by minimization in image

space, i.e. it minimizes the difference between artificial projections of the estimated 3D

landmarks to the actual projections of these landmarks contained in the observed images.

It does so by using an iterative process in which the positions of the estimated landmarks

and the trajectory of the camera are simultaneously altered. This process is typically re-

ferred to as minimizing reprojection errors with respect to structure (i.e. the geometrical

reconstruction of the environment) and motion (i.e. the trajectory of the camera). This

process is discussed in more mathematical detail in Sec. 1.2.1. It can be performed to

sparse as well as dense reconstructions of the environment. It is however common to first
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estimate a sparse reconstruction and upgrade it to a dense reconstruction by using related

methods, e.g. (Furukawa and Ponce, 2007; Strecha et al., 2008). In this dissertation the

methodology of bundle adjustment refers to any method which minimizes reprojection

residuals either sparse or dense over multiple images.

In contrary to most SLAM approaches, BA is specially tailored to process camera ob-

servations. It is typically applied after all image data has been collected, it can be seen as a

batch processing SLAM algorithm. When the observation process allows loop-detection,

then BA will automatically perform loop-closure and provide a global SLAM solution.

As the position of each landmark only probabilistically depends on its own observations

and on poses from which these observations were made, estimating the position of a land-

mark can be performed independently from other landmarks. Therefore, BA also has

an inherent sparseness. Implementations which exploit this are typically referred to as

sparse bundle adjustment (SBA), e.g. see (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004), and are signif-

icantly more efficient than implementation which do not exploit this sparseness (again

this usage of sparseness is related to probabilistic sparseness and not to a sparse recon-

structions of the environment). As the sparseness is inherent to SBA, it provides the same

globally optimal solution as its non-sparse counterpart. Besides a reconstruction of the

environment and the camera trajectory BA can automatically estimate additional parame-

ters, such as properties of the lens used within the camera. Furthermore, BA can process

images recorded by a single moving camera or recorded by multiple independently mov-

ing cameras, e.g. see Snavely et al. (2008). It can also fuse information originating from

non-visual sensors, e.g. see (Konolige and Agrawal, 2008). The methodology of bundle

adjustment is a powerful and versatile tool which can be used to estimate the robot’s pose

and the geometrical structure of the robot’s environment.

A straight-forward strategy to control the computation time of SBA is to apply it only

with respect to observations made in a selection of the most recent time steps. The more

time steps are used, the more computation power is required. This is known as sliding-

window SBA. It is like a sub-mapping approach in which the sup-map slides along with

the observations. Clearly by doing so one loses global optimality and the ability to per-

form loop-closing outside the sliding window. By registering all observations and poses

one can perform full bundle adjustment when a loop is detected and restore global opti-

mality. Bundle adjustment, and derived methods also minimizing reprojection residuals,

are currently the de facto standard within CV research. While implementing a stable and

efficient SBA algorithm requires specialized knowledge and a serious software engineer-

ing effort, e.g. see Lourakis and Argyros (2009), it no longer poses scientific challenges.

It is however important to note that using SBA effectively on real-world data requires

significant additional CV processing, e.g. to find stable landmarks. Whereas laser range

scanners provide instant 3D geometrical information of the environment, digital cameras

produce images which contain no such instant 3D information. In order to extract the ge-

ometric information contained in them, it must be determined which image features, e.g.

salient points in the image, of multiple images correspond to the same landmarks in the

environment. This is known as solving the correspondence problem. Each image feature

is typically accompanied by a descriptor which tries to provide it with a unique label.

The most well known are the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) of Lowe (2004)

and the speeded up robust features (SURF) of Bay et al. (2008). Searching for projections

of the same landmark in multiple images can then be performed by searching for image

features having a similar descriptor. This is however an erroneous process and typically
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many incorrect correspondences are established. As SBA optimizes a highly non-linear

objective function, it is susceptible to local minima. Data outliers such as incorrect corre-

spondences will therefore significantly harm its performance. Providing SBA with a good

initialization point, incorporating an initial guess of the camera trajectory, the landmark

locations and the landmark correspondences, is paramount when using it on challenging

outlier prone real-world data. In fact the quality of the final solution and the efficiency by

which SBA computes it, largely depends on the quality of the initialization point.

The de facto standard to obtain this initialization point is to use the random sample

consensus (RANSAC) algorithm of Fischler and Bolles (1981) or one of its recent de-

scendants. RANSAC effectively provides a robust solution for the relative pose between

image pairs. It does this by generating relative pose hypotheses from small randomly

generated subsets of the image data. It then measures the support of each hypothesis

against the complete image data. That hypothesis which has the most support is returned

as the robust RANSAC estimate. From the robust estimate of the relative pose, the 3D

landmark locations can be derived and outliers can be rejected. When the images are

recorded consecutively by the same camera, then all relative poses estimated by RANSAC

can be integrated to obtain the absolute pose of the camera, i.e. the pose with respect to

the reconstruction of the environment. Such a methodology is commonly referred to as

visual-odometry (VO), e.g. see (Comport et al., 2007; Konolige et al., 2007; Levin and

Szeliski, 2004; Maimone et al., 2007; Nistér et al., 2004, 2006; Olson et al., 2003; Sun-

derhauf et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2007). The VO solution can only be optimal at the finest

scale possible, i.e. at the scale of pairs of successive images. By registering and storing

all landmark observations and their correspondences, SBA can then compute a globally

optimal solution, using possible loop-closing information, from the robust locally optimal

solution provided by RANSAC. Improving various aspects of RANSAC’s methodology is

an actively studied sub-field of computer vision. In Sec. 1.2.2 RANSAC will be discussed

in more mathematical detail.

In retrospect the robotics community has taken a relatively pragmatic approach, fo-

cussing on usable solutions which require affordable computational budgets and use sen-

sory systems of various modalities. The computer vision community focused on the ge-

ometry and interpretation of digital image data, here computational budgets were of minor

importance. This probably was a more prescient strategy since computation power kept

increasing in the past decades and computer vision methods became available for online

usage. Methods such as visual-odometry, RANSAC and (sliding-window) sparse bun-

dle adjustment have now been adopted widely by the robotics research community. The

current consensus is to only use traditional filter based SLAM approaches when computa-

tional budgets are so strict that these CV methods cannot be used (Strasdat et al., 2010). It

is expected that computation power will keep increasing in the coming decades, therefore,

our research will use current computer vision methodologies as its starting point.

1.2 Computer vision based pose estimation

This chapter started out with an autonomous robot’s core capability to determine the struc-

ture of its environment and its pose with respect to this environment. In the preceding

sections the focus has been narrowed down to computer vision based pose estimation. Its

solutions offer several (scientific) challenges related to e.g. image feature detection and
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matching, loop-detection, bundle adjustment and RANSAC. In this thesis we choose to fo-

cus exclusively on those scientific challenges which are related to RANSAC. While other

aspects of pose estimation also have their scientific relevance, we focus on the RANSAC

methodology as it is at the core of modern robust pose estimation. In this section we

discuss the theory involved in bundle adjustment and with RANSAC. As this discussion

progresses an interesting observation concerning possible improvements to the RANSAC

methodology will be put forward, it provides the basis to the research questions of this

Ph.D. dissertation.

1.2.1 Bundle adjustment

Let us start with the basic theory of bundle adjustment as it provides the context to

RANSAC within general pose estimation. Let Ā1:n denote the true camera trajectory

from time step 1 to n with respect to an arbitrary origin. It is composed of Ā1...Ān which

are the true absolute poses of the camera at each time-step. Each absolute pose describes

the orientation and translation of the camera with respect to the origin. The translation

has three degrees of freedom (dof.), allowing it to move along all three axis of 3D space.

The rotation also has three dof., allowing it to rotate around all three axis of 3D space.

Each absolute pose has 6 dof. in total and therefore is a general Euclidean motion and an

element of the special Euclidean group SE(3). An observation of the kth landmark at time

t is denoted as ukt . The observations made over all time-steps which all correspond to the

same kth landmark are provided by uk1:n. Note that for some time steps the kth landmark

need not been observed, we will introduce notation to deal with this shortly. All corre-

sponding observations of allm landmarks from all time-steps are denoted as u1:m1:n . These

observations are the erroneous projections of the true landmark locations x̄1:m which are

assumed to be static i.e. their locations do not change over time. The landmark locations

are also modeled with respect to the origin. The goal of bundle adjustment is to estimate

the camera trajectory and the landmark locations from the observations u1:m1:n . In order to

do so it relies on two models, they are the physical model and the probabilistic model.

The physicalmodelP , also referred to as the camera model, describes how a landmark

with location x̄k is projected to the imaging plane(s) of a camera with pose Āt to form an

ideal observation ūkt , i.e.

ūkt = P(x̄k, Āt). (1.1)

The model assumed throughout this dissertation is that of homogeneous projection with

radial and tangential distortion, which is the current de facto standard. The parameters

instantiating this camera model are referred to as the intrinsic camera parameters. They

can be estimated by a calibration procedure, e.g. see (Heikkilä and Sivén, 1997; Zhang,

2000). When (estimates for) the intrinsic parameters of the camera are available, the

camera is said to be calibrated.

The probabilistic model describes the relation of an observed landmark projection ukt
with its ideal projection ūkt . It is commonly assumed that a Gaussian model suffices i.e.

ukt = ūkt +∆k
t , (1.2)

where each ∆k
t is drawn independently from a multivariate normal distribution with zero

mean and covariance Σk
t .
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The goal of bundle adjustment can be formulated by the mathematical optimization

task

argmax
A1:n ∈ SE(3)
x1:m ∈ R3

p( u1:m1:n | A1:n, x
1:m ) . (1.3)

This process seeks an estimate for the camera trajectory, denoted as A1:n, and estimates

for the landmark locations, denoted as x1:m, for which the likelihood of the observation

given the estimates of the trajectory and landmark locations, i.e. p( u1:m1:n | A1:n, x
1:m ),

attains a maximum. Such an estimate provides the maximum likelihood (ML) solution to

the bundle adjustment optimization task. By using the physical model and the probabilis-

tic model, the likelihood in Eq. 1.3 can be given an analytic form

p( u1:m1:n | A1:n, x
1:m ) =

n
∏

t=1

m
∏

k=1

N (ukt − P(xk,At),0,Σ
k
t )

χt(x
k). (1.4)

Here theN ( , , ) term denotes the probability of a reprojection error ukt−P(xk,At) given
the normally distributed noise model with zero mean and a covariance Σk

t . Furthermore,

χt(x
k) denotes the value of the indicator function which is 1 if the landmark xk was

observed at time step t and 0 otherwise. Instead of maximizing the ML objective Eq. 1.4

directly, its negative logarithm is typically minimized instead. This results in the objective

f(A1:n,x
1:m) =

1

2

n
∑

t=1

m
∑

k=1

χt(x
k)(ukt − P(xk,At))

⊤Σk−1

t (ukt − P(xk,At)), (1.5)

When considering that all individual reprojection errors can be stacked into one large

error vector ǫ(Ψ) and all individual covariance matrices can be stacked into one large

block diagonal matrixΣ, the objective function f can be rewritten as

f(Ψ) =
1

2
ǫ(Ψ)⊤Σ−1ǫ(Ψ), (1.6)

whereΨ is shorthand for the pose and landmark parameters to which f is minimized. This

objective function has the form of general weighted non-linear least squares, it can be

optimized using iterative methods typically Levenberg-Marquardt (LM), e.g. see Hartley

and Zisserman (2004).

When assuming that the parametersΨ belong to a Euclidean vector space and assum-

ing that an appropriate initialization Ψ0 is available, then the objective function f can be

expanded aroundΨ0 using a second-order Taylor series with

f(Ψ0 +∆) ≈ f +∆⊤fΨ +
1

2
∆⊤fΨΨ∆, (1.7)

where f = f(Ψ0), and fΨ and fΨΨ are respectively f(Ψ0) differentiated one and two
times to the basis of Ψ0. During each iteration LM computes a ∆ for which f(Ψ0 + ∆)
is minimized and then updates the estimate forΨ according to Ψi = Ψi−1 +∆. The new

value Ψi is used as the linearization point for the next LM iteration.

It is important to note that when LM is applied to bundle adjustment, then the pose

parametersA1:n inΨ do not belong to a Euclidean vector space. They belong to the space
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of Euclideanmotions which is a differentiable manifold instead. A differentiablemanifold

can be seen as a continuously differentiable subspace of a Euclidean space (a definition is

postponed until Chap. 2). The sum of two elements of a subspace is not necessarily in the

subspace itself. Indeed the sum of two Euclidean motions (e.g. parameterized by 4 × 4
homogeneousmatrices) is generally not a valid Euclidean motion. Therefore, the addition

based LM updateΨi = Ψi−1 +∆ is not appropriate when applied to Euclidean motions.

It is good practice to use manifold optimization techniques inside LM when applied to

bundle adjustment. Firstly, manifold optimization assures that all computations regarding

the pose parameterizations, such as the LM update, are constrained on the pose manifold,

i.e. the differentiable manifold of the chosen pose parametrization. Secondly, manifold

optimization assures that the pose parametrization is as linear as possible during each

iteration such that the Taylor series in Eq. 1.7 is as close to the true objective function as

possible. Furthermore, it offers efficient methods to calculate the derivatives fΨ and fΨΨ

in closed form. Such a properly parameterized BA algorithm is more accurate, stable and

efficient, e.g. see (Helmke et al., 2007; Košecká et al., 2000; Ma et al., 1998, 2001). The

use of these techniques has become so common that their origin in manifold optimization

is often not noted explicitly. Parameterizing the update for the orientation of a pose by

the incremental rotation parametrization, as used in e.g. Snavely et al. (2008), is such an

example.

The theory and application of pose manifolds is an important topic of this Ph.D. thesis,

it will receive considerable attention in subsequent chapters.

1.2.2 Random sample consensus

As was mentioned earlier in Sec. 1.1 it is paramount to provide bundle adjustment with an

adequate initialization point Ψ0. Consider that the absolute pose At can also be obtained

from the absolute pose at At−1 and the relative poseMt, i.e.

At = At−1Mt. (1.8)

In order to obtain Ψ0 efficiently the trajectory can therefore be segmented at each time-

step. The goal of RANSAC is to obtain a robust estimate for each segment, i.e. for each

of the n−1 relative posesM2...Mn. As eachMt only describes the relative pose between

the images recorded at time frame t − 1 to t, they can be estimated independently from

each other. When a relative pose Mt is estimated robustly, it can be used to distinguish

observations of static landmarks which adhere to the physical and noise models assumed

in BA, i.e. inliers, from observations which do not, i.e. outliers. For inlier observations

their relative landmark locations, i.e. the locations with respect to the coordinate frame

of time step t− 1, can be estimated. By integrating all robust relative poses according to

Eq. 1.8 the absolute poses can be obtained. This allows expressing the landmark locations

in the absolute coordinate frame of A1. This, together with some additional straightfor-

ward processing, provides the initialization point Ψ0 to BA. It can then compute a global

solution from the local RANSAC estimates.

The crucial part is therefore estimating each relative pose M2...Mn robustly. The

methodology of RANSAC does so for each Mt on basis of the following line of reason-

ing. The set of observations of the time frame t−1 to t contains inliers as well as outliers.
Outliers are for example caused by incorrect correspondences or independently moving

objects in view of the camera. It is assumed that when an estimate for Mt is made on an
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uncontaminated subset of the observations, i.e. a subset containing inliers only, then this

estimate is consistent with the majority of all other inliers and none of the outliers. An

estimate for Mt obtained on a contaminated subset, i.e. (partially) consisting of outliers,

will at best be consistent with the observations in the subset and a fraction of the other

observations. Additionally it is assumed that the number of inliers is substantially large

such that all estimates for Mt obtained from all possible uncontaminated subsets are al-

ways be more consistent with the observations than all of the possible estimates based on

contaminated subsets. By following this line of reasoning, one thus seeks that hypothesis

which has the largest number of consistent observations. It can be obtained by randomly

selecting small subsets from the observations, estimating hypotheses for Mt based on

these subsets, and counting the number of observations consistent with each hypothesis.

That hypothesis which has the largest number of consistent observations is returned as

the robust RANSAC estimate. This intuitive description of RANSAC is formalized be-

low within a ML framework.

Obtaining a ML RANSAC estimate forMt comprises the following. Let ut−1:t be the

set of image features, observed in the time frame t − 1 to t and assumed to be in correct

correspondence, then:

1. Select randomly a small subset u′ from the set of observations ut−1:t.

2. From this subset u′ obtain a ML hypothesis forMt by performing

argmin
Mt ∈ SE(3)
x′ ∈ R3

1

2

t
∑

i=t−1

∑

u
′k
i
∈u′

i

(u
′k
i − P(x

′k,Mi))
⊤Σk−1

i (u
′k
i − P(x

′k,Mi)),

(1.9)

where Mt−1 = I and x′ are the landmark locations belonging to the subset u′

of observations. Note that Eq. 1.9 optimizes a similar objective function as BA.

It is however expressed for a small subset of all observations and over one time

frame only. This less involved objective function can be minimized by a similar

LM approach.

3. Using the hypothesis forMt obtain a ML estimate for the structure of all landmarks

xt−1 by performing

argmin
xt−1 ∈ R3

1

2

t
∑

i=t−1

∑

uk
i
∈ui

(uki − P(xk
t−1,Mi))

⊤Σk−1

t (uki − P(xk
t−1,Mi)).

(1.10)

Again this is a similar objective function as that of BA, it can be minimized by a

similar LM approach. Note that the landmark locations xt−1 are estimated with

respect to the basis ofMt−1 = I.

4. Now it can be determined in a ML sense which observations in ut:t−1 are consistent

with the hypothesis forMt. This is performed by computing the likelihood of each

observation ukt−1:t ∈ ut−1:t, assuming that the hypothesis Mt is the true motion

and assuming that xk
t−1 ∈ xt−1 is its true landmark location. This likelihood is
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computed with

p(ukt−1:t|Mt,x
k
t−1) = N (ukt−1−P(xk

t−1, I), 0,Σ
k
t−1)N (ukt −P(xk

t−1,Mt), 0,Σ
k
t )

(1.11)

If this likelihood is lower than a certain threshold η, then the observation ukt−1:t is

regarded as being inconsistent with the hypothesis Mt i.e. it is an outlier for this

hypothesis. As such the number of its inliers, i.e. the observations consistent with

the hypothesisMt, can be obtained.

5. When this number of inliers exceeds a threshold, re-estimate Mt on all its inliers

and terminate.

6. When the number of inliers is too small, go back to step 1. If after a certain number

of iterations no hypothesis is found which has a sufficient number of inliers, use the

best hypothesis obtained so far, re-estimateMt on all its inliers, and terminate.

The objective functions Eq. 1.9 and Eq. 1.10 are again non-linear and applying LM

to them again requires proper initialization. For these objective functions however the

field of multiple-view geometry has a rich set of solutions, based on linear estimators,

to provide LM with a proper initialization point efficiently. It is furthermore clear that

RANSAC is a non-deterministic algorithm which provides a ML solution only within a

certain predefined confidence. Therefore using ML methods within RANSAC does not

make RANSAC a ML estimator itself. Its popularity is greatly due to obtaining sat-

isfactory experimental results and its ease of implementation. The original RANSAC

algorithm, as stated above, led to a significant research effort by the computer vision

community to improve its accuracy and efficiency. Its recent descendants proposed in

(Chum and Matas, 2005, 2008; Chum et al., 2003; Nistér, 2005; Raguram et al., 2008,

2009; Rosin, 1999) are discussed in subsequent chapters.

1.2.3 Statistics on pose manifolds, the blind spot of RANSAC

It is interesting to consider that all RANSAC approaches model the estimated hypotheses

as an ordered set. The ordering is determined by the number of inliers or some other re-

lated robust objective function. When RANSAC is applied to estimate poses, then its pose

hypotheses are however also points on a differentiable manifold. Such points on differen-

tiable manifolds have significantly more structure than an ordered set of points, Karcher

(1977); Kendall (1990). The additional manifold structure can be exploited to compute

statistical properties of RANSAC’s pose hypotheses. They therefore potentially contain

more useful statistical information on the true pose than their ordering alone. Whereas the

use of manifold optimization has proven to be useful with respect to bundle adjustment,

the manifold structure of pose parameterizations is not used by RANSAC, including its

recent descendants. This is the observation on which we will base our research questions.

In recent years, the use of manifolds has come into focus of general computer vision re-

search. Most related to our research is the work of Pennec and the work of Subbarao and

Meer, e.g. see (Pennec, 2006) and (Subbarao and Meer, 2009) and the references therein.

Their work will be reviewed in subsequent chapters.
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1.3 Research questions and thesis outline

The potential utility of the manifold structure of pose parameterizations to robust estima-

tion is largely left unexplored. This led us to define the following two high-level questions

for our research: How can one perform statistics on pose manifolds?, and, Does statis-

tics on pose manifolds aid in improving the RANSAC methodology? In the text below we

dissect them into five detailed research questions which will be answered in subsequent

chapters of this thesis.

In order to disclose probabilistic information contained in a set of pose hypotheses,

statistics has to be performed in pose space, i.e. the space of the chosen pose parametriza-

tion. Statistical algorithms require a notion of similarity between elements, only then one

can derive or specify that one hypothesis is more likely than another hypothesis. Such a

notion of similarity is mathematically expressed by a distance measure based on a metric.

The challenge is that pose spaces are typically not Euclidean vector spaces but differ-

entiable manifolds instead. The Euclidean distance measure can therefore not be used

in general. Of particular interest is obtaining distance measures which respect the geo-

metrical structure of the non-Euclidean pose manifolds. When such a distance metric is

available, it can be used to calculate basic statistical properties of pose hypotheses. With

this in mind we specify our detailed research questions, they are:

• How are pose manifolds defined and how can distance measures be imposed on

them?

• How can distance measures be used to devise statistical algorithms on pose mani-

folds?

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds improve the efficiency of

the RANSAC methodology?

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds improve the accuracy of

the RANSAC methodology?

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds reduce drift in trajectories

estimated by the RANSAC methodology?

The relation between these research questions and subsequent chapters is provided below.

Chapter 2

In Chapter 2 we answer the first two research questions. We provide the geometrical

structure of pose manifolds and describe how their distance measure can be defined such

that statistics can be performed. We show that this requires using methods from Rieman-

nian geometry which is an actively studied field of pure mathematics. We discuss it from

an applied point of view. Certain existing distance measures on pose manifolds, which

are based on Lie group theory and proposed recently in computer vision research, are

also reviewed. Chapter 2 is the most fundamental chapter of this thesis and provides the

theoretical foundations as well as explicit statistical methods to subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3

In Chapter 3 the focus is on binocular (or stereo-vision based) visual-odometry. Here we
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will investigate how the statistical methods of Chapter 2 can be utilized to increase effi-

ciency and accuracy of RANSAC based solutions. This chapter is therefore related to the

third and fourth research questions. We also compare our approach against an existing

method which exploits the manifold structure of pose spaces. This chapter contains an

involved evaluation based on simulated as well as real binocular data recorded in urban

environments.

Chapter 4

In Chapter 4 we investigate relative pose estimation between two monocular images. This

is the most fundamental form of pose estimation. Here the statistical methods of Chapter

2 will be integrated into a state-of-art RANSAC approach in order to improve its accuracy.

This chapter therefore primarily focusses on our fourth research question. In this chapter

we evaluate on large simulated as well as real data sets for which accurate ground truth

is available. We also report the theoretical lower bound accuracy in order to provide the

significance of the obtained experimental results.

Chapter 5

In Chapter 5 we shift from locally optimal solutions towards methods which provide

(semi-)globally optimal solutions. Its focus is therefore on our fifth research question. A

novel algorithm will be introduced to reduce drift by exploiting additional absolute pose

information. This information can arise from either loop-detection or absolute orientation

information provided by auxiliary onboard sensors. Besides an extensive evaluation on

basis of simulated and real data, the applicability of our novel methods is demonstrated on

a 5 km long urban trajectory. This data set is one of the most challenging used in current

computer vision and robotics research.

Chapter 6

In Chapter 6 the findings of chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 are linked together and our conclusions

are provided.





Chapter2
The Geometry of Pose Statistics

In this chapter we generalize statistical algorithms designed for Euclidean vector spaces to

spaces describing the pose of objects. Besides well known pose spaces related to transla-

tion, rotation, and Euclidean motion, we also introduce two pose spaces which are related

to the epipolar geometry of image pairs. Crucial to our statistical framework are distance

measures which respect the generally non-flat geometry of these pose spaces. Four such

existing distance measures are reviewed and two novel distance measures are presented.

Some utilize methods from Riemannian geometry, others methods from Lie group the-

ory. These fields of mathematics are therefore treated from an applied point of view in

this chapter. We show that two existing distance measures, which were recently proposed

within the computer vision literature, are not well founded in mathematical theory. It is

explained that the proposal of these incorrect distance measures is due to the misconcep-

tion that Lie group theory is related to distances over non-flat spaces, which it generally

is not. We equip all pose spaces with mathematically correct distance measures using

Riemannian geometry. This chapter thereby contributes to correct application and under-

standing of methods from Riemannian geometry and of Lie group theory in statistics and

in computer vision.

2.1 Introduction

The pose of an object can be defined by its position and orientation with respect to a ref-

erence frame. Throughout this thesis we restrict ourselves to reference frames embedded

in 3D Euclidean space. When this reference frame is the same as the reference frame

of the ambient world then the pose is said to be absolute. When the pose is expressed

with respect to a reference frame other than that of the ambient world, for instance the

reference frame attached to another object, it is said to be relative.

The goal of this chapter is to design a generally applicable and extensible statistical

framework which can be used to obtain statistical information from a distribution con-

sisting of pose samples. Each pose sample is obtained either by direct measurement or

by statistical inference, e.g. estimated from visual data, and all pose samples are points

in a pose space. Our statistical framework requires a notion of how similar or different
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each pose sample is relative to other pose samples, to infer whether one sample is more

likely to have occurred than another sample. Such a notion of similarity is mathematically

expressed by a distance measure based on a metric. The challenge is that pose spaces are

generally not Euclidean vector spaces. However, they all are differentiable subspaces

of Euclidean spaces. Such differentiable subspaces are often called (differentiable)mani-

folds, a definition of a manifold is postponed until Sec. 2.4. The Euclidean space of which

they are a differentiable subspace is referred to as their ambient space.

When the goal is to estimate statistical properties of samples residing on such mani-

folds, one basically has three options.

• Ambient statistics The first option is to neglect the manifold structure and treat

the pose samples as points in the ambient space and use regular Euclidean statistics,

i.e. statistics based on the Euclidean distance formula. The disadvantage of this heuris-

tical approach is that the outcome of calculation is generally a point (or element) of the

ambient space and not of the manifold. For example element wise summation of n rota-

tion matrices and dividing the result by n is generally not a rotation matrix. To interpret

the result as a pose one needs to project the outcome back onto the manifold. In the ex-

ample of rotation matrices one needs to orthogonalize the matrix to project it onto the

manifold of rotation matrices. Such approaches, referred to as ambient statistics, do not

respect the non-flat geometry of the manifold. In general they are less accurate and less

stable than methods which do respect the non-flat geometry, especially so when comput-

ing higher order statistical properties such as (co)variance.

• Manifold statistics The second approach is to design specifically tailored statis-

tical methods on the manifold which do respect its non-flat geometry. This is referred

to as manifold statistics. For example, to statistically model samples residing on (hy-

per)spheres one can use the von Mises-Fisher distribution or the Kent distribution, e.g.

see (Mardia and Jupp, 2000). The advantage of these methods is that they provide accu-

rate and stable results and are in line with fundamental constructs of probability theory.

Their disadvantage is that a method designed for one manifold, e.g. for spheres, cannot

be used on manifolds having a different geometrical structure. When using this approach,

one needs to completely redevelop established statistical methods for each particular man-

ifold structure. It will be shown in this chapter that certain pose spaces are the combination

of (hyper)spheres and that other pose spaces are the combination of a hypersphere with

a Euclidean space. These pose spaces therefore have different geometric structure and

using manifold statistics does not offer a generally applicable and extensible statistical

framework to these pose spaces.

• Intrinsic statistics All manifolds related to the pose spaces of this chapter are ho-

mogeneous. This basically means that the manifold looks the same at each point on the

manifold. For example a sphere is homogeneous but an ellipsoid and a torus are not. For

homogeneous manifolds, including those of our pose spaces, we can use a third approach

referred to as intrinsic statistics. When using this approach one constructs a local chart of

the manifold for one particular point such that the distance over the manifold with respect

to this point can be computed using the Euclidean distance formula in this chart. Statisti-

cal properties with respect to this point can then be computed by using regular Euclidean

statistical methods in its own chart. When one requires statistical properties with respect
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to another point, one simply constructs the chart for this other point. The point for which

the chart is constructed will be called the charting point. The chart can be seen as a local

linearization (or flattening) of the manifold which preserves distances and directions over

the manifold with respect to its charting point. These charts are therefore metric charts.

The interesting property of intrinsic statistical algorithms for different manifolds is that

they only differ in the way the metric charts are constructed. One can basically design

one general statistical algorithm and plug in a different charting function depending on the

manifold without having to change the inner workings of the statistical algorithm itself.

The advantage of intrinsic statistics is therefore that it offers straightforward extensibility

and, as it respects the manifold distance, it also offers accuracy and stability.

The use of intrinsic statistics to disclose statistical information on non-flat spaces can

be traced back to Karcher (1977) and Kendall (1990). This methodology has recently

received considerable attention from the computer vision research community. For a the-

oretical overview of intrinsic statistics see Pennec (2006); Pennec and Ayache (1998) and

the references therein. An example of a statistical algorithm that was generalized to cer-

tain non-Euclidean spaces is mean-shift (Subbarao and Meer, 2006, 2009). In (Subbarao

et al., 2007) it was used for robust pose estimation, in (Subbarao et al., 2008) for robust

essential matrix estimation and in (Tuzel et al., 2005) for simultaneous multiple motion

estimation. All these approaches work on the basis of image data. In (Costa and Hero,

2006) an intrinsic statistical approach was taken to estimate the dimension and entropy

of shape spaces, particularly the shape space of handwritten digits. Intrinsic statistics

has also been used to estimate statistical properties of diffusion tensor data (Fletcher and

Joshi, 2007; Pennec et al., 2006). These tensor data are the product of magnetic reso-

nance imaging (MRI). Begelfor and Werman (2006) used intrinsic statistics to estimate

properties from image point configurations. An intrinsic clustering approach was pro-

posed in (Goh and Vidal, 2008) and applied to 2D motion segmentation and to diffusion

tensor segmentation. Tuzel et al. (2008) also developed an intrinsic clustering approach

for pedestrian detection from image data.

Intrinsic statistics is discussed conceptually in Sec. 2.2 and with detail throughout

this chapter and thesis. Our homogeneous pose spaces and their manifold structure are

provided in Sec. 2.3. Besides well known spaces related to translation, rotation, and to

Euclidean motion, we also introduce two novel spaces. These are the spaces of scale free

translation and scale free Euclidean motion. In Sec. 2.3 it is explained that they are re-

lated to the epipolar geometry of image pairs. The intrinsic statistical methods provided

in this chapter are based on Riemannian geometry. This field of mathematics is therefore

discussed in Sec. 2.4 and applied in Sec. 2.5 to provide the required charting function to

our pose spaces. What is new is that we are able to express all charting functions in a sim-

ilar structure which allows the derivation of a general statistical framework. For two of

our pose spaces alternative charting functions were derived previously in (Subbarao and

Meer, 2006, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2007, 2008; Tuzel et al., 2005) using Lie group theory.

For now it suffices to know that a Lie group is a manifold equipped with a differentiable

product structure that satisfies the group axioms of closure, invertibility, identity and as-

sociativity. In Sec. 2.6 we show that these existing charting functions do not provide

metric charts and therefore are not suitable to be used within intrinsic statistics. Some

basic intrinsic statistical methods for pose spaces are derived in Sec. 2.7, more advanced
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methods follow in Chap. 3 and Chap. 4. Our conclusions are provided in Sec. 2.8 which

also contains the answers to the first two research questions of this thesis.

2.2 Intrinsic statistics and the charting function

Here we give a conceptual description of intrinsic statistics which sketches the context of

our use of Riemannian geometry. This description is subdivided in four steps and provides

a guideline to anyone who is interested in developing novel intrinsic statistical algorithms

on pose spaces.

1) The first step within intrinsic statistics is to relate the pose space G to a manifold

M such that every pose sample g1...gn in G is related to exactly one point on the man-

ifold and vice versa. In many cases this is straightforward but we also show challenging

examples later on. For now assume that this is satisfied, then every pose sample g1...gn

is a unique point inM.

2) The second step is specifying a charting function C for every point on the manifold

M such that the distance over the manifold with respect to a particular point to all other

points can be computed by the Euclidean distance formula in its own chart. The Euclidean

distance formula is a metric and thus satisfies the following axioms

• Positive definite

d(g1,g2) ≥ 0 (2.1)

• Identity of indiscernibles

d(g1,g2) = 0 if and only if g1 = g2 (2.2)

• Symmetry

d(g1,g2) = d(g2,g1) (2.3)

• Triangle inequality

d(g1,g3) ≤ d(g1,g2) + d(g2,g3) (2.4)

The charting function which creates the chart for the point g1 is denoted with Cg1 and

the chart itself is denoted with Tg1M. We also use the notation Cg1(g2) to denote the

representation of g2 in the chart of g1 which is the vector g2. In this case we thus have

g2 ∈ Tg1M. In general there are many different ways to construct charts of a manifold

and not all preserve manifold distances and directions. For our intrinsic statistical appli-

cations these properties are important, more specifically if d(g1,g2) gives the distance

over the manifold between general g1 and g2, then we require that

d(g1,g2) =
√

Cg1(g2)⊤Cg1(g2) = ‖Cg1(g2)‖ (2.5)
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(a)

Figure 2.1: An example of a manifoldM is the surface of a unit sphere embedded in R3.

Its chart at g1 is depicted as the transparent plane Tg1M. The charting function C at g1

takes another point on the manifold, i.e. g2, to the chart at g1. It does so such that the

intrinsic distance over the unit sphere from g1 to g2, i.e. the length of the green curve,

is equal to the length of the vector result of C(g1,g2), which is represented by the line

between the dot representing g1 and the square which represents g2 in the chart of g1.

Both the green curve and the black line have the same direction when starting at g1.

such that all axioms of metrics are satisfied. If the charting function is not related to the

manifold distance or if the axioms of a metric are nor satisfied, then it does not produce

metric charts and cannot be used within intrinsic statistics. The challenge therefore is

to derive correct charting functions for all our pose spaces. Another prerequisite to the

charting function C is that it must be invertible and differentiable, the relevance of these

properties is explained in step 4.

The charting function allows expressing a metric between points on the manifold that

can be computed as the Euclidean length of the vector result of the charting function. An

illustration of this process is provided in Fig. 2.1. We can also generalize the Euclidean

distance in each chart to a Mahalonobis distance, i.e.

d(g1,g2) =
√

Cg1(g2)⊤Σ−1Cg1(g2) (2.6)

with Σ being a symmetric positive definite matrix (e.g. a covariance matrix).

3) The third step of intrinsic statistics is to take an existing or novel statistical algo-

rithm based on the Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance and perform the following substi-

tution

(g2 − g1)
⊤Σ−1(g2 − g1) → Cg1(g2)

⊤Σ−1Cg1(g2). (2.7)
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This substitution adapts the statistical algorithm such that it respects the shape of the man-

ifold and the distance over the manifold.

4) The final step is estimating (optimal) values for the parameters which drive the

statistical algorithm. This is typically more involved than its Euclidean counterpart but

can still be performed efficiently. Note that the charting function depends on the charting

point. In most cases, e.g. when estimating the mean, it is exactly the charting point that

we are interested in. This aspect requires us to start with an initial estimate for the chart-

ing point, for which we typically take a random pose sample out of g1...gn. All other

pose samples are then be transferred to its chart. Next one treats this chart as a Euclidean

vector space and performs (one iteration) of the original Euclidean statistical algorithm in

this chart. The outcome, typically a point in this chart, can be placed back onto the mani-

fold by exploiting the invertibility of the charting function. This new point then becomes

the charting point for a next iteration. This process iterates until convergence and is very

similar to non-linear optimization methods such as Gauss-Newton. The description given

here is only conceptual but can be derived analytically by exploiting the differentiability

of the charting function C. One such derivation is given in Sec. 2.8 and more are provided

throughout this thesis.

Note that this guideline is not restricted to our pose spaces. It can be followed for

any space for which a charting function C, adhering to the conditions, is available. In this
thesis however, our focus is only on the homogeneous pose spaces presented in the next

section.

2.3 Pose spaces and their manifolds

In this section we introduce our pose spaces and their manifolds. We distinguish three

basis pose spaces, these are the spaces related to translations, scale free translations, and

rotations. From these the space of Euclideanmotions and the space of scale free Euclidean

motions are constructed. The latter is related to the epipolar geometry of monocular

image pairs and their essential matrix. Both are important concepts in computer vision

and modern robotics.

2.3.1 Translation

A translation models the change in position between two poses. Translations can be

parameterized using vectors t = (tx, ty, tz)
⊤ given on the orthonormal basis of three

dimensional Euclidean space R3. Although the charting functions and distance metrics

for pose spaces in general are discussed only later in Sec. 2.5, for translation the outcome

is standard, so we can provide it now. The distance metric on translations is the same as

that of R3 and defined though the standard inner product as

d(t1, t2) =
√

(t2 − t1)⊤(t2 − t1)
= ‖t2 − t1‖,

the well known Euclidean distance formula. It will serve as an explanatory example

throughout this chapter.
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2.3.2 Scale free translation

When estimating the translation between poses it is not always possible to estimate the

amount of translation. This arises for instance when estimating on the basis of monocular

image data, which is common in robotics and in computer vision. In these circumstances

one can only estimate the direction of translation. The estimated translation can therefore

be normalized to unit length without loss of information. Such a translation which can

only be estimated up to a scale ambiguity will be called a scale free translation.

Scale free translations are parameterized with unit length vectors d = (dx, dy, dz)
⊤

with
√
d⊤d = 1 given on the orthonormal basis of three dimensional Euclidean space

R3. The manifold of scale free translation is therefore the unit sphere S2 embedded in R3,

it has two degrees of freedom. The charting function and related distance metric for scale

free translations is provided in Sec. 2.5.4.

2.3.3 Rotation

A rotation models the change in orientation between two poses. The two most commonly

used representations for rotations are orthogonal matrices with positive unit determinant

and unit quaternions, they are addressed here. The manifold of rotations is most easily

understood from the unit quaternion representation.

A unit quaternion will be denoted as q and consists of a one-dimensional real part q
and a three dimensional spatial part ~q = (qi, qj , qk)

⊤, thus q = (q, ~q⊤)⊤. In further text

we use (q, ~q) as an efficient notation for (q, ~q⊤)⊤. Quaternion multiplication is defined

as q1q2 = (q1q2 − ~q1 · ~q2, q1~q2 + q2~q1 + ~q1 × ~q2), with the dot and cross product

defined as usual. The quaternion product is non-commutative. The identity quaternion e is

(1, 0, 0, 0)⊤ and the inverse of a unit quaternion is given by its conjugate q−1 = (q,−~q).
Unit quaternions differ from regular quaternions in that they satisfy

√

q2 + ~q · ~q = 1.
A rotation around a normalized axis r with angle θ is expressed as a unit quaternion by

(cos(θ/2), sin(θ/2)r). A 3D point ~x can be rotated by a unit quaternion q by embedding

~x in a non-unit quaternionx = (0, ~x), then performingx′ = qxq−1 and finally extraction

the rotated ~x′ from the quaternion x′.
Unit quaternions are four dimensional vectorial elements having unit length. Their

manifold structure is therefore the unit sphere S3 embedded in four dimensional Euclidean

space. The surface of the sphere, i.e. the manifold, has three degrees of freedom which is

the same as for rotations. An additional challenge is that the result of applying antipodal

quaternions, i.e. q and −q, on 3D points gives the same rotation result. The space of

quaternions therefore covers the space of rotations twice. When expressing a distance

metric on rotations, we have to make sure that the distance between antipodal quaternions

is zero and that when computing the distance between general quaternions, we always

take the shortest distance. The unit quaternion representation of the space of rotations is

the first example where the mapping from the pose space to a manifold is not unique.

Rotation matricesR are orthogonalmatrices with positive unit determinant, i.e. R⊤R =
I, det(R) = 1. The rotation matrix R expressing a rotation around a normalized axis

r = (rx, ry, rz)
⊤ with angle θ is obtained with Rodriques’ formula by

R = R(r, θ) = I+ sin(θ) [r]× + (1− cos(θ)) [r]
2
× (2.8)
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where

[r]× =





0 −rz ry
rz 0 −rx
−ry rx 0



 . (2.9)

Combining two rotations simply involves matrix multiplication, the identity rotations is

given by the identity matrix I, and inverting a rotation coincides with common matrix

transpose R−1 = R⊤. Note that rotations do not commute, i.e. R1R2 6= R2R1. A 3D

point ~x can be rotated around an axis r with angle θ by performing the matrix multipli-

cation R(r, θ)~x. The rotation matrix R(q) related to the unit quaternion q is obtained

by

R(q) =





1− 2q2j − 2q2k 2qiqj − 2qkq 2qiqk + 2qjq
2qiqj + 2qkq 1− 2q2i − 2q2k 2qjqk − 2qiq
2qiqk − 2qjq 2qjqk + 2qiq 1− 2q2i − 2q2j



 . (2.10)

Note that every term is quadratic in elements of the unit quaternion. Therefore the an-

tipodal unit quaternions q and −q are mapped to the same rotation matrix, i.e. R(q) =
R(−q)). The space of rotation matrices covers the space of rotations only once.

When expressing a distance between rotations we can use both the unit quaternion pa-

rameterization and the matrix parameterization. For each, charting functions and metrics

are provided in Sec. 2.5.5.

2.3.4 Euclidean motion

So far we have introduced all our basis pose spaces and their manifold structure. The

basis pose spaces can be combined with each other to form new spaces. To this purpose

we can use the mathematical construct known as the direct product between spaces. This

product is denoted by ×. When taking the direct product between two spaces, then the

resulting direct product space is the independent combination of these spaces. It is the

same construct by which three dimensional Euclidean space is constructed from three

identical copies of one dimensional Euclidean space. A more technical description is

provided later on in this chapter.

The direct product can be utilized to construct the space of Euclidean motion from the

space of translations and the space of rotations. Euclidean motions model the change in

position and orientation between poses, their manifold is the direct product space

R3 × S3. (2.11)

This is the independent combination of three dimensional Euclidean space and a hyper-

sphere. The charting function and metric of this manifold are provided in Sec. 2.5.6.

It is important to consider that this direct product space is not the same as the Lie

group of rigid-body motions SE(3). In Sec. 2.6.1 we discuss (Subbarao and Meer, 2006,

2009; Subbarao et al., 2007; Tuzel et al., 2005) in which an attempt is made to define a

charting function and a metric on Euclidean motions by using the Lie group structure of

SE(3). We show there that this charting function does not produce metric charts and can

therefore not be used to define distances between Euclidean motions.
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2.3.5 Scale free Euclidean motion

Another useful combination is that of scale free translations with rotations. By taking this

particular combination we can model scale free Euclidean motions. This direct product

space is defined as

S2 × S3. (2.12)

Our novel charting function and metric for this manifold are provided in Sec. 2.5.7. The

space of scale free Euclidean motion is related to the epipolar geometry of image pairs

and to their essential matrix.

The essential matrixE, Longuet-Higgins (1981), is a 3×3matrix which algebraically

describes the epipolar geometry between two calibrated cameras. Let x and x′ be the

homogeneous normalized projections of the same world point on the imaging planes of

the first and second camera respectively. The essential matrix takes the point x from the

imaging plane of the first camera and maps it to its epipolar line l′ in the imaging plane

of the second camera by l′ = Ex. Since the projection of the world point on the imaging

plane of the second camera, i.e. x′, must be on l′ we have x′⊤l′ = 0. The essential matrix

is defined (up to scale) algebraically as the matrix that satisfies

x′⊤Ex = 0 (2.13)

for all such correspondences x and x′. An illustration is provided in Fig. 2.2.

The epipolar geometry of a normalized camera setup is defined by the translation t

and rotationR between the two cameras. Given this translation and rotation a geometric

composition of the essential matrix is

E = [t]× R , (2.14)

realizing that it can only be determined up to a global scale ambiguity from corresponding

image points. Since rotations are scale independent, the global scale ambiguity only

affects the translation t. Hence the length of this vector can be normalized to have unit

length ‖t‖ = 1 without loss of information. The normalized essential matrix is therefore

defined as

E = [t]× R , with ‖t‖ = 1 . (2.15)

This definition allows us to specify the space of normalized essential matrices as the direct

product space as S2×S3. This space has five degrees of freedom, and so does an essential

matrix. For more information on the essential matrix, epipolar geometry, or multiple-view

geometry in general, we recommend (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004).

When estimating the scale free Euclidean motion one typically starts with a linear

estimate for the essential matrix based on image point correspondences. From the es-

sential matrix the scale free Euclidean motion is then obtained and possibly refined by

a maximum likelihood estimator. The challenge is that the mapping from an essential

matrix to a scale free Euclidean motion is not unique. Each essential matrix is related

to four different scale free Euclidean motions. This is known as the four-fold ambiguity

and discussed in detail in Sec. 2.6.2. In order to define a distance metric on essential

matrices, one first has to assure that each essential matrix is mapped to a single scale free

Euclidean motion. This is the first step in Sec. 2.2. It can be performed efficiently by
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the epipolar geometry defined by two cameras. They are sepa-

rated from each other by a rotation R and a translation t. A world point together with the

camera centers define the grey plane, it is the epipolar plane belonging to the world point.

This epipolar plane intersects both imaging planes resulting in the two dashed epipolar

lines l and l′. The projections x and x′ of the world point onto the imaging planes are

constrained to lay on these epipolar lines. All points in the same epipolar plane also share

the same epipolar lines. The essential matrix E = [t]× R encodes these relations for all

possible world points which project onto both imaging planes. It maps the projection of

any such world point from one imaging plane to its epipolar line in the other imaging

plane, i.e. l′ = Ex and l = E⊤x′. As both projections of this world point are constrained
to lay on its epipolar lines, we have that x′⊤Ex = 0 and x⊤E⊤x′ = 0.

chirality (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004), which in this case refers to estimating the 3D

points related to the image point correspondences for each of the four possible epipolar

configurations and selecting that configuration for which the 3D points are in front of

both cameras. This process is often used in computer vision when estimating motion and

structure from monocular image data and exactly the same process can be used for our

purposes. Estimating the scale free Euclidean motion is therefore the same as estimating

the essential matrix with the additional step of resolving the four-fold ambiguity. Every

essential matrix is then related to exactly one scale free Euclidean motion and therefore

related to exactly one point in S2 × S3.

In Subbarao and Meer (2009); Subbarao et al. (2008) an attempt is made to define

a charting function on essential matrices themselves, i.e. without resolving the four-fold

ambiguity. We provide a detailed analysis of their approach in Sec. 2.6.2 and show that it

does not produce metric charts. We also explain the negative consequences of using their

charting function within intrinsic statistics.

2.4 Riemannian geometry and manifold distance

We observed that the manifold structure of our pose spaces are flat Euclidean spaces, (hy-

per)spheres and direct product combinations of these. The mathematical field concerned

with expressing charting functions on general differentiable manifold is Riemannian ge-

ometry. It is an actively studied field of pure mathematics and its methods are applicable

to manifolds significantly more complicated than that of our pose spaces. It is neverthe-
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less useful to discuss Riemannian geometry as this provides us with the tools to develop

and verify the required charting functions for our pose spaces. This section is written for

a computer visionist or roboticist not familiar with Riemannian geometry and provides a

stepping stone to mathematical texts such as (do Carmo, 1992).

2.4.1 Manifolds and tangent spaces

A manifoldM is a mathematical space with a technical definition which essentially cod-

ifies that at each point the manifold locally resembles a Euclidean space (we make this

more specific below). The dimension of the local Euclidean space is the dimension of

the manifold. An example of a manifold is the surface of a sphere immersed in a three

dimensional Euclidean space R3. The surface of the sphere is locally isomorphic to the

Euclidean plane R2, hence it has dimension two. The Euclidean space in which a mani-

fold may be thought to be immersed is frequently called its ambient space.

Many different types of manifolds exist, in this thesis the interest is specifically on

manifolds which are differentiable. The differentiability allows the use of calculus, the

foundation for optimization, to the manifold. By exploiting the differentiability one can

also obtain tangent vectors of curves which reside on the manifold. The space consisting

of all tangent vectors of all possible curves which pass through a point on the manifold

is called the tangent space of that point. The tangent space of manifoldM at point p

is denoted as TpM and has the structure of a Euclidean vector space. It has the same

dimensions as the manifold. Every point on a differentiable manifold has such a tangent

space. It is the tangent space which makes the manifold locally isomorphic to a Euclidean

space. Our charts of the previous section are tangent spaces having distance and direction

preserving properties.

2.4.2 Riemannian manifolds, intrinsic distance and geodesics

To extend a differentiable manifold to a Riemannian manifold, each tangent space is

equipped with a Riemannian metric. A Riemannian metric can always be expressed as a

symmetric positive-definite bilinear form (i.e. an inner product) between tangent vectors.

For u and v in TpM the Riemannian metric 〈 , 〉 is defined as:

〈u, v〉p = u⊤Σpv (2.16)

in which Σp is a symmetric positive definite matrix (points on the manifold are given in

boldface, e.g. u, whereas points in the tangent space are given in fraktur, e.g. u). Note that

the subscript p reflects that this inner product can vary between points on the manifold. It

must do so smoothly for a differentiable manifold. The Riemannian metric allows one to

express distance and direction locally in each tangent space. A locally defined Rieman-

nian metric should not be confused with a distance metric over the complete manifold,

which is a globally defined construct. However, as will be explained, a distance metric

over the complete manifold can be constructed from local contributions which themselves

are derived from a Riemannian metric.

The length of a curve γ inM (i.e. it completely resides on the manifold) is the integral

of all the local Riemannian metric contributions over all points over the curve. Let the

curve γ pass through the point p ∈M at γ(0) and pass through the point u ∈ M at γ(1)
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then the length of the curve segment between p and u is defined as

lup(γ) =

∫ 1

0

√

〈dγ
dt
,
dγ

dt
〉γ(t)dt. (2.17)

Here the subscript γ(t) denotes a point on the curve and dγ
dt

is the tangent vector of the

curve at this point. Conceptually, this is no different from calculating the length of a

curve in Euclidean space in which the Riemannian metric is the regular inner product

everywhere.

Manifold distance

The distance between two points residing on a differentiable manifold is defined as the

length of the shortest (piecewise differentiable) curve over the manifold connecting the

two points.

d(p,u) = min
γ∈Γ

lup(γ), (2.18)

where Γ is the set of all possible curves residing on the manifold joining p and u. Under

this definition d( , ) is a distance metric, do Carmo (1992). Again this is conceptually

not different than Euclidean space where the shortest possible curve between two points

is a straight line whose length equals their Euclidean distance.

If and only if the value of a distance metric for any two points on a manifold is equal

to the length of the shortest possible curve over the manifold connecting the two points, it

defines an intrinsic distance measure. As the corresponding curve completely resides in

the manifold it respects the geometric structure of the manifold, such a curve is called an

intrinsic curve. The opposite of an intrinsic curve is an ambient curve, which is a curve

through the ambient space of the manifold not necessarily residing on the manifold itself.

A distance measure based on the shortest possible ambient curve is called an ambient

distance measure or an extrinsic distance measure. As the ambient space is Euclidean,

the ambient distance measure is the Euclidean distance measure. In Fig. 2.3.a we illustrate

the difference between an intrinsic distance measure and an ambient distance measure.

Geodesics

Geodesics are the generalization of straight lines in Euclidean space to Riemannian man-

ifolds. A property of a straight line in Euclidean space is that its second derivative is

zero everywhere, i.e. it does not accelerate in any direction. The same property applies to

geodesics. It is well known that straight lines are the minimal length curves of Euclidean

spaces. The relation between minimal length curves and geodesics is not as straightfor-

ward in general however.

In order to explicitly compute the derivatives for points on curves in a Riemannian

manifold, we first need to provide every point on the manifold with a basis for its tangent

space. All these tangent space bases may have a general alignment with respect to each

other. Althoughmost alignments have little practical value, there is no theoretical require-

ment which forbids them. Once a specific alignment of tangent space bases is chosen, it

dictates for which curves their second derivative is zero. Thereby, the alignment dictates

which curves are geodesics. To determine which curves are minimal length curves, we
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Figure 2.3: An example of a differentiable manifold is the unit circle S1 embedded in

R2. Its intrinsic distance measure between p and u is the length of the green intrinsic

curve connecting them, see Fig. 2.3.a. The ambient distance measure is the length of the

red ambient curve. The cut locus of points on the circle are their antipodal points. For

the point p its antipodal point is −p, see Fig. 2.3.b. When extending the green intrinsic

curve starting from p beyond its antipodal point−p towards u, then traveling in opposite

direction from p towards u over the circle, i.e. the red intrinsic curve, will provide a curve

of less distance between p and u. The cut locus of p therefore is −p.

(a)

Figure 2.4: An example of a differentiable manifoldM is the surface of a unit sphere

embedded in R3. Its tangent space at p is depicted as the transparent plane TpM. A

tangent vector u can be mapped back to the manifold using the exponential map, this

results in Expp(u). The length of this tangent vector ‖u‖ equals the length of the intrinsic
green curve between p and Expp(u), i.e. ‖u‖ = d(p,Expp(u)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the difference between geodesics and minimal length curves.

Both figure (a) and (b) contain a curve, i.e. the black lines, and points on these curves are

depicted by dots. The bases of tangent spaces at these points are visualized by the red and

green vectors. The relative alignment between tangent space bases is different for (a) and

(b). The Riemannian metric for each tangent space is represented by grey circles. As they

all are isometric both curves provide paths of least distance for points on them, they are

minimal length curves. In (a) the curve is also a geodesic as it does not change direction

with respect the tangent space bases. In (b) however, the curve is not a geodesic due to

the chosen alignment of tangent space bases. From a Riemannian point of view their is no

fundamental requirement that prevents expressing an alignment as depicted in (b). Hence,

geodesics are generally not minimal length curves.

require a Riemannian metric from which curve lengths can be calculated. As the Rieman-

nian metric is allowed to vary smoothly with respect to the alignment of tangent space

bases, it can be seen as independent from this alignment. The Riemannian metric and the

shape of the manifold determine minimal length curves rather than the alignment of tan-

gent space bases. There is no requirement that minimal length curves are also geodesics,

see Fig. 2.5 for an illustrative example. However, and this is important, we can always

specify a particular alignment of tangent space bases such that they become geodesics.

Such an alignment agrees with the Riemannian metric of the manifold and in many texts

such an alignment is (implicitly) assumed. In Sec. 2.6, where incorrect distance measures

are discussed, we demonstrate what can go wrong when such an alignment is taken on

without being confirmed.

2.4.3 Exponential map, logarithmic map and cut locus

In the remainder of this section it is assumed that we have chosen that specific alignment

which makes minimal length curves into geodesics. In Riemannian theory this alignment

is determined by the so called Levi-Civita connection of a manifold (do Carmo, 1992).

The context of this thesis does not allow discussing it in detail. For our applied purposes

it is sufficient to know that all our pose spaces have such a Levi-Civita connection.
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Exponential map

Let u be a tangent vector in the tangent space at p with ‖u‖ < ǫ then there exists a unique
geodesic starting at p in the direction of u. This allows the introduction of the exponential

map, do Carmo (1992). The exponential map at p takes a tangent vector u ∈ TpM to a

point on the manifold u, i.e.

Expp : TpM−→M : Expp(u) = u, (2.19)

such that u is on the geodesic starting at p into the direction of u and such that the length

of the geodesic segment, defined by Eq. 2.18, between p and u is equal to ‖u‖. The

concept of the exponential map is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

The radius of the region over which the exponential map is a diffeomorphism, i.e. a

differentiable invertible mapping, between the tangent space of p and the manifoldM is

called the injectivity radius ofM at p. Note that the exponential map is not necessarily

related to the exponential of natural numbers, neither has it an explicit expression for

general Riemannian manifolds, and it can differ drastically among distant points on the

manifold.

Logarithmic map

Within the injectivity radius of p the inverse of the exponential map is defined and called

the logarithmic map. It transfers a point on the manifold u ∈ M to the tangent space

TpM, i.e.

Logp :M−→ TpM : Logp(u) = u, (2.20)

such that Expp(Logp(u)) = u. For a point on the manifold u it produces a tangent

vector u which when mapped back to the manifold by the exponential map results in u.

Note that Logp(p) = 0. Again the logarithmic map is not necessarily related to the

logarithm of natural numbers, neither has it an explicit expression in general, and it can

differ drastically among distant points on the manifold.

Relation with intrinsic distance

These mappings offer a mechanism by which to compute the intrinsic distance between

points on the manifold. From the distance preserving property of the exponential map and

the fact that minimal length curves are geodesics we have:

d(p,u) = min
γ∈Γ

lup(γ) = ‖Logp(u)‖. (2.21)

The definition of the exponential map (from which the definition of the logarithmic map

is derived) allows the intrinsic distance over the manifold to be computed as the Euclidean

length of tangent vectors within the injectivity radius of p. It is the existence of exactly

this construction that allows straightforward generalization of statistics designed for Eu-

clidean spaces to Riemannian manifolds. It is clear that the sought after charting function

C of Sec. 2.2 is the Riemannian logarithmic map and that its inverse C−1 is the exponen-

tial map. All tangent vectors produced by the logarithmic map Logp form our distance

and direction preserving metric chart of the manifold at charting point p.
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There are however strict conditions under which this approach can be utilized within

intrinsic statistics. Firstly, note that the exponential map and logarithmic map are de-

fined by geodesics. These geodesics are in turn defined by a specific alignment of tangent

space bases. By changing this alignment one effectively also changes the exponential

and logarithmic mappings. It is only because we demand using that specific alignment in

which minimal length curves are geodesics, that the logarithmic map is related to man-

ifold distances. If we would have used a general alignment, the logarithmic map would

not be related to distances over the manifold and it could not be used within intrinsic

statistics (we will meet an example of this in Sec. 2.6). Secondly, even when we use

an alignment that agrees with the Riemannian metric structure, the logarithmic map is

generally not defined for every possible combination of points on the manifold. This is

because the exponential map is not globally invertible, only within its injectivity radius it

is. The consequence is that the logarithmic map does generally not provide metric charts

in which all points on a manifold can be (uniquely) represented. When this is the case for

a particular distributions of points on the manifold, intrinsic statistical algorithms cannot

be guaranteed to converge (Karcher, 1977; Kendall, 1990). For correct operation of in-

trinsic statistical algorithms it is therefore required that all points are within each others

injectivity radii. These injectivity radii are defined by a concept known as the cut locus.

Cut locus

Consider a tangent vector tu ∈ TpM, with 0 ≦ t < ∞. Then starting at t = 0 and in-

creasing t, one obtains the geodesic starting at p into the direction of u as Expp(tu). Now
assume that for some value c, such that for all t ≦ c this geodesic provides the minimal

length curve between p and Expp(tu)), but that this is no longer the case for some t > c.
When this happens the tangent vector cu is called a tangential cut point, the point where-

after the image of the tangent vector by the exponential map no longer provides a path of

least distance. The collection of all tangential cut points for all tangent vectors starting at

p is called the tangential cut locus of TpM. The image of the tangential cut locus by the

exponential map is called the cut locus ofM at p. An illustrative example is depicted in

Fig. 2.3.b. The injectivity radius of p, the radius for which the exponential map at p is

guaranteed to be invertible, is related to the tangential cut locus by the definition that the

injectivity radius is smaller than or equal to the distance from p to its closest cut point.

In the example for the circle depicted in Fig. 2.3.b, the cut locus of a point p is its

antipodal point −p. The tangential cut locus is the set consisting of the tangent vectors

p and −p both having length π. The exponential map at p takes both tangent vectors to

−p. When trying to invert the mapping, i.e. mapping the cut locus−p back to the tangent

space, then there is no way of knowing which tangential cut point, i.e. p or −p, produced
−p. Hence, the logarithmic map at p is not defined for the point −p. The consequence
within intrinsic statistics is that when a distribution of points on the circle contains both

p and −p, then convergence cannot be guaranteed. We discuss such issues for our pose

manifolds further in Sec. 2.7.

2.4.4 Direct product and multiple geodesics

Consider an i-dimensional Riemannian manifoldM1 embedded in an i+ ia dimensional

ambient space Ri+ia , also consider a j dimensional Riemannian manifoldM2 embedded
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in a j+ja dimensional ambient spaceRj+ja . These two manifolds can be combined using

a direct product into a new manifoldM =M1 ×M2. Conceptually,M is obtained by

puttingM1 andM2 together such that they do not share any dimensions. More specif-

ically, the direct product brings the bases of the two ambient spaces Ri+ia and Rj+ja

together such that they form a new orthonormal basis for the ambient space Ri+ia+j+ja

in whichM is embedded. This direct product was used in Sec. 2.3.4 to construct the

manifold of Euclidean motions from the manifold of translations and rotations and in

Sec. 2.3.5 to construct the manifold of scale free Euclidean motions from the manifold on

scale free translations and rotations.

Under the direct product points on the manifoldM are ordered pairs of points onM1

and points onM2, i.e. p = (p1,p2) with p1 ∈M1 and p2 ∈ M2. The exponential and

logarithmic mappings of the direct product manifold are simply the combination of the

individual mappings of each sub-manifold.

Expp = (Expp1
,Expp2

) : (Tp1M1, Tp2M2) −→ (M1,M2), (2.22)

and

Logp = (Logp1
,Logp2

) : (M1,M2) −→ (Tp1M1, Tp2M2) (2.23)

Every property of the (sub-)manifoldsM1 andM2 are automatically transferred to the

direct product manifoldM. The intrinsic distance between p and u over the direct prod-

uct manifold is defined as

d(p,u) =
√

d(p1,u1)2 + d(p2,u2)2

=
√

( min
γ1∈Γ1

lu1
p1(γ1))

2 + ( min
γ2∈Γ2

lu2
p2(γ2))

2 , (2.24)

where Γ1 is the set of all possible curves overM1 connecting p1 to u1 and Γ2 does

the same overM2 for p2 to u2. The intrinsic distance overM is therefore the square

root of the sum of the squared lengths of the individual minimal length curves. Such

a definition is called a multiple geodesic approach (Altafini, 2000) or a product metric

approach (Cullen, 1967; do Carmo, 1992). It automatically obeys the axioms for a metric.

Under the same conditions as for the individual manifoldsM1 andM2 the intrinsic

distance forM1 ×M2 can be obtained by

d(p,u) =
√

‖Logp1
(u1)‖2 + ‖Logp2

(u2)‖2
= ‖Logp(u)‖,

(2.25)

which brings together the multiple geodesic approach and the element wise operation

of the Exp and Log mappings of the manifold direct product. Eq. 2.25 equally weights

distances over each sub-manifold, but there is no fundamental requirement to do so. When

needed, the intrinsic distance formula can therefore be generalized to the Mahalanobis

distance

d(p,u) =
√

Logp(u)
⊤Σ−1Logp(u), (2.26)

with Σ being a symmetric positive definite matrix (e.g. a covariance matrix).

Note that the multiple geodesics approach is a straightforward construct. It is the same

construct by which the Euclidean distance over Rn can be derived from the Euclidean

distance overR1. For example, consider three instantiations of one dimensional Euclidean
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vector spaces Rx,Ry,Rz , all equipped with the distance function d(p,u) =
√

(p− u)2.
Then define three dimensional Euclidean space as Rx × Ry × Rz . A multiple geodesic

definition of the intrinsic distance on R3 is then

d(p,u) =
√

d(px,ux)2 + d(py,uy)2 + d(pz ,uz)2

=
√

(px − ux)2 + (py − uy)2 + (pz − uz)2

=
√

(p− u)⊤(p− u),

(2.27)

the Euclidean distance formula for R3. It can be generalized to the Mahalanobis distance

in a similar fashion as in Eq. 2.26.

2.5 Pose spaces and their charting function

The main goal of this section is defining a charting function C for each of our pose spaces
given in Sec. 2.3. In the previous section we observed that this charting function is the

Riemannian logarithmic map and its inverse is the Riemannian exponential map. In Rie-

mannian geometry these mappings are conceptual constructions rather than explicit func-

tions. This is because for Riemannian manifolds in general, explicit functions do not

exist. Fortunately, all our pose spaces are homogeneous spaces.

2.5.1 Homogeneous spaces and action functions

As homogeneous spaces, look the same everywhere, so do their minimal length curves

and their geodesics. This allows for an efficient strategy to compute the Riemannian map-

pings for each point on the manifold. This strategy only requires the explicit development

of the Riemannian mappings with respect to the origin e, which are denoted with Expe
and Loge and map points back on forth between the manifold and the tangent space at

the origin. As the space is homogeneous, the choice for the origin is arbitrary but we

usually take a point for which Expe and Loge are most easily derived. The next step is to

(implicitly) develop these mappings for any other point on the manifold. To this purpose

we can utilize an action function.

An action function A is an invertible mapping which maps points in the manifold to

other points in the manifold. The action function at point g is denoted with Ag and maps

point to points such that the identity e goes to g. Its inverse A−1
g moves all points back

to their old location, hence g goes to e. For our purposes there are three conditions to

which the action function must adhere. Firstly, the action function and its inverse must be

computable for every point g on the manifold. Secondly, when the mapping transforms

points to points, it should not change the distances between these points. And as it does

not change distances, the relative spatial configuration of points in the manifold are pre-

served. A mapping having this property is called an isometry. The third condition is that

when applying the action function Ag to points which are on the geodesic through e and

g, they move to another location while remaining on this geodesic. Note that this a stricter

condition than that of being an isometry. It basically codifies that the action function does

not disturb the alignment of tangent spaces in which minimal length curves are geodesics.
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The use of the action function within intrinsic statistics is the following. When the

action function or its inverse is applied to a set of points, they move to a different location

on the manifold but their relative spatial configuration is preserved in an isometric man-

ner. As this contains all required statistical information, we can choose to move all points

to a location on the manifold that is most convenient, perform all calculations there and

then move the result back to the original location of the points. The location that is most

convenient is, of course, the origin e as it comes equipped with the required Riemannian

mappings.

By using the action function the general Riemannian mappings are obtained with

Expg1
(g2) = Ag1(Loge(g2)) (2.28)

and

Logg1
(g2) = Loge(A−1

g1
(g2)). (2.29)

This allows calculating the manifold distance between general points as

d(g1,g2) = ‖Logg1
(g2)‖ = ‖Loge(A−1

g1
(g2))‖ (2.30)

and we have obtained our desired charting function C.

Before we continuewe would like to stress that the geodesic action function, the align-

ment which makes minimal length curves into geodesics, and the Riemannian mappings

are heavily intertwined concepts. Basically, one can be derived from the other (and all are

related to the Levi-Civita connection of a manifold). The relation between these concepts

will become clearer after we have specified them for our pose spaces.

2.5.2 Deriving the charting function

The theory discussed so far allows us to derive the required charting functions for all our

basis pose spaces, i.e. those of translations, scale free translations, and rotations. This then

also allows deriving the charting function for Euclidean motions and scale free Euclidean

motions by using a multiple geodesic approach. For our basis pose spaces we follow the

six step based approach presented below.

1)We start with a usual Euclidean coordinate system for the ambient space in which

we embed the manifold. Then we define an origin on the manifold e given in term of

the coordinates of the ambient space. For all pose spaces in this thesis we can define this

origin e as pointed to by one of the basis vectors of the ambient space and can pick a basis

for the tangent space at the origin which is perpendicular to e and parallel to all remaining

basis vectors of the ambient space.

2) The Riemannian metric in the tangent space at e is inherited from the Euclidean

ambient space and therefore is the usual inner product between vectors. This Riemannian

metric is isotropic, i.e. the same for each direction in the tangent space. We then state

that the Riemannian metric is also isotropic for all other tangent spaces, which makes it
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homogeneous.

3) Even without explicitly fixing the basis for each tangent space, this already dictates

the minimal length curves with respect to e over our pose manifolds. This then allows

deriving the exponential map and logarithmic map at the origin.

4) The next step is to ensure that these minimal length curves become geodesics. We

can do so by aligning all tangent space bases with that of the tangent space at e such that

the minimal length curves originating at e do not change direction with respect to these

bases.

5) At this point we need to specify the action function. This action function must sat-

isfy all the conditions of Sec. 2.5.1. For all our pose space these conditions are sufficient

to derive it.

6) Finally, the charting functions and its inverse are obtained by combining the Rie-

mannian mappings at the origin with the action function as in Eq. 2.28 and Eq. 2.29.

Although our approach is not one would take within fundamentalmathematics, it does

provide guidelines to understand, verify and develop charting functions within computer

vision and robotics. In Sec. 2.6 we discuss alternative charting functions derived using

Lie group theory. In that section we will see that a Lie group also dictates an action on its

associated manifold. This action of a Lie group then also dictates an alignment of tangent

space bases. In this alignment, geodesics are generally not the minimal length curves

between points however, and therefore charting functions derived using Lie group theory

do generally not produce metric charts. Such charting functions can not be used within

intrinsic statistics.

2.5.3 Translations

Although deriving the logarithmic map on translations is more complex than the actual

logarithmic map itself, it serves well as an illustrative example and allows us to introduce

conventions required in the sections that follow.

Translations are modeled as points in three dimensional Euclidean space R3. Their

coordinates on the standard basis (1, 0, 0)⊤,(0, 1, 0)⊤,(0, 0, 1)⊤ are (tx, ty, tz)
⊤. Three

dimensional Euclidean space can be seen as a flat manifold embedded in R4. Let us now

specify thatR3 only occupies the last three dimensions ofR4, then the origin ofR3 within

its ambient space R4 can be chosen as the vector e = (1, 0, 0, 0)⊤. A translation vector

then has the coordinates t = (th, tx, ty, tz)
⊤ = e+ (0, tx, ty, tz)

⊤ in this ambient space.

Note that this is nothing more than the usual homogeneous embedding of translation

vectors into 4 by 4 matrices. The only difference is that the homogeneous coordinate th
is placed in front of the other coordinates instead of behind them. We use this convention

such that for all our pose spaces their origin e has coordinates (1, 0, ..., 0)⊤ which allows

for a more efficient notation.

The tangent space at the origin is the space perpendicular to e = (1, 0, 0, 0)⊤. For this
tangent space we can choose the basis vectors (0, 1, 0, 0)⊤, (0, 0, 1, 0)⊤ and (0, 0, 0, 1)⊤

which all are perpendicular to e and parallel to the basis of the ambient space. Apart from
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the first obsolete dimension, it coincides with the original Euclidean space R3. Hence, for

these bases, Euclidean space is its own tangent space. The coordinates of a tangent vector

in the tangent space at e are simply t = (tx, ty, tz)
⊤.

The tangent space at e can be equipped with a Riemannian metric which is just the

Euclidean inner product. The metric is therefore isotropic, i.e. it is the same in each

direction. We also make the metric homogeneous, i.e. the Riemannian metric is the same

in each tangent space. Regardless of the actual alignment of the tangent spaces at other

points than e, these two conditions dictate that the minimal length curves originating at e

are straight lines.

The Riemannian exponential map which takes each tangent vector t to a point on the

minimal length curve starting in the direction of t is then simply

Expe(t) = e+ (0, tx, ty, tz) = t (2.31)

Its inverse, the logarithmic map, is

Loge(t) = (tx, ty, tz)
⊤ = t (2.32)

The distance with respect to the origin e can now be computed with

‖Loge(t)‖ =
√
t⊤t =

√

t2x + t2y + t2z, (2.33)

which is the Euclidean length of the original translation vector as expected.

To ensure that these minimal length curves are geodesics they should not change di-

rection with respect to tangent space bases. The initial tangent space basis is that of e and

to make straight lines into geodesics, all other bases should be parallel to that of e. For

the tangent space at general t, this is simply assured by translating the basis at e to t.

The next step is defining the action function such that it satisfies all the conditions of

Sec. 2.5.1. In this case it is obvious that the action function is made up of translation. For

general t1 and t2 it is defined as

At1 (t2) = (t1ht2h, 0, 0, 0)
⊤ + t1h(0, t2x, t2y, t2z)

⊤ + t2h(0, t1x, t1y, t1z)
⊤. (2.34)

and its inverse is

A−1
t1

(t2) = (t1ht2h, 0, 0, 0)
⊤ + t1h(0, t2x, t2y, t2z)

⊤ − t2h(0, t1x, t1y, t1z)⊤. (2.35)

Because t1h = t2h = 1, these actions simply add and subtract translation vectors. They

are related to the usual homogeneous embedding of translation vectors into 4 by 4 ma-

trices. The use of the homogeneous coordinates seems unnecessarily complicated, we

however need them for further use in Sec. 2.5.8 where we show that the Riemannian ex-

ponential map on translations can be derived alternatively using the Taylor series of the

exponential function.

Combing the Riemannian mappings at the identity with the action function gives the

general Riemannian exponential map

Expt1(t2) = Expe(t2) + (0, t1x, t1y, t1z)
⊤ (2.36)

and logarithmic map

Logt1(t2) = Loge(t2 − (0, t1x, t1y, t1z)
⊤), (2.37)
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where we simplified the action function using t1h = t2h = 1. When computing the

distance between general translations using this logarithmic map, we see that

‖Logt1(t2)‖ = ‖Loge(t2 − (0, t1x, t1y, t1z)
⊤)‖

=
√

(t2x − t1x)2 + (t2y − t1y)2 + (t2z − t1z)2,
(2.38)

which is nothing more than the Euclidean distance between the two translations. This

derivation shows that the metric properties of Euclidean space are fully dictated by a

parallel alignment of tangent space bases and an isotropic and homogeneous Riemannian

metric.

2.5.4 Scale free translations

Scale free translations are points on the unit sphere S2 embedded in R3. A scale free

translation d = (dx, dy, dz)
⊤ satisfies ‖d‖ = 1. Let us choose the basis for the ambient

space as (1, 0, 0)⊤,(0, 1, 0)⊤,(0, 0, 1)⊤. The coordinates of the origin e of the unit sphere

on this basis is chosen as (1, 0, 0)⊤. The tangent space at e is then spanned by the basis

vectors (0, 1, 0)⊤ and (0, 0, 1)⊤ originating from, and perpendicular to, e. A tangent

vector d in the tangent space at e has coordinates d = (dy, dz).
Again we define that the Riemannian metric in the tangent space at e is isotropic

and therefore can be computed by the Euclidean inner product. We also define it to be

homogeneous. For this convention it is well known that the minimal length curves in S2

through e are great circles (circles with radius 1). The manifold distance over the unit

sphere is therefore the length of the shortest great circle segment between points. For

general d1 and d2 this length is equal to arccos(d1 · d2).
The Riemannian exponential map at e should take a tangent vector d to the point d

on the great circle originating at e in the direction of d. It must do such that the length of

the segment between e and d is equal to ‖d‖, hence arccos(e · d2) = ‖d‖. The analytic
expression for this exponential map is well known (Bus and Fillmore, 2001), it is

d = Expe(d) ≡







(

cos(‖d‖), sin(‖d‖) d
‖d‖
)

, ‖d‖ 6= 0

(1, 0, 0) , ‖d‖ = 0

. (2.39)

A geometric derivation is provided in Fig. 2.6. Its inverse is the logarithmic map

d = Loge(d) ≡







arccos(dx)
(dy,dz)

‖(dy,dz)‖ , dx 6= 1

(0, 0) , dx = 1

. (2.40)

To make great circles into geodesics we need a convention for the tangent space bases

at all points on S2. This convention is visualized in Fig. 2.7. It assures that geodesics do

not change direction with respect to tangent space bases. This is possible for every point

except −e. This seems unwanted but it is a well known mathematical fact that it is not

possible to define a basis for the tangent space at every point such that minimal length

curves do not change direction with respect to all bases. This property of S2 is captured

by the hairy ball theorem (Eisenberg and Guy, 1979). Intuitively, it states that one can not

comb a hairy ball flat without creating a cowlick, in this case the cowlick is exactly and

only at −e.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the geometric derivation of the exponential map on S2. In (a)

the Riemannian exponential map at e takes d to the point d on the minimal length curve

originating at e into the direction of d. It does this such that the traveled distance from e

to d over the minimal length curve is equal to ‖d‖. This minimal length curve is the great

circle depicted in magenta and which is obtained as the intersection between the sphere

S2 and the geodesic plane of d, i.e. the plane in which (0, 0, 0)⊤, d and e reside. The

challenge is deriving the coordinates of d on the basis of the ambient space. In order to

do so we first restrict ourselves to its coordinates in the geodesic plane, see (b). In the

geodesic plane the image of the manifold is the circle with radius 1 and the orthogonal

basis for the ambient space R2 is ê = (1, 0)⊤ and p̂ = (0, 1)⊤. The image of ê and p̂

back in R3 are e and p respectively. The image of the tangent plane is the line tangent

to ê and the image of the tangent vector d is d̂, which is only one dimensional and its

single coordinate is equal to (0, d) · p. As (0, d) is just a multiplicative of the unit vector

p we have that (0, d) · p = α‖d‖ where α is 1 if d points in the same direction as p

and -1 when it points in the other direction. Furthermore, α‖d‖ is the same as the angle

between p̂ and ê. It then follows that the coordinates of d̂ within the geodesic plane

are d̂ = (cos(α‖d‖), sin(α‖d‖))⊤ which simplifies to d̂ = (cos(‖d‖), α sin(‖d‖))⊤ as

α ∈ {1,−1}. Now we have to map d̂ back to the basis of the ambient space, i.e. back

to d. This involves nothing more than d = cos(‖d‖)e+ α sin(‖d‖)p. The last step is to

write this into terms of d only. For this we can exploit that p = α(0, d
‖d‖ ) which gives

d = (cos(‖d‖), 0, 0, 0)⊤+α2 sin(‖d‖)(0, d
‖d‖ )

⊤ and as α2 = 1 it can be rewritten to d =

(cos(‖d‖), sin(‖d‖) d
‖d‖). This final expression is the required Riemannian exponential

map for S2 at e.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.7: The alignment of tangent space bases on S2 enforced by our action function.

Only at −e it has a discontinuity for all other points it is smooth. A minimal length curve

through e is plotted in magenta. Note that it does not change direction with respect to the

tangent space bases of all points except that of−e. Therefore, it is a geodesics everywhere
except at −e. The same holds for any other geodesic starting at e

.
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The discontinuity at −e is not in contradiction with the discussed theory. First note

that the minimal length curves starting at e stop to be minimizing at the moment they pass

−e. This because traveling in opposite direction from e then provides a shorter path. This

point −e is the cut locus of e and its image in the tangent space, i.e. the tangential cut

locus, is the circle centered around the origin with radius π. All points on this circle will

map to −e, therefore, when mapping −e back to the manifold there is no way of telling

from which point on the circle it came. The inverse of the Riemannian exponential map,

the logarithmic map, is simply not defined for−e. This is also obvious from its definition

in Eq. 2.40. From this and from the fact that minimal length curves cannot pass−e, there
is no need that minimal length curves originating at e are geodesics at −e. It suffices that
they are geodesics for all other points.

Because of the special situation at −e, we start with deriving the action function for

all other points on S2. From Fig. 2.6 it can be observed that any point on the great circle

through e and d can be obtained by rotating e around an axis originating at (0, 0, 0)⊤ and

perpendicular to the geodesic plane of d, i.e. the plane in which (0, 0, 0)⊤, e and d reside.

The inverse of this rotation can take every point on the great circle back to e. By varying

the axis, every point on the sphere can be reached and mapped back. Furthermore, since

R⊤R = I and therefore (Rd)⊤(Rd) = d⊤R⊤Rd = d⊤d, rotations do not change the

relative distances and angles between points on the manifold. It is clear that the action

function can be constructed from a well chosen rotation.

The normalized axis of the rotation that maps e to d can be computed with

r(d)=
(1, 0, 0)⊤ × d

‖(1, 0, 0)⊤ × d‖=
(0,−dz, dy)⊤
√

d2y + d2z

. (2.41)

The angle of this rotations is the smaller angle between e and d and is provided by

θ(d) = arccos(d · e) = arccos(dx), (2.42)

Using Rodriques’ formula of Eq. 2.8 the normalized vector r(d) together with the angle

θ(d) specify a rotation matrix

Rd = R(r(d), θ(d)). (2.43)

This inverse of this rotation is

R−1
d = R(r(d),−θ(d)). (2.44)

When d1 and d2 are on the same great circle through e, we have that they share the same

rotation axis. Form this it is clear that Aτ
d1
(d2) pushes d2 over this same great circle,

i.e. over the minimal length curve through d1 and d2. The action functionAd1 therefore

preserves the alignment of tangent space bases which makes minimal length curves into

geodesics.

We now turn our attention to the special point (−1, 0, 0)⊤. Whend = (−1, 0, 0)⊤, the
rotation matrix is not defined as there is no unique plane through (0, 0, 0)⊤, (1, 0, 0)⊤ and

(−1, 0, 0)⊤. As there is simply no choice for the tangent space basis at −e which aligns

it with all geodesics originating from e, the alignment can be chosen freely. Basically,

we can take a rotation with an arbitrary axis in the yz-plane and an angle of π. However,
consider that apart for rotations also a reflection in the origin of the ambient space is
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invertible and maps the sphere onto the sphere while preserving relative distances and

angles ((−Ix)⊤(−Ix) = x⊤x). For the action function at −e and only at −e we can

define it as a reflection in (0, 0, 0) as this action maps e onto −e. This action maps each

point to its antipodal and therefore leaves them on their minimal length curves. At this

point there is no particular reason to favor this reflection above a rotation of the kind

described earlier. In Sec. 2.5.8 it will however become clear that this choice allows for an

alternative Taylor series expression of the Riemannian exponential map on S2.
The action function for all points on S2 is defined by

Ad1(d2) =

{

Rd1d2 , d1 6= (−1, 0, 0)⊤
−Id2 , d1 = (−1, 0, 0)⊤ . (2.45)

Its inverse is then

A−1
d1

(d2) =

{

R−1
d1

d2 , d1 6= (−1, 0, 0)⊤
−Id2 , d1 = (−1, 0, 0)⊤ . (2.46)

The Riemannian exponential and logarithmic mappings for S2 are provided by

d2 = Expd1
(d2) = Rd1(Expe(d2)) (2.47)

d2 = Logd1
(d2) = Loge(R

−1
d1

(d2)) (2.48)

when d1 6= (−1, 0, 0)⊤. In the case that d1 = (−1, 0, 0)⊤, Rd1 and R−1
d1

are simply

replaced with −I.
The intrinsic distance between directions represented by the unit vectors d1 and d2

can now be described as the Euclidean length of the tangent vector Logd1
(d2) and we

have obtained the required charting function. Let us verify this explicitly. The manifold

distance between scale free translations is the length of the smallest great circle segment

connecting them, i.e dist(d1,d2) = arccos(d1 · d2). First note that this manifold dis-

tance is invariant to the action function. Indeed rotating two directions does not change the

angle between them and the same holds for multiplying them with −I. Therefore, it suf-
fices to show that arccos(e ·d) = ‖Loge(d)‖. From the definition of the logarithmic map

Eq. 2.40 it is clear that ‖Loge(d)‖ = arccos(dx) = arccos((1, 0, 0)⊤ ·d) = arccos(e·d).

2.5.5 Rotations

From the fact that unit quaternions reside on the unit sphere S3, it should come as no

surprise that deriving their exponential map does not differ much from that of S2. In fact,
except for the addition of one dimension, both derivations are the same. The Riemannian

exponential map for S3 is therefore presented without its explicit derivation, it is

q = Expe(q) =







(

cos(‖q‖) , sin(‖q‖) q

‖q‖
)

, ‖q‖ 6= 0

e , ‖q‖ = 0

. (2.49)

Recall from Sec. 2.3.3 that S3 is a double cover of the space of rotations because q and

−q represent the same rotation. We therefore have to make sure that the distance between
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antipodal quaternions is zero and that, when computing the distance between general

quaternions, we always take the shortest distance. To this purpose we reparameterize the

arccosine with

arccos∗(ρ) =







arccos(ρ)− π , −1 ≤ ρ < 0

arccos(ρ) , 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1
(2.50)

This assures that the intrinsic distance between two quaternions computed by arccos∗(q1 ·
q1) respects the fact that S

3 is a double cover of the space of rotations. With this arccosine

the Riemannian logarithmic map is defined as

q = Loge(q) =







arccos∗(q)
~q

‖~q‖ , q 6= 1

(0, 0 , 0)⊤ , q = 1

. (2.51)

The exponential map creates a quaternionq expressing a rotation around a normalized

axis r = q

‖q‖ with angle α = 2 ‖q‖. The logarithmicmap basically maps this quaternionq

back to the tangent vector q = α
2 r. Note that when using the logarithmic map to compute

the manifold distance with respect e one must first multiply quaternions for which q < 0
with -1. This resolves the two-fold ambiguity between rotations and their quaternion

representation, see Sec. 2.3.3.

We also need an invertible action function to transport these mappings over the entire

sphere S3. It is well known that this action function can be constructed from quaternion

multiplication with

Aq1(q2) = q1q2 (2.52)

and its inverse with

A−1
q1

(q2) = q−1
1 q2. (2.53)

Although the action function and its inverse appear different than those of S2, they are

again closely related. Consider that the quaternion product can be expressed alternatively

as a matrix product. When multiplying the quaternion q1 = (q, qi, qj , qk)
⊤ with the

quaternion q2 this can expressed with

Qq2 =









q −qi −qj −qk
qi q −qk qj
qj qk q −qi
qk −qj qi q









q2 (2.54)

Now note that Q⊤Q = I, the matrix is orthogonal. Similarly to rotations in 3D, we

have that (Qq2)
⊤(Qq3) = q⊤

2 q3. Applying the matrix Q does therefore not change the

relative angle and distance between quaternions in 4D. From this it becomes clear that

the action function expressed using quaternions is based on the same principle as that of

S2. It obeys to all the conditions of Sec. 2.5.1. The main difference is that the quaternion

product is fully differentiable and the action function of S2 is not. This is due to the fact

that the sphere in 4D does allow a fully smooth alignment of tangent spaces. For our

purposes this is not relevant as we can apply the same techniques to S3 as well as to S2.
The Riemannian mappings for general quaternions are provided by

q2 = Expq1
(q2) = q1Expe(q2) (2.55)
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q2 = Logq1
(q2) = Loge(q

−1
1 (d2)) (2.56)

As in many application rotations are expressed using rotation matrices, we provide

their Riemannian mappings as well. Basically, these mappings can be seen as alterna-

tive formulations for those of quaternions. They are therefore given here without their

derivations. The Riemannian exponential map for a tangent vector r is

R = Expe(r) = I + sin(‖r‖)[ r

‖r‖ ]× + (1− cos(‖r‖))[ r

‖r‖ ]
2
×. (2.57)

It coincides with the Rodrigues rotation formula in that it produces a rotation matrix R
which encodes a rotation around an axis r

‖r‖ with angle ‖r‖. To express the Riemannian

logarithmic map we need the notation

[S]↑ =





0 −sz sy
sz 0 −sx
−sy sx 0





↑

= (sx, sy, sz)
⊤ (2.58)

to map a skew symmetric matrix S into a vector. With this notation the logarithmic map

is

r = Loge(R) =











[

θ (R−R⊤)
2 sin(θ)

]

↑
, θ 6= 0

(0, 0, 0)⊤ , θ = 0

(2.59)

with

θ = arccos

(

trace(R) − 1

2

)

(2.60)

Selig (1996). For a rotation matrix R expressing a rotation around normalized axis r with

angle α it effectively produces the tangent vector r = αr. The action function is again

comprised of rotation, i.e.

AR1(R2) = R1R2 (2.61)

and

A−1
R1

(R2) = R−1
1 R2. (2.62)

The Riemannian mappings for general rotation matrices are then provided by

R2 = ExpR1
(r2) = R1(Expe(r2)) (2.63)

r2 = LogR1
(R2) = Loge(R

−1
1 (R2)) (2.64)

The mappings of Eq. 2.63 and Eq. 2.64 have similar intrinsic distance preserving

properties, Park (1995). Indeed for two rotations expressed as quaternions q1 and q2 and

two rotation matrices R1 = R(q1) and R2 = R(q2) we have

∥

∥Logq1
(q2)

∥

∥ =
1

2

∥

∥LogR1
(R2)

∥

∥ . (2.65)
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The distance measure of quaternions and rotation matrices differ by a factor 2 since

quaternions characterize rotations with half angles. This reparametrization factor is of

no concern when using either mapping in an intrinsic statistical framework.

2.5.6 Euclidean motions

In Sec. 2.3.5 it was pointed out that the space of Euclidean motions can be modeled as

a direct product space of the space of translations and the space of rotations. Euclidean

motions are denoted with M and each

M ∈ R3 × S3. (2.66)

Both R3 and S3 are equipped with their Riemannian mappings. The Riemannian map-

pings for Euclidean motions can now be obtained using the multiple geodesic approach

of Sec. 2.4.4. These mappings are

M2 = ExpM1
(m2) = (Expt1(t2),Expq1

(q2)) (2.67)

and

m2 = LogM1
(M2) = (Logt1(t2),Logq1

(q2)) . (2.68)

Clearly, similar mappings can be obtained using the matrix representation for rotations.

The manifold distance between Euclidean motion can then be computes as

d(M1,M2) =
∥

∥LogM1
(M2)

∥

∥ . (2.69)

It can be generalized to a Mahalanobis distance when required.

This metric is similar to the metric obtained by Park (1995). The difference is that

our metric is explicitly computed using the Riemannian mappings at the origin and an

action function. These mappings can be used within intrinsic statistical algorithms in

exactly the same fashion as those of all other pose spaces. The metric in (Park, 1995)

did not explicitly use or specify the Riemannian mappings and action function as for their

purposes (mechanism design) this was not required.

2.5.7 Scale free Euclidean motions

The space of scale free Euclidean motions can be modeled as a direct product space of the

space of translations and the space of rotations, see Sec. 2.3.5. This space provides a four-

fold cover of the space of essential matrices. By resolving the four-fold ambiguity each

essential matrix E is a point in the direct product space of scale free Euclidean motions,

i.e.

E ∈ S3 × S3 . (2.70)

Both the basis spaces S3 and S3 have now been equipped with their Riemannian mappings

and again the mappings for essential matrices can be obtained using a multiple geodesic

approach, see Sec. 2.4.4. Their mappings are

E2 = ExpE1
(e2) = (Expd1

(d2),Expq1
(q2)) (2.71)

and

e2 = LogE1
(E2) = (Logd1

(d2),Logq1
(q2)) . (2.72)
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Again the matrix representation for rotations can be used as well. The manifold distance

between essential matrices can be computes as

d(E1,E2) =
∥

∥LogE1
(E2)

∥

∥ (2.73)

which can be extended to a Mahalanobis distance.

In Sec. 2.6 we show that a metric proposed by others for essential matrices is incorrect.

2.5.8 Alternative derivation using Taylor series

The charting functions of our pose spaces have been specified. They are all that is required

to perform intrinsic statistics. In this section we show that the Riemannian exponential

map of of our basis pose spaces can be derived alternatively from the Taylor series of the

exponential function. This allows us to better describe the conceptual difference between

Riemannian geometry and Lie group theory in Sec. 2.6. For the reader interested in the

application of our methods, we recommend that they continue directly to Sec. 2.7 which

is related to intrinsic statistics.

Action function as a product

The goal is to derive the Riemannian exponential map for all our basis pose spaces from

the Taylor series of the exponential function. As the exponentialmap takes tangent vectors

to the manifold, we need a product defined on tangent vectors to be able to evaluate the

Taylor series. We start with defining a product structure for points on our homogeneous

pose manifolds. This product, denoted with ⋆, is fully determined by the action function

and is provided by

g1 ⋆ g2 = Ag1(g2). (2.74)

As the action is defined to map the manifold onto itself, the product structure automat-

ically obeys the axiom of closure. The identity for this product is the origin e as the

action belonging to e maps the origin onto the origin leaving the manifold unchanged.

The inverse for this product is

g−1 = A−1
g (e), (2.75)

as A−1
g g = e for all g. Note that we have not demanded that this product structure does

obey the axiom of associativity. This is done to include the useful pose space S2 in our

treatment. As a consequence, it does not define a Lie group structure.

Taylor series in the tangent space

The Taylor series for the exponential function can be defined on tangent vectors as

expe(g)=

∞
∑

n=0

gn

n!
. (2.76)

The underlying summation we take to be regular vector addition and the power of a tan-

gent vector is defined using the product structure of the previous section, i.e.

g0 = e

g1 = (0, g)

gn+1 = ‖g‖n+1( g
n

‖gn‖ ⋆ (0,
g

‖g‖ ))
(2.77)
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Note that the product only involves unit length vectors. Furthermore, the power of a

tangent vector is evaluated from left to right. We could equally well have defined it from

right to left as all our action functions are power associative, i.e. associative when applied

to the same element.

Translations

Now we show that the exponential map on tangent vectors of R3 can be obtained as

a generalization of the exponential function. The first term in the Taylor series is the

identity e = (1, 0, 0, 0)⊤. The second term is (0, t), i.e. the tangent vector expressed on

the basis of the ambient space. All higher order terms involve the product ⋆. The term of

order two involves (0, t
‖t‖ ) ⋆ (0,

t
‖t‖ ). Note that the first coordinates of these vectors are

zero. As the product involves the action function of Eq. 2.34 of translation, it evaluates to

(0, 0, 0, 0)⊤, therefore, so do all higher order terms. The Taylor series therefore converges

to

expe(t) =
∑∞

n=0
t
n

n!
= e+ (0, t) + (0, 0, 0, 0)⊤ + (0, 0, 0, 0)⊤ + ...
= (1, tx, ty, tz)

⊤

= t.

(2.78)

It converges to the Riemannian exponential map of Eq. 2.32.

Scale free translations

A more interesting example is the unit sphere S2. Again the first term is the identity

e = (1, 0, 0)⊤ and the second term (0, d) is tangent vector orthogonally projected onto

the yz-plane of the ambient space. All higher order terms involve the vector (0, d
‖d‖ ).

It is d normalized and orthogonally projected onto yz-plane of the ambient space. As it

is normalized, it is a point on the unit sphere. Now let us examine what happens when

applying the product to points on the sphere in the yz-plane.

Let us first introduce the notion d′ = (0, d

‖d‖). The product on such vectors is defined

by the rotation matrix Rd′ in Eq. 2.45. It encodes a rotation with angle arccos(0) = 1
2π

around the axis e×d
′

‖e×d′‖ . This axis starts at (0, 0, 0)
⊤ and is perpendicular to the plane in

which (0, 0, 0)⊤, e = (1, 0, 0)⊤, and d′ reside, i.e. the geodesic plane of d′. The effect
of applying this rotation to d′ itself is that d′ is rotated through its geodesic plane with an

angle of 1
2π. From the illustration in Fig. 2.8 it is clear that it ends up in −e. The same

holds for every other point in the yz-plane. We therefore have that d2 = ‖d‖2d′ ⋆ d′ =
−‖d‖2e.

Let us now focus on d3 which is defined as ‖g‖3(d′ ⋆ d′) ⋆ d′. The last part of this

expression simplifies to −e ⋆ d′ which involves the ‘special’ point −e. For this point the
action function is defined as a reflection in (0, 0, 0)⊤, therefore,−e⋆d′ = −d′. Note that,
the effect is the same as rotation d′ with an angle π through its own geodesic plane. The

term of order four then again rotates −d′ with angle 1
2π through its own geodesic plane

resulting in e. All terms of order 5 also behave similar, they all rotate d′ through its own
geodesic plane with angular steps of 1

2π. This is visualized in Fig. 2.8.
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d- '

(a)

Figure 2.8: The manifold of scale free translations, i.e. the unit sphere S2 embedded in

R3. The basis for the ambient space is depicted by the red (x), green (y), and blue (z)

coordinate axes. A tangent vector in the tangent space at e is depicted by d. It relates to

the point d′ in yz-plane. The sphere is dissected by the plane through (0, 0, 0)⊤, e, and
d′, which is the geodesic plane of d′. The product of d′ acting on itself involves a rotation
with an axis perpendicular to the geodesic plane of d′. It is visualized by the dashed line.
By rotating d′ around this axis with an angle 1

2π we obtain −e, rotating it a second time

results in −d, and rotating it a third time results in e and so on (d′,−e,−d′,e,etc.). The
magenta curve it produces while rotating is a great arc which is the minimal length curve

for points on it.

To summarize, the power of tangent vectors of S2 evolves as

d2 = −‖d‖2 e

d3 = −‖d‖3 (0, d

‖d‖ )

d4 = ‖d‖4 e

d5 = ‖d‖5 (0, d
‖d‖ )

d6 = −‖d‖6 e

d7 = −‖d‖7 (0, d

‖d‖ )

...

(2.79)

From this it is clear that the Taylor series converges to

ed =
∑∞

n=0
d
n

n!

= e+ d− ‖d‖2

2! e− ‖d‖3

3! (0, d
‖d‖ ) +

‖d‖4

4! e+ ‖d‖5

5! (0, d
‖d‖)−

‖d‖6

6! e− ...
= (1− ‖d‖2

2! + ‖d‖4

4! −
‖d‖6

6! + ...)e+ (‖d‖ − ‖d‖3

3! + ‖d‖5

5! − ...)(0, d

‖d‖ )

= cos(‖d‖)e+ sin ‖d‖(0, d

‖d‖ )

= (cos(‖d‖), sin(‖d‖) d
‖d‖ ),

(2.80)
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where we used the power series definition of sine and cosine to arrive at the Riemannian

exponential map of S2.

Rotations

We again focus on the unit quaternion representation of rotations. From the fact that unit

quaternions are points on a hypersphere it should come as no surprise that the Taylor

series converges in a similar fashion as that of S2. From the properties of the quaternion

product we again we have that

q2 = −‖q‖2 e

q3 = −‖q‖3 (0, q

‖q‖ )

q4 = ‖q‖4 e

q5 = ‖q‖5 (0, q

‖q‖ )

q6 = −‖q‖6 e

q7 = −‖q‖7 (0, q

‖q‖ )

...

(2.81)

from which it is clear that the Taylor series indeed converges to (cos(‖q‖), sin(‖q‖) q

‖q‖ ).
It converges to the Riemannian exponential map.

It is interesting to consider that this derivation for S3 and its equivalent for the unit

circle S1, i.e. Euler’s formula, are both well known and frequently reported. By contrast,

the derivation for S2 we have not yet encountered in literature. This derivation is however
more interesting as both S3 and S1 have the structure of a Lie group which S2 does not

have (as its product structure is not associative and as its action is not differentiable at

−e).

2.6 Incorrect distance measures

In this section we review alternative charting functions for Euclidean motions and for

essential matrices. They were proposed recently in computer vision literature. Here it

is proven that they are not properly founded in mathematical theory and are not related

to intrinsic distances nor provide proper metrics. Their incorrectness mainly originates

from the misconception that Lie group theory is related to manifold distances. To explain

the details, we give a brief introduction into Lie groups. As we already provided correct

charting functions for all our poses spaces, the reader interested in the application of our

methods can directly continue to Sec. 2.7 which is related to intrinsic statistics.

2.6.1 Lie groups

A group is an algebraic structure consisting of a set G with an operator ⋆ which combines

two group elements into another such that the following axioms are satisfied:

• Closure

For all g1 in G and all g2 in G it holds that when

g1 ⋆ g2 = g3 , then g3 ∈ G. (2.82)
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• Associativity

For all g1,g2,g3 in G it holds that

(g1 ⋆ g2) ⋆ g3 = g1 ⋆ (g2 ⋆ g3). (2.83)

• Identity

There exists an element e in G called the identity such that for all g in G it holds

that

g ⋆ e = g (2.84)

and

e ⋆ g = g. (2.85)

• Invertibility

Every element g ∈ G has an inverse, denoted as g−1, such that g−1 is also in G
and such that

g−1 ⋆ g = e (2.86)

g ⋆ g−1 = e. (2.87)

A Lie group is a special kind of group which carries the structure of a differentiable

manifold such that the group operator and inversion are smooth functions, i.e. they are

continuous and have derivatives of all order. As every differentiable manifold can be

turned into a Riemannian manifold by equipping it with a Riemannian metric, every Lie

group can be associated with a Riemannian manifold. The converse is not true: not every

Riemannian manifold carries the structure of a Lie group.

The exponential and logarithm of a Lie group

A Lie group also comes equipped with an exponential and a logarithm. In Lie group

theory they transfer group elements between their Lie group and their Lie algebra. The

Lie algebra can intuitively be seen as the algebra of a local linearization of its Lie group

taken at the identity element. In that sense the Lie group is related to the manifold and its

Lie algebra is related to the tangent space of this manifold at e.

Many different classes of Lie groups exist and one such class is that of semi-simple

Lie groups. These semi-simple Lie groups share the special property that their Lie group

exponential map can be obtained by generalizing the exponential on natural numbers, i.e.

expe : G→ G, expe(g) =
∑∞

n=0
g
n

n!

= e+ g+ g
2

2! +
g
3

3! +
g
4

4! +
g
5

5! + ...
, (2.88)

where the operator on the Lie algebra underlying gn is the same as the operator ⋆ of its

Lie group. The logarithmic map loge : G → G of a Lie group is again defined as the

inverse of its exponential map and transfers points from the Lie group (manifold) to its

Lie algebra (tangent space). The mappings of a Lie group are denoted with exp and log
to differentiate them from those of Riemannian geometry with are denoted with Exp and

Log.
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One-parameter subgroups

A one-parameter subgroup of a Lie algebra element g with respect to the group identity is

defined by

expe(tg), t ∈ R. (2.89)

It is the image of tg mapped back onto its group with respect to e. We will see that one-

parameter subgroups can be used to verify whether the mappings from a Lie group are

related to manifold distances.

From the identity to the entire group

The exponential and logarithmic mappings of a Lie group are so far only specified with

respect to the group identity e. In Lie group theory the group product and inversion

provide an mechanism to transfer these mappings over the entire group. The general

exponential and logarithmic mappings of a Lie group are given by

expg1
(g2) = g1 ⋆ expe(g2) (2.90)

and the logarithm by

logg1
(g2) = loge(g

−1
1 ⋆ g2). (2.91)

For a more involved mathematical treatment of Lie groups and their relation with

manifolds we recommend (Tu, 2007).

Metric conditions for Lie groups

Although this all seems very similar to the Riemannian exponential and logarithm, the Lie

group based mappings are generally not related to the manifold distance over its associ-

ated manifold. This is because in Lie group theory one starts with a fixed group operator

⋆. Based on to this group operator the exponential and logarithmic maps are derived. Just

as the action function, the group operator enforces an alignment of tangent space bases on

the manifold. However, in this alignment caused by the group operator, the curves traced

out by one-parameter subgroups are the geodesics, whereas what we need is that mini-

mal length curves become geodesics. The two do not coincide for a general Lie group.

Therefore, in order for the Lie group based mappings to be related to the intrinsic distance

over their Riemannian manifold, the image of one-parameter subgroups on the manifold

must coincide with the minimal length curves of the manifold, Altafini (2000); do Carmo

(1992); Park (1995). If and only if this condition is satisfied, then the Lie group based

logarithmic map is related to intrinsic distances and can be used within intrinsic statistical

computations.

By contrast, in our Riemannian derivation for our homogeneous pose spaces we ex-

plicitly started with minimal length curves. In accordance with these minimal length

curves, an action function was specified. This action function is specifically chosen such

that minimal length curves are also geodesics. It also defines a product structure between

elements on the manifold, 2.5.8. But this product structure does generally not define a

(Lie) group structure on the manifold. Only in exceptional cases, the Riemannian struc-

ture coincides with the Lie group structure. Examples are the group of translations (as

vectors homogeneously embedded in 4D) and rotations (as quaternions or as orthogonal

matrices). For these Lie groups their operator and inverse coincide with those defined
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through the Riemannian action function. Furthermore, for these Lie groups, their Lie

groupmappings and the Riemannian mappings coincide (i.e. exp = Exp and log = Log).
The important thing to remember is that when deriving manifold distance preserving

exponential and logarithmic maps, one should follow a Riemannian approach and not a

Lie group based approach. The exponential and logarithmic mappings of a Lie group are

not related to minimizing geodesics in general and therefore can not be used to calculate

manifold distances. As a consequence, they should not be used within intrinsic statistical

calculations. A negative example of such a Lie group is SE(3) related to Euclidean mo-

tions in 3D, it is discussed in the next section.

How one can go wrong in SE(3)

In (Subbarao and Meer, 2006, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2007; Tuzel et al., 2005) the Lie

group exponential and logarithmic mappings of SE(3) are used to express a charting

function for Euclidean motions. As their charting function is used within intrinsic statis-

tics, it must be related to an intrinsic distance metric between Euclidean motions. It is

however well known that the Lie group mappings of SE(3) do not provide such an intrin-
sic distance metric, see Park (1995) for a proof. Strictly speaking, these mappings can

therefore not be used within intrinsic statistical calculations. Here we intuitively describe

the core properties of the Lie group SE(3) which prevent it from expressing an intrinsic

distance metric.

A Euclidean motion models both the change in position and the change in orientation

between two poses. The most common parametrization is that of 4 × 4 homogeneous

matrices which will be denoted asM. ThematrixMwhich performs a rotationR ∈ SO(3)
and translation t ∈ R3 is simply obtained with

M = M(R, t) =

[

R t

0 1

]

. (2.92)

This parametrization can be identified with a Lie group by letting the group operator

⋆ coincide with matrix multiplication, taking the group identity e as I, and letting group

inversion coincide with matrix inversion. The resulting group is usually denoted as SE(3),
i.e. the special Euclidean group in three dimensions. Its group properties embody an

intuitive geometrical interpretation of Euclidean motion.

An element of the Lie algebra of SE(3) is given by

m =

[

[r]× t

0 0 0 0

]

. (2.93)

where [r]× is a 3 × 3 skew symmetric matrix and t is a vector. For these elements the

matrix exponential has a closed form expression, it is

M = expe(m) =

[

expe(r) A(r)t
0 0 0 1

]

(2.94)

where

A(r) = I +
1− cos(‖r‖)
‖r‖ [

r

‖r‖ ]× +
‖r‖ − sin(‖r‖)

‖r‖ [
r

‖r‖ ]
2
×. (2.95)
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and expe(r) is the usual exponent if skew-symmetric matrices, see Eq. 2.57. This expo-

nential map takes elements of the Lie algebra se(3) back to the Lie group SE(3).
The matrix logarithm provides a closed form expression for the logarithmic map of

SE(3), it is

m = loge(M) =

[

[r]× A(r)−1t

0 0 0 0

]

(2.96)

where r = loge(R) as in Eq. 2.59 and

A(r)−1 = I +
1

2
‖r‖[ r

‖r‖ ]× + (1− ‖r‖+ cos(‖r‖)‖r‖
2 sin(‖r‖) )[

r

‖r‖ ]
2
×, (2.97)

(Selig, 1996). It takes an element of the Lie group to its Lie algebra element. The

general exponential map and logarithmic map are expM1
(M2) = M1 expe(M2) and

logM1
(M2) = loge(M

−1
1 M2).

The only difference between the charting function in (Subbarao andMeer, 2006, 2009;

Subbarao et al., 2007; Tuzel et al., 2005) and the logarithmic map logM1
(M2) is that it

maps a Lie algebra matrix element m to a six dimensional vector. This is simply per-

formed with
[

[r]× t

0 0 0 0

]

↑
= (r, t). (2.98)

Their intrinsic distance metric is then defined as

d(M1,M2) = ‖[logM1
(M2)]↑‖ =

√

‖r‖2 + ‖t‖2. (2.99)

We show that this is not an intrinsic distance metric nor a metric.

First note that the metric is computed from rotational, i.e. ‖r‖, and translational,

i.e. ‖t‖, contributions. The rotational contribution ‖r‖ is computed using the logarithmic

map of SO(3), see Sec. 2.5.5, which is related to manifold distances between rotations.

The rotational part of the metric is therefore correct. The focus is on the translational part.

The Lie group based exponent and logarithm of SE(3) are, just as their Riemannian

counterparts, related to geodesics. The geodesics of SE(3) are determined by the align-

ment of tangent space bases being enforced by the Lie group operator of SE(3). There-
fore, they are the exponential image of one-parameter subgroups onto the manifold. These

one-parameter subgroups in the subspace R3 are generally not straight lines but describe

helix segments instead, see Fig. 2.9 for an example. In this example the length of the helix

segment as computed by the Lie group logarithmic map with ‖t‖ = ‖A(r)−1t‖ is 1.45
and equal to the usual Euclidean curve length of the (geodesic) helix segment between e

and M in R3. In fact, the value of ‖A(r)−1t‖ for every possible t and r is always equal

to the usual Euclidean curve length of the corresponding (geodesic) helix segment. This

is because when computing the length as in Eq. 2.99 by using the Lie group logarithmic

map, one implicitly states that the Riemannian metric of SE(3) is the usual Euclidean

inner product everywhere. From Sec. 2.5.5 we know that for such an isotropic and homo-

geneous Riemannian metric the minimal length curves through the subspace SO(3) are
great circles. The Lie group logarithmic map for SO(3), which is incorporated in that of

SE(3), is related to these great circles and allows computing the intrinsic distance in the
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rotational subspace. For the subspace R3 equipped with an isotropic and homogeneous

Riemannian metric it is however well known that straight lines and not helix segments

are the minimal length curves. In the example of Fig. 2.9 the value of ‖t‖ is 1.45 which

indeed is more than that of a straight line connecting e with M which is 1. As a con-

sequence, the Lie group logarithmic map of SE(3) is not related to an intrinsic distance

measure in the subspace R3. It therefore can also not provide an intrinsic distance mea-

sure between Euclidean motions and neither can it be used as a charting function within

intrinsic statistical computations.

The next question is whether the Lie group logarithmic map of SE(3) relates to a

metric at all. In order for this to be true it must obey all axioms of metrics of Sec. 2.2. Let

us focus on the triangle inequality. It states that there is no element which provides a path

of less distance betweenM1 andM2, i.e.

‖ logM1
(M2)‖ ≤ ‖ logM1

(M′)‖+ ‖ logM′(M2)‖ (2.100)

holds for all possible M1, M2 and M′ and where log is the Lie group logarithmic map.

The example in Fig. 2.9 however suggests that a point M′ on the true minimal length

curve connecting e toM provides a path of less distance in the subspace R3. And indeed,

when we compute the values for the triangle inequality in this subspace by using the Lie

group logarithmic map, we get that 1.45 ≤ 0.54 + 0.54 which clearly is in violation of

the triangle inequality.

2.6.2 The Subbarao-Meer method for Essential matrices

A Lie group based distance measure on essential matrices was proposed by Subbarao and

Meer (2009); Subbarao et al. (2008). Their method will be referred to as the Subbarao-

Meer (SM) method. In this section we prove that their approach does not provide a correct

charting function. It can therefore not be used to develop sound intrinsic statistical algo-

rithms nor allows it expressing a correct distance measure. Some additional mathematical

background on essential matrices is provided first.

Performing a singular value decomposition on an essential matrix results in

E = UΣV⊤ . (2.101)

The first two singular values of Σ are identical elements of R+ and the last one is zero

(Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). Since an essential matrix is a homogeneous entity, it is not

affected by scaling, henceΣ can be set toΣ1 = diag{1, 1, 0}. When det(U) = det(V) =
1 the four possible choices for retrieving the motion parameters from the essential matrix

are

[

UWV⊤ +u3

0 0 0 1

]

,

[

UWV⊤ −u3

0 0 0 1

]

,

[

UW⊤V⊤ +u3

0 0 0 1

]

,

[

UW⊤V⊤ −u3

0 0 0 1

]

,

(2.102)
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M'

M

e

(a)

Figure 2.9: Illustration of geodesics and minimal length curves of SE(3) in its subspace

R3. The black curve is a geodesic and related to the one-parameter subgroup through e

andM. This motionM expresses a translation t = 1/2(1, 0, 1)⊤ and a rotation with angle

π around an axis (1, 1, 0)⊤. For the convention that the Riemannian metric is isotropic

and homogeneous, the green curve is the minimal length curve between e andM. Hence,

for this convention, a metric based on one-parameter subgroups of SE(3) cannot be an

intrinsic metric. A point on the true minimal length curve is depicted with M′. It ex-

presses a translation t′ = 1/(2
√
2)(1, 0, 1)⊤ and a rotation with angle π/2 around the

axis (1, 1, 0)⊤. The curve belonging to the one-parameter subgroup from e to M′ is de-
picted in dark grey and the curve belonging to the one-parameter subgroup fromM′ toM
is depicted in light grey. The total length of these two curves is less than that of the black

curve, which is in violation with the triangle inequality. Hence, the length of the curves

generated by one-parameter subgroups can also not be used to express a metric between

Euclidean motions.
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where

W =





0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1



 (2.103)

and u3 is the last column of U. Each of the four motion parameters define an epipolar

configuration. As pointed out in (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004) performing a rotation

around the z-axis by an angle γ, denoted as Rz(γ), does not change the essential matrix.

Furthermore, due to its homogeneous nature the essential matrices E and −E both relate

to the same epipolar configuration. This equivalence relation is denoted as E =H −E. As
such, for the SVD of E we have the equality

U Rz(γ) Σ1 (V Rz(γ + kπ))⊤ = (−1)k UΣ1V
⊤ =H ±E, (2.104)

with k ∈ Z. This shows that there is an equivalence class, denoted asRz , which all repre-

sent the same essential matrix E. Note thatRz(γ) does not change the sign of u3, further-

more,Rz(γ)WRz(γ+kπ)
⊤ results inW for odd k and inW⊤ for even k. Therefore, the

retrieval of the motion parameters, by using Eq. 2.102, is not affected by the equivalence

class Rz . This is correctly recognized and resolved in (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004).

Not explicitly taken into account in (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004) nor (Subbarao and

Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008) is that there is a second equivalence class, denoted B,
related to choice of basis. This equivalence class is inherent in computing the singular

value decomposition. Start by considering the equality

E = UBΣ(V(±B))⊤ = ±UΣV⊤ =H ±E (2.105)

whereB = diag{±1,±1,±1}. Note there are eight combinations for diag{±1,±1,±1}.
In (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004) it is implicitly assumed that det(U) = det(V) = 1 i.e.

U andV are both elements of SO(3). Due to B bothU andV are merely orthogonal trans-

formation, i.e. they are combinations of rotations and reflections. Since the last singular

value of Σ1 is zero, the last column of both U and V can be multiplied by −1 such that

their determinants become positive without changing the essential matrix. This ensures

that U and V become elements of SO(3) and the retrieval of the motion parameters is

therefore not affected by the equivalence class B.

In order to use a charting function defined on essential matrices within intrinsic statis-

tics, each essential matrix of the same equivalence class must be mapped to a unique point

on the manifold. If this is not guaranteed, then a distribution of n essential matrices, all

belonging to the same equivalence class, will form (at least) two clusters in the manifold

instead of one. When this happens, computing the mean on all essential matrices results

in a point in between the two clusters. This point does not relate to the correct epipolar

geometry. Therefore, a charting function which does not take similar essential matrices

to a unique point, cannot be used within intrinsic statistical calculations. In our approach

of Sec. 2.5.7 we first pick one of the four possible motion configurations of Eq.2.102 by

consulting image data, i.e. we resolve the fourfold ambiguity by using chirality. As the

motion configurations of Eq. 2.102 are not influenced by the equivalence classes Rz and

B, our charting function is guaranteed to take each essential matrix of the same equiv-

alence class to a unique element. Next we prove that the charting function of the SM

method does not take each essential matrix of the same equivalence class to a unique

point in the manifold.
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The goal of the SM method is to map U and V to a unique element of the Lie group

SO(3)×SO(3). Only then the logarithmic mapping of SO(3), which coincides with the

Riemannian mapping, will take an essential matrix to a unique tangent vector. In the SM

method it is first assured that both U and V have positive unit determinant and therefore

are elements of SO(3). The challenge faced by the SM method is to take the essential

matrix E2 (with SVD U2diag{1, 1, 0}V⊤
2 ), to a unique point in the tangent space of E1

(with SVD U1diag{1, 1, 0}V⊤
1 ). The general form of the logarithmic map of the SM

method is

LogE1
(E2) = [Log(U⊤

1 U2),Log(V
⊤
1 V2)],

= [u⊤, v⊤]⊤,
= [ux, uy, uz, vx, vy, vz ]

⊤
(2.106)

where Log on the right side of the equality denotes the Riemannian logarithmic map on

SO(3) and [u⊤, v⊤]⊤ ∈ so(3)× so(3). The exponential map of the SM method is defined

as

ExpE1
([u⊤, v⊤]⊤) = [U1Exp(u),V1Exp(v)] (2.107)

where Exp on the right side of the equality denotes the Riemannian exponential map on

so(3). The difficulty is that, despite the fact that both E1 and E2 are general elements of

their equivalence classes, the logarithmic map must return the same tangent vector for all

elements of these equivalence classes consistently.

In the SM method it is assumed that the equivalence class Rz can be resolved by

enforcing logE1
(E2) to have the form [ux, uy, z, vx, vy,−z]⊤. It does so by an ini-

tialization procedure followed by iteratively updating the development point according

to E1 = expE1
([0, 0, δ, 0, 0, δ]) for some δ. In the derivation in (Subbarao and Meer,

2009; Subbarao et al., 2008) it is however wrongly assumed that rotating by Rz , i.e.

moving through the equivalence class, is the same as moving through the vertical tan-

gent space, i.e. [0, 0, uz, 0, 0, vz], without changing the horizontal tangent space, i.e.

[ux, uy, 0, vx, vy , 0]. Due to the non-commutative nature of SO(3) however URz(δ) =
exp(u⊤) exp([0, 0, δ]⊤) 6= exp(u⊤ + [0, 0, δ]⊤), see (Selig, 1996). As a consequence the
SM method provides no foundation for the convergence of its iterative logarithmic map.

This is however a side issue, because even when convergence would be assured, the SM

approach does still not map each essential matrix from the same equivalence class to a

unique element in SO(3)× SO(3).

Let us for now assume that the SM method does converge, then enforcing tangents

vectors to be of the form [ux, uy, z, vx, vy,−z]⊤ makes the final dimension redundant, so

it can be omitted. The resulting tangent vector [ux, uy, z, vx, vy]
⊤ has the same number

of degrees of freedom as an essential matrix, i.e. five, and therefore provides a minimal

representation. This representation is not unique however. The focus is on the equivalence

class B related to choice of basis. If the claim in (Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao

et al., 2008) is correct the equivalence class B must be resolvable to a single element.

Recall there are eight choices for a single B ∈ B. By ensuring a positive unit deter-

minant the four choices related to reflections i.e. diag{−1,−1,−1}, diag{−1, 1, 1},
diag{1,−1, 1} and diag{1, 1,−1} are mapped to diag{−1,−1, 1}, diag{−1, 1,−1},
diag{1,−1,−1} and diag{1, 1, 1} respectively. Note that the identity I = diag{1, 1, 1}
and diag{−1,−1, 1} are both elements of Rz and can therefore be resolved to I. The

remaining two elements of B i.e. diag{1,−1,−1} = Rx(±π) and diag{−1, 1,−1} =
Ry(±π) relate to rotations by an angle±π around respectively the x-axis and y-axis. They
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are not elements of Rz . Indeed, Rx(±π) Rz(±π) = Ry(±π) and therefore the initial-

ization procedure should be able to map both to a single element e.g. Ry(±π). The SM
method, however, provides no control over to which one. Nevertheless, when assuming

that Rx(±π) is mapped to Ry(±π) consistently, then there are still two elements remain-

ing in B. They are: I and Ry(±π). They clearly do not differ by a z-axis rotation and

therefore are not resolvable by the SM method. They both will be mapped to tangents of

the form [ux, uy, z, vx, vy,−z]⊤, these tangent vectors will not be equal however. Hence
there remains at least a twofold ambiguity and the SM method does therefore not provide

a usable charting function for essential matrices.

The experimental evaluation in (Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008)

did not reveal the incorrectness of their charting function. This is because the statistical

algorithm used in (Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008) is mean-shift. The

goal of mean-shift in the context of (Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008) is

to distinguish a cluster of inlier essential matrices from outlier essential matrices. As a

result of using the SM charting function there will be (at least) two inlier clusters instead

of one. Mean-shift then simply converges to the mode of one of these inlier cluster and

treat the other cluster wrongly as outliers. It will therefore not use all available statistical

information, though it will produce a result. While this result can suffice within certain

applications, the claim that the SM method provides a correct and unambiguous charting

function, is not supported by any theoretical nor experimental evidence. Furthermore,

when evaluating the axiom equalities for metrics of Sec. 2.2, we can choose one element

from an equivalence class for the left-hand side and a different element from the same

equivalence class for the right-hand side. Due to the ambiguity in the SM method, both

elements can be different points in SO(3)×SO(3). Under these circumstances the axioms

of symmetry and triangle inequality are not guaranteed. Hence, the SM method does not

allow expressing a metric on essential matrices.

In Sec. 4.4 the SM charting function will be compared experimentally against our

charting function of Sec. 2.5.7.

2.7 Pose statistics

In the previous sections we derived the required charting functions for all our pose spaces

by using Riemannian geometry. In this section we use them to define an intrinsic statis-

tical framework which can be applied to estimate statistical properties of pose samples.

We restrict ourselves to the multi-variate normal distribution and methods to estimate its

empirical mean and covariance. In Chap. 3 and Chap. 4 we extend our framework with

more advanced algorithms.

Conceptually, the framework can be seen as being derived from Euclidean statistics

by applying the following substitution

(g1 − g2)
⊤Σ−1(g1 − g2) → Logg1

(g2)
⊤Σ−1Logg1

(g2). (2.108)

This substitution causes all statistical calculations to be performed in tangent spaces. Due

to the distance and direction preserving relationship between tangent spaces and their

manifold, all calculations respect the manifold’s non-flat structure (in that respect tangent
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space statistics would have been more descriptive). The invertibility and differentiability

of the logarithmic map allows estimating the statistical parameters of interest, e.g. u and

Σ, by using gradient methods.

2.7.1 Normal probability on a manifold

By using the substitution of Eq. 2.108 a multi-variate normal distribution with mean u

and variance Σ on a d dimensional Riemannian manifold G is defined by

N (g,u,Σ) =
1

(2π)
d
2

√

|Σ|
e−

1
2Logu

(g)⊤Σ−1Log
u
(g). (2.109)

The distribution is expressed in the tangent space of the mean u, as in this tangent space

all intrinsic distances with respect to u can be obtained by the Euclidean length of tangent

vectors. When we say that samples are normally distributed on G, then we actually mean

that they are normally distributed in the tangent space of their mean u (which is not

exactly the same (Pennec, 2006; Pennec and Ayache, 1998)).

Many algorithms require modeling the noise process which produces observations,

e.q. the pose samples. If such observations reside on a manifold G and are normally

distributed, then their noise process can be expressed in the tangent space of their true

unknown value u. As the mean u is mapped to 0 in its own tangent space, the noise

process of normally distributed samples on G is modeled as

gi = Expu(gi), gi ← N (gi,0,Σ), (2.110)

where ← denotes that gi is assumed to be generated according to a normal distribution

with zero mean and variance Σ. This modeling also provides a straightforward strategy

to generate normally distributed samples over the manifold G. Next we show how to

estimate the mean u and the variance Σ from normally distributed samples residing on G.

2.7.2 Empirical mean on a manifold

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate for the mean u of samples residing on G is de-

fined by

u = argmax
u∈G

n
∏

i=1

N (gi,u,Σ). (2.111)

Apart from the definition of N in Eq.2.109, this is the same definition as that of the ML

estimate for u expressed in a Euclidean space. By taking the logarithm and factoring out

constants we obtain the following objective function

f(u) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

Logu(gi)
⊤Σ−1Logu(gi). (2.112)

Apart from the logarithmic map it is again similar to the objective function for u ex-

pressed in a Euclidean space. However, due to the non-Euclidean nature of G, optimizing

this objective function is more involved. To do so there is the following theorem.
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Theorem 2: The objective function Eq.2.112 can be minimized iteratively by com-

puting an update for u with

ut+1 = Exput
(∆), (2.113)

where

∆ =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

Logut
(gi). (2.114)

Whereas this theorem is widely used, a proof for this theorem is hard to find in modern

literature. The proof in Karcher (1977) requires a significantly more involved treatment

of Riemannian geometry than provided in Sec.2.4. In this chapter we provide a mod-

ern variation of the proof provided in (Karcher, 1977). We will show that Eq. 2.113 and

Eq. 2.114 effectively perform Gauss-Newton optimization intrinsically on G.

Proof: Starting from the objective function Eq. 2.112, all individual tangent vectors,

e.g. Logu(gi), can be stacked in one large nd×1 error vector ǫ(u). The objective function
can therefore be written as

f(u) =
1

2
ǫ(u)⊤Σ−1ǫ(u), (2.115)

whereΣ is a block diagonal matric containing identical copies of Σ.
The next thing to consider is that because each Logu(gi) depends on u, Eq. 2.115 is

a non-linear objective function. Optimizing it requires iterative methods. Furthermore,

as G is non-Euclidean the usual update of iterative optimization techniques, i.e. ut+1 =
ut + ∆ cannot be used, as ut + ∆ is generally not on G. Therefore, we use an intrinsic

parametrization for the update∆when taking the Taylor approximation of Eq. 2.115. The

resulting objective function which is optimized during each iteration is

f(Exput
(∆)) ≈ f(ut) + ∆⊤f ′ +

1

2
∆⊤f ′′∆, (2.116)

where f ′′ and f ′′ are the gradient and Hessian of f(ut) with respect to the basis of ∆,

i.e. the basis of the tangent space of G at ut. Optimizing Eq. 2.116 involves taking the

derivative with respect to∆ and setting to zero. This results in

f ′′∆ = −f ′, (2.117)

which must be solved with respect to∆ during each iteration after which∆ is applied with

ut+1 = Exput
(∆). The gradient f ′ is given by J⊤Σ−1ǫ(u), where J is the Jacobian

of ǫ(u) with respect to the basis of the tangent space of G at ut. The Hessian f ′′ is
approximated according to Gauss-Newton with J⊤Σ−1J. As such Eq. 2.117 becomes

J⊤Σ−1J∆ = −J⊤Σ−1ǫ(u), (2.118)

the well known normal equations. So far the proof only involved Gauss-Newton opti-

mization applied to manifolds. The next step is obtaining the Jacobian J of ǫ(u).
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Recall that ǫ(u) has dimensions nd × 1 and was obtained by vertically stacking the

tangent vectors g = Logu(gi) = Log(u−1gi). Its Jacobian is therefore nd × d and

obtained by vertically stacking all individual d × d Jacobian matrices for each of the

tangent vectors. An individual Jacobian has the form






∂g1

∂e1
. . . ∂g1

∂ed
...

...
∂gd

∂e1
. . . ∂gd

∂ed






, (2.119)

where e1...ed are the orthonormal basis vectors spanning the tangent space of G at u (all

subscripts of g are now related to this basis). From the results in (Karcher, 1977) it follows

that for gi within the injectivity radius of u the partial derivative ∂gi

∂ej
is -1 when i = j and

zero otherwise. Each individual Jacobian is therefore−I and the complete Jacobian is

J =







−I1
...

−In






. (2.120)

From this result it follows that

J⊤Σ−1J = nΣ−1 (2.121)

and

J⊤Σ−1ǫ(µ) = −Σ−1
n
∑

i=1

Logµ(xi). (2.122)

The final step in our proof is straightforward. By plugging Eq. 2.121 and Eq. 2.122

into the normal equations of Eq. 2.118 we have

nΣ−1∆ = Σ−1
n
∑

i=1

Logµ(xi). (2.123)

Multiplying out Σ−1 and by solving for∆ we have obtained

∆ =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

Logµ(xi), (2.124)

which completes the proof.

It is interesting to consider that the empirical mean on a Riemannian manifold is com-

puted iteratively by the regular Euclidean empirical mean in tangent spaces. In Euclidean

spaces, for which the exponential and logarithmic mappings are identities, Theorem 2

simplifies to

ut+1 = Exput
( 1
n

∑n
i=1 Logut

(gi))

= ut +
1
n

∑n
i=1 gi − ut

= 1
n

∑n
i=1 gi,

(2.125)
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i.e. to the regular empirical mean. In that respect one can take the viewpoint that Eu-

clidean statistics is only one particular instance of the more general field of intrinsic

statistics.

Besides specifying an approach to obtain the ML estimate for u one also has to prove

its existence, convergence, and uniqueness. For regular Euclidean spaces these proofs are

well known. For Riemannian manifolds in general they were given by Karcher (1977) and

Kendall (1990). The most important condition that has to be satisfied is that all samples

must be in each other’s injectivity radii, because then the intrinsic distances between them

can be computed as the length of tangent vectors. For Riemannian manifolds isomorphic

to spheres the proofs were given by Bus and Fillmore (2001). In order for the mean to

exist uniquely on a sphere, the samples cannot cover the sphere uniformly. For example,

consider two samples on the sphere were the first is the antipodal of the second. In this

case the mean is not defined uniquely as for all points on the great circle of the equator,

with respect to the poles defined by the two samples, the objective function is minimal.

These and similar configurations are usually of no practical concern as they are extremely

unlikely to occur naturally.

2.7.3 Empirical covariance on a manifold

Once the empirical mean u is obtained all intrinsic distances of the samples [g1..gn] with
respect to this mean can be obtained exactly by the logarithmic map at u. Therefore, the

tangent space of u has all the required Euclidean structure to define the ML estimate for

the covariance matrix of normally distributed samples residing on G as

Σ =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

Logu(gi)Logu(gi)
⊤. (2.126)

Note that Σ is only defined in the tangent space of u. This is due to the fact that

samples residing on G, which are normally distributed in the tangent space of their mean

u, are generally not normally distributed in the tangent space of a point other than u. This

aspect is only natural as G is non-flat and therefore the mappings between tangent spaces

are non-linear. Transferring u and Σ between different tangent spaces can be performed

as usual by methods varying from linear error propagation to Monte-Carlo methods.

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter a statistical framework for pose spaces was developed. It applies methods

from Riemannian geometry and thereby respect the generally non-flat structure of pose

spaces. We are able to use the framework on translations, scale-free translations, rotations,

Euclidean motions and scale-free Euclidean motions. For all these pose spaces the statis-

tical calculations are decoupled from their specific manifold properties. This is because

all manifold specific properties are captured by their charting functions. Each statistical

algorithm therefore has to be developed only once, it can then directly be applied to all

our pose spaces by simply plugging in the correct charting function.

Alternative approaches proposed earlier by others were proven incorrect. It was ex-

plained that their incorrectness originates from the misconception that Lie group theory is
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concerned with manifold distances. The conceptual differences between Riemannian ge-

ometry and Lie group theory were therefore discussed. This treatment provides computer

visionist and roboticist the guidelines by which to develop and verify statistical algorithms

on non-flat spaces. From this treatment we were also able to provide the answers to the

first two research questions of this thesis. They are summarized below.

• How are pose manifolds defined and how can distance measures be imposed

on them?

Our pose manifolds can be defined as combinations of flat (Euclidean) spaces,

which model translations, and spaces isomorphic to hyperspheres, which model

scale free translations and rotations. In order to express an intrinsic distance on

these manifolds, one can develop a charting function which creates metric charts

for each point on the manifold. In the chart of one particular point the distance with

respect to all other points can be computed using the Euclidean distance formula.

The theory concerned with constructing such charting functions is Riemannian ge-

ometry. Within this field of mathematics the required charting functions are pro-

vided by the so called logarithmic map belonging to a manifold. For all our pose

manifolds we have derived their Riemannian logarithmic mappings and therefore

are able to equip them with intrinsic distance measures.

• How can distance measures be used to devise statistical algorithms on pose

manifolds?

The Riemannian logarithmic map creates metric charts of the manifold in which

distances and directions over the manifold with respect to one particular point are

preserved. These metric charts can be seen as a local Euclidean space approxima-

tion of the manifold. Many statistical properties, e.g. the mean, (co)variance and

probabilities, are computed from relative distances and directions. They can there-

fore be computed in these metric charts, which is more efficient and extensible than

computing them on the manifold itself. This approach automatically respects the

generally non-flat nature of pose manifolds. As the logarithmic map is invertible

and differentiable, maximum likelihood estimates for statistical parameters can be

obtained efficiently by using gradient based methods.





Chapter3
Verification Free RANSAC using

Intrinsic Statistics

A novel robust estimator is proposed to obtain the pose of a moving camera system from

its recorded image data. By incorporating manifold statistics into the random sample

paradigm it obtains consensus in hypothesis space instead of image space. Hypotheses

verification is therefore not required. Furthermore, the maximum likelihood lower bound

is obtained asymptotically by the proposed estimator. Its accuracy is compared experi-

mentally against that of non-linear mean shift and against that of several other state-of-art

RANSAC approaches under varying conditions and using different verification strategies.

These comparisons show that the proposed estimator is advantageous with respect to ef-

ficiency as well as accuracy. This chapter therefore contributes by providing answers to

the third and fourth research questions this thesis.

3.1 Introduction

The focus in this chapter is on robustly estimating the pose of a moving camera system

solely from images recorded by the camera system. This task is important for application

domains, such as, autonomous navigation, augmented reality, and online 3D reconstruc-

tion. To estimate the pose of the camera system at each time step fundamental subset

strategies (FSS), based on RANSAC of Fischler and Bolles (1981), followed by multi-

frame maximum likelihood estimators (MLE), e.g. (sliding-window) sparse bundle ad-

justment (SW)-SBA (Konolige and Agrawal, 2008; Triggs et al., 1999), have emerged as

the methods of choice. This methodology is commonly referred to as visual odometry

(VO) (Konolige et al., 2007; Nistér et al., 2004).

The task of the FSS within visual odometry is to reject those image points which

do not adhere to the noise model assumed within the multi-frame MLE, i.e. the outliers.

They are typically caused by incorrect image feature correspondences or by independent

moving objects in view of the camera. FSS generate a number of fundamental subset

hypotheses i.e. hypotheses estimated on the minimally needed number of image points.

These fundamental subset hypotheses are then ranked using robust ranking criteria. Most
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common robust ranking criteria use verification, i.e. enforcing a model on the complete

image data (or at least a sufficiently large subset) and verifying which image points ad-

here to the enforced model. When considering accuracy, enforcing a ML reprojection

model is generally considered to be the golden standard (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004).

Obtaining ML reprojection residuals for all points and for all hypotheses is computational

intensive, therefore, significant research has focussed on reducing the computational load

of verification.

FSS can be differentiated on how and when they determine the number of hypotheses

being used. For some application domains one has a priori knowledge on the outlier ratio

such that a suitable number of hypotheses can be computed before running the FSS. As

such, there are FSS which return the best hypothesis from a set of hypotheses of fixed size

in the least amount of time. This class of FSS will be referred to as non-adaptive FSS.

They are generally applied when a satisfactory solution, not necessarily the overall best

solution, must be returned within a fixed time budget. The counterpart of the class of non-

adaptive FSS is the class of adaptive FSS. The goal of FSS belonging to this class is to

return the overall best hypotheses, with predefined confidence, within the least amount of

time. This class of FSS automatically adapts the size of the hypotheses set while running

(Chum and Matas, 2008; Raguram et al., 2008). This assures that the hypotheses set

is large enough to contain the overall best hypothesis and that no excessive hypotheses

are being generated. Such FSS are typically used within application domains where one

has little a priori knowledge on the outlier ratio and where this ratio can vary drastically

between images, e.g. as in wide-baseline stereo.

Both adaptive and non-adaptive FSS are relevant for certain computer vision domains.

For many domains in which one has a priori knowledge on the outlier ratio, the risk of

a decrease in efficiency due to using too many hypotheses (i.e. overestimating the outlier

ratio) does not outweigh the risk of a significant decrease in accuracy due to accidentally

using too few hypotheses (i.e. underestimating the outlier ratio). For these domains it is

therefore common to use a fixed number of hypotheses determined in advance which en-

sures with high confidence that a hypothesis with satisfactory accuracy is returned. The

challenge is then to process this number of hypotheses within the available time budget.

When the time budget can be met, the possibility that the outlier ratio is overestimated

such that the number of hypotheses is higher than required, is of little relevance, as this

number of hypotheses can be generated within the available time budget. The possible

excess in hypotheses can only increase accuracy. Within visual odometry type of appli-

cations the distance between poses of successive images is relatively small. Furthermore,

due to the inertia of the platform to which the camera is attached, the pose of the camera

cannot change drastically. This allows using robust correspondence matching techniques

which are able to reject a significant part of the outliers before using the FSS (these tech-

niques receive more attention in the experimental section 3.5.2). The strong coherency

between successive images also allows predicting the outlier ratio of the current image

pair from that of the previous image pair. This makes the class of non-adaptive FSS most

suitable for visual odometry type of applications, e.g. see (Comport et al., 2007; Konolige

et al., 2007; Levin and Szeliski, 2004; Maimone et al., 2007; Nistér et al., 2004, 2006;

Olson et al., 2003; Sunderhauf et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2007).

A common strategy to improve efficiency for both adaptive and non-adaptive FSS is to

enforce a model which is more efficient than the ML reprojection model, e.g. a symmet-

ric reprojection model or a linear epipolar model (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). These
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more efficient models typically degrade accuracy however. Other efficiency improving

strategies which can be used within both FSS classes are preemptive verification (Nistér,

2005) and random verification (Capel, 2005; Chum and Matas, 2008; Matas and Chum,

2004, 2005). These approaches only verify the minimally required subset of the image

data (and hypotheses) to ensure (within predefined confidence) that the best hypothesis is

returned. Preemptive-RANSAC is included within the experimental validation as a rep-

resentative for the improved efficiency of state-of-art non-adaptive FSS. Preemptive or

random verification cannot explicitly improve accuracy. In other words, for a fixed num-

ber of hypotheses they are at best just as accurate as FSS which use regular verification.

They can however improve accuracy implicitly, as they are able to process more hypothe-

ses in the same time budget. A technique which explicitly improves accuracy of FSS is

using local iterations. Examples of FSS which exploit this are LO-RANSAC (Chum et al.,

2003) and Cov-RANSAC (Raguram et al., 2009). LO-RANSAC is included within the

experimental validation as a representative for the improved accuracy of these methods.

We propose a novel verification free robust estimator from the class of non-adaptive

FSS which is designed to be used within visual odometry type of applications. As it

is verification free, neither ML reprojection models or simplifications of it need to be

computed. It does so by obtaining consensus between a mixture of inlier and outlier

hypotheses in hypothesis space. The overhead of this approach is negligible, therefore,

the proposed estimator is highly efficient. It differs fundamentally from MLESAC (Torr

and Zisserman, 2000), which obtains consensus by verifying a mixture model expressed

in image space for each hypothesis, that is a computationally intensive approach. The

proposed FSS optimizes the mixture model by expectation maximization (EM) and has

similarities with non-linear mean shift proposed earlier in (Subbarao and Meer, 2006,

2009; Subbarao et al., 2007, 2008; Tuzel et al., 2005). It will be shown both theoretically

and experimentally that EM on a mixture model is significantly better suited for the task

of robust camera pose estimation than non-linear mean-shift. For outlier free data the

proposed FSS effectively computes an intrinsic mean on hypotheses and asymptotically

obtains the ML lower bound, i.e. the accuracy of a MLE which minimizes reprojection

residuals on all inliers with respect to structure and motion. This also explicitly improves

accuracy on outlier prone data.

In Sec. 3.2 the proposed estimator is introduced theoretically. Its fundamental differ-

ences with non-linear mean shift are discussed in Sec. 3.3. In Sec. 3.4 the asymptotic

behavior of the proposed estimator with respect to the ML lower bound is presented.

An extensive evaluation on challenging synthetic and real visual odometry data is pro-

vided in Sec. 3.5. This evaluation includes experiments with (preemptive) RANSAC,

LMedS, MLESAC, LO-RANSAC, non-linear mean shift, and experiments using funda-

mental subsets of different sizes, hypotheses sets of different sizes, and two reprojection

models, i.e. ML and symmetric. Sec. 3.6 provides a short discussion and our conclusions

are given in Sec. 3.7.

3.2 Manifold EM on a mixture of Euclidean motion

In this section the proposed estimator is derived. It incorporates the robustness of funda-

mental subset strategies with the stability and accuracy of intrinsic statistics. Instead of

distinguishing inlier and outlier image points, we distinguish inlier and outlier hypothe-
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ses. Inlier hypotheses are hypotheses which were estimated on subsets uncontaminated

by outlier image points, similarly, outlier hypotheses were estimated on contaminated

subsets. Our approach models these inlier and outlier hypotheses by a two component

mixture model. A Gaussian component represents the inlier hypotheses and a uniform

component represents the outlier hypotheses. The goal is to find consensus between the

inlier and outlier clusters in hypothesis space and estimate the mean and covariance of the

Gaussian inlier cluster. To this purpose we maximize the likelihood of the mixture model

by applying expectation maximization (EM) directly in hypothesis space. This requires

extending the intrinsic statistical techniques of Sec. 2.7. Our intrinsic EM estimator ob-

tains a robust and accurate estimate of the camera’s motion without the need of verifying

hypotheses against image data. It will be explained in Sec. 3.3.1 that our EM estimator is

favorable over a related approach which use non-linear mean shift (Subbarao and Meer,

2006, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2007, 2008; Tuzel et al., 2005).

3.2.1 Sampling the hypotheses distribution

The proposed estimator uses the random sample paradigm to generate fundamental sub-

sets and estimate a set of hypotheses (H1...Hn). To generate the fundamental subsets it

can use the same random sampling or guided sampling (Tordoff and Murray, 2005) tech-

niques as other RANSAC approaches. From the fundamental subsets the hypotheses are

estimated as usual.

The set of hypotheses is upgraded to a probabilistic hypotheses distribution by embed-

ding each hypothesis in a Riemannian manifold such that the intrinsic distance between

any two hypotheses Hi and Hj can be computed as

√

logHi
(Hj)⊤ logHi

(Hj) (3.1)

i.e. as the length of the vector result of the logarithmicmap accompanying the Riemannian

manifold. See Chap. 2 for more detail on distance measures for Riemannian manifolds.

An intrinsic Gaussian pdf with meanM and covariance Σ can then be expressed over the

d dimensional hypotheses manifold with

N (H|M,Σ) = 1

(2π)
d
2

√

|Σ|
e−

1
2 logM(H)⊤Σ−1 logM(H). (3.2)

For our relevant variations of pose space the corresponding logarithmic mappings were

introduced in Chap. 2. For the remainder of this chapter we will use the manifoldR3×S3,
see Sec. 2.5.6, related to Euclidean motion as our working example. Euclidean motion

can be estimated without ambiguity and up to scale from binocular image data.

3.2.2 Modeling the hypotheses distribution

Assume the true motion underlying the hypotheses distribution is M̄, then an inlier hy-

pothesis Hin is modeled by a random perturbation∆ in the tangent space of M̄, i.e.

Hin = expM̄(∆). (3.3)

The pdf underlying∆ is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and covariance Σ̄. The
appropriateness of this assumption will be verified experimentally in Sec. 3.4. Our inlier
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model allows the inlier probability of a hypothesis H to be computed with Eq. 3.2 as

N (H|M̄, Σ̄). An estimate for the mean M̄ of inlier hypotheses can therefore be computed

as their intrinsic mean, see Sec. 2.7.2.

Unfortunately, it is a priori unknown whether a hypothesis was estimated on an un-

contaminated subset and therefore is an inlier hypothesis. Indeed, the sampled hypotheses

distribution also contains outlier hypotheses. They are modeled by a random perturbation

∆ in the tangent space of the identity element e (i.e. the origin of the manifold) with

Hout = expe(∆). (3.4)

The pdf underlying ∆ for outlier hypotheses is assumed to be a uniform pdf U having

total volume v̄. The outlier probability of a hypothesis U(H|e, v̄) is then 1
v̄
if H is in-

side the volume and 0 elsewhere. Knowledge of the actual shape of this volume is not

required. During computations it is simply assumed that the arbitrary shaped volume is

large enough to contain all hypotheses. The uniform probability of 1
v̄
then provides a

probabilistic “threshold” between inlier and outlier hypotheses. The use of the uniform

pdf is therefore only conceptual. It is also not continuously differentiable and therefore

its single parameter v̄ will not be estimated. A value for v̄ must be specified in advance.

It will be explained shortly that specifying a precise value is not required.

The challenge is to estimate the parameters M̄ and Σ̄ of the Gaussian inliers from the

hypotheses distribution which also contains outliers. Therefore, we introduce the latent

variable zi which models the unknown inlier/outlier class label for a hypothesisHi. It is 1

if the hypothesis is an inlier and 0 otherwise. To estimate the parameters M̄ and Σ̄without

explicitly classifying the hypotheses as inliers or outliers we can use marginalization:

p(Hi) = p(Hi|zi = 1)p(zi = 1) + p(Hi|zi = 0)p(zi = 0). (3.5)

The a priori probability that a class label is 1, i.e. p(zi = 1), is specified by the mixture

coefficient ǭ such that p(zi = 0) is 1 − ǭ, furthermore, the class conditional probabilities

are N for inliers and U for outliers. As such we obtain

p(Hi|M̄, Σ̄, v̄) = ǭN (Hi|M̄, Σ̄) + (1 − ǭ)U(Hi|e, v̄), (3.6)

the likelihood of a hypothesis is specified by a mixture distribution. The likelihood of all

n independent hypotheses is then

p(H1..Hn|M̄, Σ̄, v̄) =
n
∏

i=1

(

ǭN (Hi|M̄, Σ̄) + (1− ǭ)U(Hi|e, v̄)
)

. (3.7)

What we have gained is that instead of having to classify each hypotheses explicitly, we

now only have to estimate one additional parameter ǭ, i.e. the mixture coefficient of the

inlier versus outlier mixture distribution. The mixture coefficient can also compensate

the specified value for v̄ when it is set too large or set too small. This will receive more

attention in our experimental section 3.5.

It is also useful to denote the likelihood of the class labels as Ii = p(zi = 1|Hi) and
Oi = p(zi = 0|Hi). They can be obtained through Bayes rule with

Ii = p(zi = 1|Hi, M̄, Σ̄, v̄) =
ǭN (Hi|M̄, Σ̄)

ǭN (Hi|M̄, Σ̄) + (1− ǭ)U(Hi|e, v̄)
, (3.8)
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similarly,

Oi = p(zi = 0|Hi, M̄, Σ̄, v̄) =
(1 − ǭ)U(Hi|e, v̄)

ǭN (Hi|M̄, Σ̄) + (1 − ǭ)U(Hi|e, v̄)
. (3.9)

3.2.3 Expectation Maximization on the hypotheses distribution

The required parameters can now be obtained by maximizing the likelihood of Eq. 3.7. As

such, the objective function of the proposed estimator is the logarithm of this likelihood,

which is

f(ψ) =

n
∑

i=1

ln(ǭN (Hi|M,Σ) + (1− ǭ)U(Hi|e, v̄)) (3.10)

where ψ is shorthand for (ǫ,M,Σ), which are the estimates for (ǭ, M̄, Σ̄) to which f is

minimized. Optimizing objective functions of the form f(ψ), which are derived from a

mixture distribution, can be performed by expectation maximization (EM) (Bishop, 2007;

Webb, 2002). EM is an iterative algorithm which updates the solution for ψ during each

iteration by using an expectation step and a maximization step. During the expectation

step the likelihood of each class label, in this case Ii...Ii, are updated given the current

values for ψk. In the maximization step it obtains new ML estimates ψk+1 given the

updated class label likelihoods.

The extra challenge of Eq. 3.7 when compared to objective functions expressed over

Euclidean spaces is that the normal probability Eq. 3.2 is expressed intrinsically over the

Riemannian manifold. As will be explained this only affects obtaining the update for M
during the maximization step.

Expectation: Just as in an Euclidean EM update the likelihoods of the class labels

Ii...Ii given the current estimate for the parameters ψk are obtained with

Ii = p(zi = 1|Hi, ψk) =
ǫkN (Hi|Mk,Σk)

ǫkN (Hi|Mk,Σk) + (1− ǫk)U(Hi|e, v̄)
. (3.11)

The value for Oi equals 1− Ii.

Maximization: The next step obtains the update Mk+1. Here the manifold structure

of the hypothesis space is relevant. Due to the logarithmic map in 3.2 finding the update

Mk+1 requires non-linear manifold optimization. To this purpose we take an intrinsic

second order Taylor approximation of f which results in

f(expMk
(∆)) ≈ f(Mk) + ∆⊤f ′ +

1

2
∆⊤f ′′∆, (3.12)

where f ′ and f ′′ are the first and second order derivatives of f with respect to the basis

of ∆ (the basis of the tangent space at Mk). The update ∆ which minimizes this Taylor

approximation can be obtained by solving the normal equations

f ′′∆ = −f ′. (3.13)

The first order derivative of f is provided by

f ′ =
n
∑

i=1

IiΣ
−1
k logMk

(Hi), (3.14)
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which is a d dimensional tangent vector. It is the gradient of f in the tangent space atMk.

We used the results of (Karcher, 1977) which showed that the derivative of the logarithmic

map with respect to its development point is -1. Differentiating a second time results in

f ′′ = −
n
∑

i=1

IiΣ
−1
k . (3.15)

It is a d× d dimensional matrix which is the Hessian of f in the tangent space at Mk.

The normal equations therefore are

−
n
∑

i=1

IiΣ
−1
k ∆ = −

n
∑

i=1

IiΣ
−1
k logMk

(Hi). (3.16)

Solving for∆ results in

∆ =

∑n
i=1 Ii logMk

(Hi)
∑n

i=1 Ii
. (3.17)

This is a weighted intrinsic mean on the hypotheses expressed in the tangent space of the

current estimate Mk. The update∆ is then applied intrinsically with

Mk+1 = expMk
(∆), (3.18)

which is a direct consequence of the intrinsic Taylor approximation.

Note that regular Euclidean EM would compute the Euclidean weighted mean to ob-

tainMk+1. When considering that Euclidean space is its own tangent space and therefore

its logarithmic map is the identity, then logMk
(Hi) = Hi −Mk and Eq. 3.17 becomes

∆ =

∑i=n
i=1 Ii(Hi −Mk)
∑i=n

i=1 Ii
. (3.19)

Putting this Euclidean update∆ into the intrinsic update function of Eq. 3.18, where the

exponential mapping now also is the identity, we have

Mk+1 = Mk +

∑i=n
i=1 Ii(Hi −Mk)
∑i=n

i=1 Ii
=

∑i=n
i=1 IiHi
∑i=n

i=1 Ii
, (3.20)

which is the usual update for Mk+1 when EM is expressed over a Euclidean space. The

intrinsic weighted mean therefore provides an intuitive extension of Euclidean EM to

Riemannian manifolds in general.

OnceMk+1 is obtained optimizing the objective function with respect to Σ results in

Σk+1 =

∑i=n
i=1 Ii logMk+1

(Hi) logMk+1
(Hi)

⊤
∑i=n

i=1 Ii
, (3.21)

it is a weighted covariance expressed in the tangent space of Mk+1. An update for the

mixture coefficient is obtained with

ǫk+1 =
1

n

i=n
∑

i=1

Ii (3.22)

In Sec. 3.5 it is shown that the proposed algorithm is able to obtain accurate and robust

results on challenging synthetic and real data.
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3.2.4 Initializing EM within visual odometry

The experiments on real data focus on the application domain of visual odometry. In such

a setting the proposed EM estimator can benefit from the inertia of the camera system for

which the pose is being estimated. The inertia provides a straightforward initialization

scheme and thereby tackles one of the typical caveats of EM.

Assume that that we have estimated the motion from t − 1 to t from visual data

resulting inMt−1:t. In the next time frame themotion from t to t+1 needs to be estimated.

Let the actual time lapse between t− 1 and t be∆t−1:t and the actual time lapse between

t and t + 1 be ∆t:t+1. When assuming a constant motion model, an initial guess M′ for
the true motionMt:t+1 can be obtained by extrapolatingMt−1:t, i.e.

M′ = expe(
∆t:t+1

∆t−1:t
loge(Mt−1:t)) (3.23)

The uncertainty in the initial guessM′ is modeled with

Σ′ = Σt−1:t +∆t:t+1Ω (3.24)

where Ω models the growth of uncertainty in the initial guess per unit time. Note that

this initialization process can easily be extended to optimally fuse motion control values

exercised on the system.

An illustration of our EM estimator in a visual odometry setting is depicted in Fig. 3.1.

When we evaluate the EM estimator on real visual odometry data sets in Sec. 3.5.2, then

the above initialization strategy is used. During our experimental validation on simulated

data in Sec. 3.5.1 we explicitly do not use it. As such these experiments focus on the

fundamental differences between our EM approach and competitive approaches and are

not influenced by the benefits of the proposed initialization strategy.

3.3 Relation with non-linear mean-shift

This section discusses the relationship of our intrinsic EM algorithmwith non-linearmean

shift as proposed earlier in (Subbarao and Meer, 2006, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2007, 2008;

Tuzel et al., 2005). The non-linear mean shift algorithm is an extension of mean-shift

expressed over Euclidean spaces to Riemannian manifolds. Euclidean mean shift was in-

troduced to computer vision by Comaniciu and Meer (2002) and has become a popular

algorithm. In this section it will be explained on theoretical grounds that the proposed

intrinsic EM algorithm is fundamentally better suited to obtain robust camera pose esti-

mates from outlier prone image data. This theoretical discussion is supported later on by

the experimental comparisons of Sec. 3.5. We first recapitulate the theory behind non-

linear mean shift from (Subbarao and Meer, 2009).

In a similar fashion as in RANSAC, a set of hypotheses H1...Hn is generated from

fundamental subsets of the image data. This set of hypotheses is now upgraded to a prob-

abilistic distribution using a kernel method. As such, every point M on the Riemannian

manifold is related to a probability by

p(M|H1...Hn) =
1

n

i=n
∑

i=1

cie
− ‖ logM(Hi)‖

2

2h2 , (3.25)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.1: Conceptual impression of the proposed algorithm applied in a visual odometry

setting. The motion obtained at a previous time step is depicted by a blue cross and its

uncertainty by a blue ellipsoid (a,b). Hypotheses generated from current observations

depicted as black dots (b). The hypotheses weighted (grey to black) according to an

initial guess of the current motion (c). The initial guess is depicted by a cyan cross and

ellipsoid. The final estimate obtained by expectation maximization is depicted by a blue

cross and ellipsoid in (d).
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where h is the so called kernel bandwidth and ci are constants to take care that the integral
of this pdf is unity. We used an exponential kernel similarly as in (Subbarao and Meer,

2006, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2007, 2008; Tuzel et al., 2005). The task of non-linear

mean shift is to find that point M on the Riemannian manifold for which the probability

expressed by Eq. 3.25 obtains a (local) maximum.

This optimization task results in a iterative algorithm in which during each iteration

an intrinsic update ∆ for the current estimate Mk is computed. Again it is a two step

iteration in which one first computes the mean-shift weights and then obtains the update

∆ as an intrinsic weighted mean.

This mean-shift weights are computed with

wi =
e−

‖ logMk
(Hi)‖

2

2h2

∑n
i=1 e

−
‖ logMk

(Hi)‖
2

2h2

(3.26)

and the update∆ with

∆ =

n
∑

i=1

wi logMk
(Hi). (3.27)

It is applied according to the intrinsic structure with

Mk+1 = expMk
(∆). (3.28)

Each maximum obtained this way is related to a local mode of the hypotheses distribution.

In case of robust camera motion estimation the task is to find the global maximum related

to the most dominant mode.

3.3.1 Mean-shift as expectation maximization

Interestingly, mean-shift can be seen as a variation on expectation maximization. The

objective function of mean-shift is however significantly different from that of the pro-

posed estimator. It is therefore interesting to investigate how these two different objective

functions are related.

Consider a Gaussian mixturemodel with as many components as there are hypotheses.

Furthermore all Gaussian mixture components have a known isotropic covariance h2i I and
are defined by

N (M|Hi, h
2
i I). (3.29)

Hence each hypothesis defines the mean of one Gaussian mixture component. The mix-

ture coefficients ǫ for each of the n components are known and equal to 1
n
. The mixture

distribution is then obtained with

p(M|H1...Hn, h
2I, ǫ) =

i=n
∑

i=1

1

n
N (M|Hi, h

2
i I). (3.30)

Due to the symmetry of the intrinsic distance it can be rewritten to

p(M|H1...Hn, h
2I, ǫ) =

1

n

i=n
∑

i=1

cie
− ‖ logM(Hi)‖

2

2h2 . (3.31)
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This is the exponential kernel based pdf of non-linear mean shift expressed in Eq. 3.25.

This shows that the kernel based pdf of (non-linear) mean-shift can be seen as a mixture

distribution (which is a well known fact for Euclidean spaces). Finding the value for M
whereby Eq. 3.31 obtains its maximum by using expectation maximization results in the

same steps as that of mean-shift. The mixture distribution of mean-shift is however com-

pletely determined by the fixed hypotheses and the fixed kernel bandwidth and therefore

differs fundamentally from the consensus mixture distribution of the proposed algorithm.

The parameters to which the related objective functions are minimized are also not the

same.

In the proposed estimator one fits a Gaussian cluster to the hypotheses, taking into

consideration the consensus with the uniform outlier distribution. By doing so it assigns

inlier versus outlier class label likelihoods to each hypothesis. Furthermore, it optimizes

an inlier versus outlier mixture coefficient and thereby automatically adapts itself to the

true ratio between inlier and outlier hypotheses. In mean-shift each cluster, defined by

a hypothesis, is kept fixed. furthermore, mean shift only seeks a local dominant mode

of the distribution without explicitly modeling outlier hypotheses. In that sense it is less

involved than the proposed estimator and not specifically tailored to provide consensus

between inlier and outlier hypotheses. The ramifications of these differences are discussed

below.

The focus is on the bandwidth parameters of mean-shift, i.e. the isotropic covariances

of its mixture components, which are fixed. These bandwidth parameters provide a trade-

off between convergence and accuracy. A large bandwidth will smooth the kernel based

pdf and prevent convergence to a spurious mode, however, it will not be able to accurately

locate the optimum. Alternatively, a small bandwidth will be able to locate the optimum

accurately, but when initialized far from this optimum, it has a high risk of ending up in

a local spurious optimum. Heuristic strategies to prevent this were proposed in Comani-

ciu et al. (2001) but not used in (Subbarao and Meer, 2006, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2007,

2008; Tuzel et al., 2005). These methods assign a large bandwidth to regions with low hy-

potheses density and a small bandwidth to regions with a high hypotheses density. These

methods do however not estimate the optimal bandwidth parameters while iterating.

Alternatively, the parameters of the consensus mixture distribution of our EM algo-

rithm are themselves optimally estimated. This is particularly useful as the smoothness

of the hypotheses distribution can vary drastically over the manifold and can vary when

estimated from different image pairs of the same data set. The proposed estimator starts

with a relatively large covariance and therefore will observe the hypotheses distribution in

a relatively coarse (smooth) scale during the first few iterations. This aids convergence in

the sense that the relatively smoothness will prevent it from converging to a local spurious

mode. In subsequent iterations, the estimate for the covariance will automatically adapt

to the true finer scale of the hypotheses distribution. The proposed algorithm is thereby

able to robustly locate the most dominant Gaussian cluster and at the same time locate

its respective mean accurately. It is therefore better suited to estimate the motion of the

camera system as the camera’s own motion (ego-motion) is typically the most dominant

mode of the hypotheses distribution. This is because most image points observed by the

camera relate to stationary objects.

The possible benefit of using a kernel based pdf, as used in mean shift, is that it is

not restricted to modeling Gaussian clusters, as is done in our proposed estimator. In

Sec. 3.4 it will be shown however that when hypotheses are estimated on uncontaminated
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subsets, then modeling them with a Gaussian pdf is appropriate. In fact, under these

circumstances our EM estimator will converge to the ML lower bound (i.e. the accuracy

of a MLE applied on all inlier image points) as the number of inlier hypotheses increases.

This indicates that using the more general kernel based pdf of mean-shift is not required

for our purposes.

3.4 Optimality

Before we present our experimental section the assumptions underlying our algorithm

are validated first. It will be shown theoretically and experimentally that computing an

intrinsic mean, which is at the core of the proposed estimator, is a MLEwhen image points

are perturbed by Gaussian noise. It therefore asymptotically reaches the same levels of

accuracy as a regular MLE which minimizes reprojection residuals on all image points.

This is one of the important fundamental findings of our research as this allows our EM

estimator to explicitly increase in accuracy relative to other state-of-art FSS.

It was assumed that hypotheses estimated on inlier image points form a Gaussian pdf

in hypothesis space. If one defines inlier image points as being perturbed from their unob-

servable true values by Gaussian image noise, then this assumption is valid at least up to

first order (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). In other words, when generating fundamental

subset hypotheses H1...Hn from inlier image points, then the noise governing these fun-

damental subset hypotheses can be assumed to form a Gaussian pdf around the ground

truth M̄ in hypothesis space. It was derived in Sec. 2.7.2 that the intrinsic mean, which

is at the core of our EM estimator, is a MLE for the true mean of such an intrinsic Gaus-

sian pdf. Now consider that the accuracy of a regular MLE on all m image points can

be modeled as being proportional to σ√
m

and that the accuracy of a fundamental subset

hypothesis estimated by the same MLE on l < m image points is then proportional to σ√
l
.

The accuracy of the intrinsic mean on n inlier hypotheses is therefore at best (i.e. when

each image point only occurs once in the union of all fundamental subsets) proportional

to σ√
ln
. As image points are sampled with replacement, they occur in multiple subsets,

therefore, the intrinsic mean can only asymptotically reach the accuracy σ√
m

of the regular

MLE and not exceed it.

Nevertheless, this is an important fundamental aspect of the intrinsic mean as it im-

plies that theoretically it is not required to distinguish between inlier and outlier image

points in order to reach the ML lower bound. One can instead distinguish between inlier

and outlier hypotheses, compute an intrinsic mean on the inlier hypotheses only, and also

obtain the ML lower bound. This is the approach of our estimator. In the next section this

claim will be validated experimentally on outlier free image data. In subsequent sections

the performance of our EM estimator will be evaluated on challenging outlier prone data.

3.4.1 Intrinsic mean on Euclidean motions

Realistic synthetic binocular data is generated according to the method described in Sec.

3.5.1. Here however image points are only perturbed by Gaussian image noise i.e. there

are no outliers. Using all correspondingm image points, the motion between successive

frames is estimated using bundle adjustment, which is a MLE that minimizes reprojection

residuals with respect to structure and motion (see Sec.1.2.1). A large number of fun-
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Figure 3.2: The asymptotical accuracy of the intrinsic mean on fundamental subset hy-

potheses, the absolute error in translation (a), the absolute error in rotation (b). The re-

ported results are the average of one thousand experiments. The computation time of

Mean on HEIV(6) is approximately 1.5× larger than that ofMean on MLE(6).

damental subset hypotheses is estimated on subsets of size l = 6 using the same MLE

and, for reference, using a specially tailored Heteroscedastic Error in Variables(HEIV)

estimator (Matei et al., 1998; Matei and Meer, 2006). This HEIV estimator is one of the

most general and accurate linear motion estimators for 3D point sets and requires sets of

size l = 6 at least. We apply our EM estimator for an increasing number of hypotheses n.
As there are no outliers, the value for v, i.e. the volume of the outlier distribution, was set

such that 1
v
was close to machine precision. All class label likelihoods I1...In are there-

fore similar and our EM estimator effectively computes an (equally weighted) intrinsic

mean. If our claim is correct this intrinsic mean on MLE hypotheses should approach the

accuracy that the MLE attains on all image points.

The accuracy of our EM estimator on an increasing number of hypotheses as well

as the accuracy of the regular MLE and HEIV on all image points are plotted in Fig.

3.2. It can indeed be observed that when using the MLE to generate the hypotheses,

our estimator asymptotically reaches the accuracy of the regular MLE. This validates our

claim. After only a few hypotheses its rotation estimate is already more accurate than

that of HEIV on all image points, the same holds for its translational accuracy at around

25 hypotheses. When using the HEIV estimator to generate hypotheses, one does not

reach the same accuracy as the HEIV estimator attains on all image points. This can

be explained from the fact that the HEIV estimator minimizes residuals in the 3D space

where the highly skewed uncertainties of triangulated landmarks are approximated by

Gaussian ellipsoids (Matei et al., 1998). This approximation causes bias which degrades

accuracy (Dubbelman and Groen, 2009). Furthermore, due to this bias, the hypotheses

form a skewed pdf instead of a Gaussian pdf. Hence, the Gauss assumption is not met and

our EM estimator will not converge to the same accuracy as HEIV attains on all image

points. Nevertheless, the accuracy does increase when computing the intrinsic mean of

multiple HEIV hypotheses. This shows that applying our EM estimator is also beneficiary

when the Gauss assumption is not met.
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3.5 Evaluation

In this section our EM estimator is evaluated against popular state-of-art alternatives on

outlier contaminated data. Its accuracy is compared to that of RANSAC, LMedS, MLE-

SAC, LO-RANSAC and non-linear mean-shift (MS). For all RANSAC based approaches

we experiment with hypotheses verification based on MLE reprojection errors and based

on symmetric reprojection errors, using the latter is significantly more efficient. The ac-

curacy of randomized verification strategies or preemptive verification strategies is at best

similar to regular verification when applied to the same number of hypotheses, their accu-

racy is therefore not evaluated explicitly: their efficiency is. Our experiments on simulated

data and on a total of 1.8 km of real visual odometry data show that our EM approach is

more efficient and more accurate.

It is important to note that we are primarily interested in the ability of our EM esti-

mator to explicitly improve accuracy. We therefore always compare it against alternatives

using the same number of hypotheses. We do therefore not exploit the fact that our esti-

mator is also more efficient and can process more hypotheses in the same time span, as

e.g. done in Nistér (2005). The implicit increase in accuracy due to this ability to pro-

cess more hypotheses, is not taken into account in our experimental evaluation. We will

however discuss the relation of our method’s efficiency with its accuracy in Sec. 3.5.1.

3.5.1 Synthetic data

By using synthetic data the performance of the proposed EM method is compared to

alternative FSS under varying and controllable conditions. For all FSS their optimal pa-

rameter values are obtained by performing extensive parameter sweeps. The method used

to generate the synthetic binocular outlier prone data is described below.

One binocular camera is chosen as the origin. The direction of translation of the

other binocular camera is uniformly distributed over the unit sphere and the length of

translation is uniformly distributed within the interval between 2.5m and 5m. Its yaw,

pitch and roll parameters are all uniformly distributed within the interval between −45◦
and 45◦. Scene points are generated uniformly within a distance between 5 and 75 m in

front of the first camera. The scene points are projected to the imaging planes of both

cameras, the camera parameters used are obtained by calibrating (Zhang, 2000) a real

camera (resolution of 640 × 480 pixel, a focal length of 6 mm and a FoV of 45◦). The
radial and tangential distortion properties of the real camera are simulated as well. To

the scene point projections independent identically distributed (iid.) isotropic Gaussian

noise with a standard deviation σ of 0.25 pixel is added. The projections are perturbed

by two different types of outliers. Firstly, for η1 percentage of the image points their

correct correspondences are reassigned randomly. This simulates gross correspondence

errors. Independently from this, η2 percentage of image points are selected to which

uniform noise with a maximum magnitude of 10 pixels is added. This uniform noise is

particulary challenging since its magnitude partially coincides with the value range of the

Gaussian noise. The percentages are chosen such that η1 = η2 and such that the total

percentage of outliers (i.e. either gross correspondence outliers, outliers due to uniform

noise or both) equaled a certain level i.e. 10%, 30%, 50% 70%. Since recent image feature

matching techniques are relatively reliable (see Sec. 3.5.2), higher levels of outliers are

not used. Finally, configurations with fewer than 250 scene points visible in both cameras
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are rejected.

Comparing consensus methods

In our first experiments we compare different consensus strategies for increasing outlier

percentages and a fixed number of hypotheses n = 300. For data containing 50% out-

liers this number of hypotheses theoretically provides, with 0.99 confidence, that at least

one hypothesis estimated on 6 image points is outlier free (in an other experiment we

increase the number of hypotheses to 2000). Generating 300 ML hypotheses is in range

of real-time computation. In this experiment all methods requiring verification used ML

reprojection residuals.

From the graphs in Fig. 3.3 it can be observed that the proposed estimator obtains

favorable accuracy up to 50 % outliers. After 50% it outperformsmean-shift and LMedS.

This behavior can be explained from the fact that when using 300 hypotheses at 50% out-

liers, only one hypothesis will be an inlier and computing an intrinsic mean on this single

inlier hypothesis does not improve accuracy. In Sec. 3.5.1 we show that by increasing the

number of hypotheses the accuracy of our EM method improves such that it also obtains

favorable accuracy at 50% outliers. The accuracy of our method reported in this section

is therefore not its lower bound accuracy: it is the accuracy it obtains within a real-time

budget related to 300 hypotheses. From Table 3.1 it can be observed that our EM ap-

proach is significantly (50 to 100 times) more efficient than the approaches using ML

verification. It can furthermore be observed in Fig. 3.3 that verification using MLESAC

is slightly more accurate than RANSAC and LMedS up to 50% outliers. Interestingly,

the difference in accuracy between RANSAC and LMedS is small. The accuracy of a

well tuned RANSAC approach is similar to that of LMedS. However, finding the optimal

RANSAC threshold value on real data can be challenging, whereas LMedS is threshold

free and can obtain the reported accuracy without parameter sweeps. This is why LMedS

is such a popular verification strategy within visual odometry systems. Our EM method

requires specifying its parameter v related to the uniform outlier probability. We exper-

imented with values 1e-8,1e-7,...,1e8 and observed that all values below 1e-3 obtained

optimal accuracy. For the other FSS, except LMedS, finding appropriate values for their

parameters was significantly more demanding.

Also surprising is the unfavorable accuracy of nonlinear mean-shift. Despite the thor-

ough parameter sweeps its accuracy is less than that of the other approaches. This is due

to its fundamental inability to optimally adapt its kernel bandwidth while iterating, as

was explained in Sec. 3.3.1. A small bandwidth has a high risk of causing convergence

to spurious modes, whereas a larger bandwidth has a risk of being too coarse to locate

the mode accurately. Note that these data sets are based on a single motion. Mean-shift

should therefore, just as our EM estimator, be able to locate the mode in one invocation.

It apparently does locate the mode, but does so with unsatisfactory accuracy. Our EM

estimator has improved convergence by starting with a relatively large covariance and

automatically adapting it to the target distribution of inlier hypotheses.

The unfavorable performance of mean-shift reported here stands in contrast with that

reported in (Subbarao and Meer, 2006, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2007, 2008; Tuzel et al.,

2005). However, their outlier prone data was generated by adding Gaussian noise for in-

creasing σ. In our opinion this is an unrealistic strategy as the excessive Gaussian noise is
still Gaussian. A set of hypotheses estimated on this image data will still form a Gaussian
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Figure 3.3: The accuracy of different robust estimators under increasing levels of outliers

averaged over 1000 experiments. Mean absolute error in translation (a). Mean absolute

error in rotation (b).
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Figure 3.4: The accuracy of different robust estimators for different subset size under

50% outliers and averaged over 1000 experiments. Mean absolute error in translation (a).

Mean absolute error in rotation (b).
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Figure 3.5: The accuracy of different robust estimators averaged over 1000 experiments

when using verification on basis of symmetric reprojection residual under increasing lev-

els of outliers. Mean absolute error in translation (a). Mean absolute error in rotation

(b).
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Figure 3.6: The accuracy of different robust estimators for an increasing number of hy-

potheses under 50% outliers and averaged over 1000 experiments. Mean absolute error in

translation (a). Mean absolute error in rotation (b).

cluster in hypothesis space. Its Σ will simply increase as σ increases. Effectively, there

would be no outlier hypotheses and computing an intrinsic mean would be a ML estima-

tor. The data generation method used for our experiments is significantly more realistic

and causes outliers in the hypotheses set.

Influence of subset size

In the previous experiment we used 6 image points when estimating hypotheses. It is

also possible to use subsets of size 3. A hypothesis estimated on 3 image points will not

be as accurate as one estimated on 6 image points. By using verification one imposes

an additional objective function on the hypotheses, which can theoretically compensate

for this decrease in accuracy. Computing an intrinsic mean on hypotheses estimated on

3 points is also less accurate than when estimated on hypotheses based on 6 points. It is

therefore interesting to compare the proposed estimator for varying subset sizes.

The results of subset sizes of 3, 6, 9, and 12 on data containing 50% outliers is shown

in Fig. 3.4. We explicitly chose to use 50% outliers as it was the breaking point of the pro-

posed estimator when using 300 hypotheses in the previous experiment. The results show

that all methods obtain favorable accuracy when using a subset sizes of 6. When using 3

points the accuracy of all methods (except mean-shift) decreases slightly. When increas-

ing the subset size beyond 6, the accuracy of all methods degrade but especially that of the

proposed estimator. This can be explained straightforwardly. Whereas RANSAC requires

only one hypotheses to be estimated on an uncontaminated subset, the proposed estimator

computes a mean on several hypotheses. All these hypotheses should be estimated on

uncontaminated subsets. By using more image points the accuracy of uncontaminated

hypotheses increases, however, the probability of generating such inlier hypotheses will

decrease. Nevertheless, for all methods the results show that using a subset size between

3 and 6 is best suited for outlier prone data containing 50% outliers. For these subset sizes

the proposed estimator obtains favorable performance. Increasing the subsets beyond 6

(without using local iterations) is clearly not recommendable for all methods tested.
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Influence of verification strategy

As was mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, verification using ML reprojec-

tion models is not the most efficient verification strategy. Therefore, it is investigated

how all approaches perform when a significantly more efficient model is enforced, i.e. a

symmetric reprojection error. The proposed EM estimator and non-linear mean shift do

not require verification, their performance is therefore not influenced. This does not

hold for the other FSS as can be observed in Fig. 3.5. The accuracy of RANSAC and

LMedS decreased slightly whereas the accuracy of MLESAC collapsed. We have tried to

broaden the MLESAC parameter sweeps without any success. Clearly the image space

mixture model underlyingMLESAC is not suited for using symmetric reprojection resid-

uals. Probably this and its unfavorable computational burden (see Table 3.1) made other

approaches than MLESAC more popular. Note that when using symmetric reprojection

residuals, the relative differences in accuracy of our EM estimator with respect to the

other FSS increased. From Table 3.1 it can also be observed that it is still around three

times more efficient.

Influence of iterations

One of the most influential aspects on FSS performance is the size of the hypotheses set.

In this section the accuracy of some selected approaches, including LO-RANSAC with

ML reprojection residuals, is evaluated when using up to 2000 hypotheses. When using

LO-RANSAC it is recommended to prevent early convergence. This can be achieved by

starting with a relatively high RANSAC threshold, used to select inliers for local itera-

tions, and lowering it gradually while iterating. The relatively high threshold enforced

during early iterations reflects the inherent uncertainty in the subset estimates. Inside the

local iterations we used subset sizes up to 14. While LO-RANSAC might not be the

most efficient (Raguram et al., 2009), its accuracy is representative for the accuracy of

other state-of-art RANSAC approaches. We again evaluated at 50% outliers which was

the breaking point of the proposed algorithm when using 300 hypotheses. The results are

depicted in Fig. 3.6. When increasing the number of hypotheses, the accuracy of the pro-

posed EM estimator also increases. Its accuracy is comparable to that of LO-RANSAC.

The underlying theory for this performance was already provided in Sec. 3.4. There it

was shown that the proposed estimator can improve its accuracy by computing an intrin-

sic mean on inlier hypotheses. By increasing the number of hypotheses, more of them

will be inlier hypotheses and their mean will become more accurate. Note that the im-

provement in accuracy of the other approaches stagnated around 300 hypotheses, whereas

the accuracy of the proposed EM estimator and that of LO-RANSAC keeps improving.

The accuracy of our EM estimator reported in Fig. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 is therefore not its

lower bound accuracy. It is however a satisfactory accuracy which can be obtained within

the time budget related to estimating 300 hypotheses.

What Fig. 3.6 also shows is that when we would have exploited the fact that our EM

approach is also more efficient and therefore can process more hypotheses in the same

time span, it is evenmore accurate than alternative FSS. For example, from Table 3.1 it can

be deduced that in the time it takes LO-RANSAC (using verificationwith ML reprojection

on 500 image points) to process 100 hypotheses, our EM approach can process roughly

2000 hypotheses. Comparing the accuracy of LO-RANSAC at 100 hypotheses and that of

our EM approach at 2000 hypotheses in Fig. 3.6, then it is evident that our EM approach
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outperforms LO-RANSAC. This shows that the implicit increase in accuracy of our EM

approach, due to its efficiency, is just as significant as its explicit increase in accuracy.

Efficiency

Here we review the efficiency of the proposed estimator. The efficiency of preemptive

RANSAC (Nistér, 2005) will also be reported as it focusses on reducing the computa-

tional load of verification while keeping the number of hypotheses fixed. Its underlying

principles offer one of the most efficient verification strategies within the class of non-

adaptive FSS. It is also explained that methods which automatically adapt the number

of hypotheses, which therefore are not in the class of non-adaptive FSS, are outside the

scope of this article.

When estimating Euclidean motion between binocular frames, every fundamental

subset relates to exactly one hypothesis, i.e. there are no multiple solutions or ambi-

guities. The computational load t of a FSS on v image points in this case can be modeled

with

t = n(th + tv) (3.32)

(Chum and Matas, 2008), where n is the number of hypotheses, th is the time needed

to estimate a single hypothesis, and tv is the average time required to verify a single

hypothesis which depends on the v tentative correspondences. The unit of time for th
and tv is the time required to verify a single point correspondence for a single hypothesis

using a ML reprojection model. For this unit of time, th is 8 when using MLE(6) to

estimate the hypotheses. Again we focus on data containing 50% outliers.

Table 3.1 depicts the obtained results when using n = 300 with v = 500, v = 1000
and when using verification on basis of ML reprojection or on basis of symmetric repro-

jection. The computation time required for our EM estimator is the lowest and constant

Table 3.1: Normalized values for tv and th + tv rounded to within 0.25 unit time.

ML (v=500) sym. (v=500) ML (v=1000) sym. (v=1000)
tv th + tv tv th + tv tv th + tv tv th + tv

EM 1 9 1 9 1 9 1 9

MS 1.75 9.75 1.75 9.75 1.75 9.75 1.75 9.75

RANSAC 500 508 17 25 1000 1009 34.25 42.25

LMEDS 500 508 17 25 1000 1009 34.25 42.25

MLESAC 507 515 24.75 32.75 1007 1015 41.25 49.25

pre. R. 150 158 5 13 300 308 10.25 18.25

in the number of image points. It is fully determined by the time required to estimate

hypotheses and the overhead of EM (which is linear in the number of hypotheses). The

same holds for non-linear mean shift. Its overhead is however larger as it takes more time

to converge to a stable mode. The complexity of our EM approach and that of nonlinear

mean-shift is O(n), whereas the complexity of the other approaches is O(nv).

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, two strategies can be taken to reduce

t. Firstly, one can increase the efficiency of verification. Secondly, one can limit the num-

ber of hypotheses. Only the first is used here. From Fig. 3.6 it can be observed that for our
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EM method and LO-RANSAC using fewer hypotheses than 300 reduces accuracy. For

the other tested approaches it can be observed that they reach their lower bound accuracy

around 300 hypotheses on data containing 50% outliers. Also for these methods lowering

the number of hypotheses below 300 would decrease accuracy. Therefore, automatically

terminating these FSS before 300 hypotheses have been generated, is of little use, as 300

hypotheses can be generated in a real-time budget. It would only unnecessarily reduce

accuracy of all methods. For data containing less than 50% outliers the number of hy-

potheses could be reduced below 300 by an adaptive FSS. However, when doing so on

real data one risks underestimating the true percentage of outliers and therefore risks using

too few hypotheses, which would cause unsatisfactory accuracy. As 300 hypotheses can

be obtained within a real-time budget, the cost of this risk does not out weight the benefit

of improved efficiency. Indeed in VO application domains a fixed number of hypotheses,

typically ranging between 300 and 500, is often used (Konolige et al., 2007; Nistér et al.,

2006; Olson et al., 2003; Sunderhauf et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2007).

3.5.2 Binocular visual odometry

The main objective of our experiments on real data is to demonstrate that our verifica-

tion free FSS can obtain state-of-the-art performance under challenging conditions. We

compare it to LMedS and to nonlinear mean-shift on a total of 1.8 km binocular VO data.

All tested approaches use 300 hypotheses and LMedS uses symmetric reprojection resid-

uals. This LMedS approach obtains accurate results within a real-time budget without

parameter tuning. Furthermore, LMedS is one of the most frequently used verification

strategies within VO type of applications. We do not use preemptive verification as it

does not improve accuracy when using the same number of hypotheses. We also com-

pare against nonlinear mean-shift as it is conceptually closest to our approach, it is also

verification free. During initial experiments we observed that mean-shift, as proposed in

(Subbarao and Meer, 2009), does not obtain satisfactory accuracy on our VO data. We

therefore applied our initialization method of Sec. 3.2.4 to both our EM approach and

mean-shift. Furthermore, all tested methods use a single (quasi) local iteration similar

as in LO-RANSAC and Cov-RANSAC, which will be described shortly. The used data

recording and preprocessing methods are provided first.

Binocular image pairs are recorded using a stereo camera with a baseline of 0.4 m,

a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels and a FoV of 45 deg. The robust matching strategy,

which allows assuming an upper bound of 50% on the outlier ratio, is described next. An

example of the utility of this matching strategy is depicted in Fig. 3.9.

1. Automatic key framing: Cameras typically record images around 30 fps. It is not

advisable nor required to estimate the motion between each successive image. By

automatic key framing one can automatically and online select those images which

are best suited for motion estimation (Zhu et al., 2007). One can think of automatic

key framing as a method to improve the signal (motion) to noise (outliers) ratio. By

assuring that a significant motion exist between image pairs, the true motion can be

differentiated more reliably and accurately from the set of hypotheses.

2. Stereo consistency checking: Apart from applying a threshold on the maximum

allowed differences between SIFT keys, erroneous correspondence can be reduced

by applying consistency checks. For binocular data the epipolar consistency is
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enforced between images from the same stereo pair. Furthermore, left-to-right ver-

sus right-to-left consistency allows rejection of erroneous correspondencematches.

A winner margin on SIFT key differences is enforced as well. These consis-

tency checks are conceptually similar to those used in dense disparity estimation

(Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002).

3. Time consistency checking: When matching image features through time, the

same consistency checks can be used as when matching between images of the

same stereo pair. First the tentative correspondences are established for successive

left and right images independently. Again we enforce a maximum allowed differ-

ence between SIFT keys and a winner margin on these tentative correspondences.

Then we check on forward-backward consistency, which is similar to left-to-right

versus right-to-left consistency, only now applied between successive images. We

also enforce stereo cycle consistency. This assures that when an image feature is

matched in the left image to the successive left image and from this successive left

image to an image feature in the successive right image, then this must be the same

image feature as obtained though the match from the initial left image feature to the

initial right image feature and from there to the successive right image.

4. Guided sampling on basis of time coherency: The application domain of cam-

era motion estimation allows using the inertia of the camera system to suppress

gross correspondence errors. Due to the inertia, the difference in motion cannot

drastically change between successive key frames. Similar to the method of Sec.

3.2.4 an initial guess for the current motion can be obtained from the previously

estimated motion. This initial guess can be used to verify the current tentative cor-

respondences. Here it is important to propagate the uncertainty of the initial motion

estimate and use it when verifying correspondences. Those correspondences which

are relatively consistent with the initial motion estimate receive a higher probability

of being sampled for use in a fundamental subset. This is effectively guided sam-

pling (Tordoff and Murray, 2005), but now on basis of the alignment with an initial

guess for the motion.

The computational burden of these matching methods are typically negligible with

respect to the computational burden of image feature extraction and that of the FSS. Using

them is therefore highly recommended. It is furthermore interesting to consider that by

using step 4 Guided sampling on basis of time coherency before using LMedS one, in a

sense, uses a single (quasi) local iteration. Where in LO-RANSAC and Cov-RANSAC

one selects inliers for local iterations using the currently top ranked hypotheses, here

we selects these inliers according to an initial guess of the motion taking into account

its inherent uncertainty. Similarly as in LO-RANSAC and Cov-RANSAC, hypotheses

are then generated from the assumed inliers and verified against all image points, in this

particular case by using LMedS.

Visual-odometry results

The trajectories estimated on three urban visual odometry data sets are shown below.

They are approximately 600 m long each and are recorded in the same environment. They

mainly differ in starting pose and in the presence of different independent moving objects

such as cyclers and vehicles. All trajectories describe loops, however, loop-closure was
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explicitly not performed as the discrepancy between the final estimated pose and the loop-

closure pose is our performance measure. The data sets are also accompanied by D-GPS

position estimates, which allows visual comparison.

The trajectories obtained by our EMmethod are depicted in Fig. 3.9 and close-ups for

all methods at the loop-closing point are depicted in Fig. 3.9. Their numerical errors in

position and orientation with respect to the loop-closing pose are reported in Table 3.2.

From this table it can be observed that our EM method is the most accurate estimator

and that it is two times more accurate than LMedS on average. In the final column the

positional error with respect to distance (ped.) is printed. As the error in the final position

is due to both rotational and translational errors, the ped. value reflects both types of

errors of an estimator. The ped. value of LMedS shows that its positional error is 0.4%

of the distance undertaken by the camera. For mean-shift it is 0.6% and for our EM

approach it is only 0.2%. This shows that the error growth of our method is two times

less than that of the LMedS approach. For reference, note that in Nistér et al. (2004)

ped. values between 1% and 5% were reported for a stereo camera with a baseline of

0.3 m on trajectories around 300 m long. The performance of the LMedS approach is

therefore at least similar (if not better) than that of methods reported in current literature,

e.g. in (Comport et al., 2007; Konolige et al., 2007; Levin and Szeliski, 2004; Maimone

et al., 2007; Nistér et al., 2004, 2006; Olson et al., 2003; Sunderhauf et al., 2005). As

our EM approach is again two times more accurate than this LMedS approach, we can

conclude that our EM approach obtains state-of-art accuracy without using verification.

Only for methods exploiting loop-closure or absolute orientation sensors (such as an IMU

or an AHRS) similar ped. values have been reported (Zhu et al., 2007). Our EM approach

clearly did not exploit loop-closure nor absolute orientation sensors. As it even did not

use verification, it is also around three times more efficient than the LMedS approach. If

we would have used a preemptive verification strategy inside LMedS, it would still have

been 1.5 times more efficient, see Table 3.1. The efficiency gain of our method would

allow us to use more hypotheses and thereby improve its accuracy. We chose not to do

so, therefore, the favorable results of our EM method are solely due to its capability to

explicitly improve accuracy. To conclude, the experiments show that our EM estimator

Table 3.2: Accumulated error at loop-closure

A B C average ped.

pos. ori. pos. ori. pos. ori. pos. ori. %

EM 1.3 m 0.3◦ 1.2 m 0.2◦ 0.9 m 0.3◦ 1.1 m 0.3◦ 0.2

MS 2.4 m 0.5◦ 3.2 m 0.4◦ 4.6 m 1.0◦ 3.4 m 0.6◦ 0.6

LMEDS 2.8 m 0.8◦ 1.7 m 0.2◦ 1.8 m 0.7◦ 2.1 m 0.6◦ 0.4

is a robust and accurate visual-odometer. Its results, obtained without verification, extend

that of state-of-art methods.

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter the favorable performance of our EM estimator was highlighted within the

scope of motion estimation from visual data. The applicability of FSS in general goes

beyond this scope. Our EM approach can only be applied when the hypothesis space has
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In 190 / Out 351

65 % Out

(a)

In 127 / Out 151

54 % Out

(b)

In 127 / Out 61

32 % Out

(c)

Figure 3.7: Reducing the outlier ratio by robust matching and exploiting time coherence.

Example image contains two independently moving objects and contains many corre-

spondence outliers. Regular matching (a), after consistency checks (b), after enforcing

time coherency (c). Outliers are depicted by red crosses and their correspondence dis-

placements by red lines. Inliers are depicted by green circles.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.8: Close-up of visual odometry results on 600 m long trajectories at the loop-

closing point. D-GPS (green), our EM method (blue), non-linear MS (magenta), LMedS

with symmetric reprojection (red). The start is marked by the black dot and the loop-

closing position by the finish flag.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.9: Visual odometry results on 600 m long trajectories. D-GPS (green), our EM

method (blue). The start is marked by the black dot and the loop-closing position by the

finish flag. The camera trajectory proceeds counter-clockwise.
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the structure of a Riemannian manifold for which its distance preserving logarithmic map

is available. While this includes all our pose spaces of Chap. 2, it does not include all

hypothesis space to which FSS can been applied. For example it does not include the

hypothesis space of fundamental matrices. Therefore, our EM approach is not as widely

applicable as FSS based on verification. However, when motion estimation is the task, the

results of this chapter show that using our EM approach is beneficiary to both accuracy

and efficiency. Furthermore, we can explain these improvements on basis of well-founded

theoretical models.

3.7 Conclusion

A novel verification free RANSAC approach was introduced within the scope of robust

motion estimation from image data. It maximizes the likelihood of fundamental subset

hypotheses given a mixture model comprising a Gaussian inlier class and a uniform out-

lier class by using expectation maximization. This mixture model is expressed directly in

hypothesis space, instead of image space, and therefore computationally intensive verifi-

cation is not required. It was shown theoretically and experimentally that the proposed

estimator obtains the maximum likelihood lower bound asymptotically. A thorough ex-

perimental evaluation against state-of-art methods showed that the proposed estimator

has favorable accuracy and efficiency. It significantly outperformed non-linear mean shift

which is the closest related alternative. Only RANSAC methods which use verification

on the basis of ML reprojection residuals and which use local iterations obtain similar

accuracy to that of the proposed EM estimator. These methods are however significantly

less efficient to compute. When comparing against these methods on the basis of a similar

time budget, our EM approach is therefore significantly more accurate. The answers to

the third and fourth research questions of this thesis can now be provided.

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds improve the accuracy

of the RANSAC methodology?

By computing an intrinsic mean on inlier hypotheses an estimator can be more ac-

curate than FSS which only return a single inlier hypothesis. Such a mean reaches

the maximum likelihood lower bound asymptotically as the number of inlier hy-

potheses increases. However, given the same number of hypotheses, an FSS which

uses local iterations with ML verification can provide similar accuracy as meth-

ods which compute an intrinsic mean. As such this chapter only partly answered

this research question. Introducing the intrinsic statistical techniques underlying

the proposed EM estimator into the methodology of local iterations is a possible

approach to improve accuracy of state-of-art RANSAC approaches in general. We

will explore this approach in the next chapter. Another approach to improve accu-

racy is to increase efficiency and thereby be able to process more hypotheses in the

same time span. Such an implicit increase in accuracy does however not change

the lower bound accuracy of a FSS. When the number of hypotheses is not limited

by a time budget, then being more efficient does not increase accuracy, as all FSS

can use as many hypotheses as required to reach their lower bound accuracy. Com-

puting an intrinsic mean improves accuracy explicitly and reduces the lower bound

accuracy of an FSS.
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• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds improve the effi-

ciency of the RANSAC methodology?

Traditional RANSAC approaches require hypotheses verification to identify that

hypothesis which has the most support given the image data. This verification re-

quires enforcing a model, instantiated by the hypothesis, on the complete data or

at least a sufficiently large subset. This is a computational intensive process which

typically is the most dominant factor in the complete time budget of traditional

RANSAC approaches. Reducing the computational load of verification has there-

fore been one of the most dominant topics in related RANSAC research. Here

intrinsic statistics is used to upgrade the set of hypotheses to an intrinsic statistical

hypotheses distribution. Such an intrinsic distribution has significant more structure

than a mere set of hypotheses. It allows probabilistic modeling of inlier and outlier

hypotheses with a mixture distribution. By using expectation maximization to opti-

mize the likelihood of the hypotheses given the inlier versus outlier mixture distri-

bution, one can estimate the parameters of the inlier hypotheses without the need of

verifying them against image data. The overhead of such an approach is negligible

and the absence of verification makes such an approach significantly more efficient

than approaches following the traditional verification based RANSAC paradigm.



Chapter4
Improving RANSAC Accuracy

using Intrinsic Statistics

A novel robust estimator, called Random Intrinsic Sample Refinement, is introducedwhich

improves accuracy and stability of state-of-art RANSAC approaches. It computes an em-

pirical mean and covariance from several top ranking hypotheses, and generates additional

artificial hypotheses according to this mean and covariance to improve the ensemble of

hypotheses. In this chapter Random Intrinsic Sample Refinement is applied to estimating

the epipolar geometry between calibrated camera views. The ability to compute an empir-

ical mean on the epipolar manifold is enabled by our novel distance measure which was

introduced Chapter 2. In this chapter it is experimentally compared against an alternative

distance measure within an applied setting. Extensive experimental validation on outlier

prone data verifies that accuracy and stability of the epipolar estimate are enhanced when

incorporating Random Intrinsic Sample Refinement on the basis of our novel distance

measure.

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter two fundamental deficiencies within state-of-art RANSAC approaches are

resolved, they are: insufficient sampling near the ground truth, and inaccurate hypothesis

ranking. These deficiencies prevent further improvements in accuracy and stability, even

when using excessively many (local) iterations. A novel robust estimator, called Random

Intrinsic Sample Refinement (RISR), is proposed to abolish these two deficiencies. It

computes an empirical mean and covariance from several highly accurate hypotheses,

and generates additional artificial hypotheses according to this mean and covariance to

improve the hypothesis distribution. We show that by incorporating RISR within state-of-

art RANSAC approaches one can explicitly enhance their accuracy and stability.

The benefits of RISR will be demonstrated for the particular task of estimating the

relative motion up to scale (i.e. the epipolar geometry) between calibrated camera views.

For this and similar tasks Maximum Likelihood Estimators (MLE)s, which minimize re-

projection errors in two views, or in multiple views as in Bundle Adjustment (Triggs
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et al., 1999), are commonly considered the most accurate methods (Hartley and Zisser-

man, 2004). They require proper initialization and outlier free correspondences. To satisfy

these prerequisites a Fundamental Subset Strategy (FSS) such as the RAndom SAmple

Consensus (RANSAC) of Fischler and Bolles (1981) is frequently employed. A robust

initial hypothesis is thereby obtained and outlier correspondences are rejected. The inner

workings of FSS were already discussed in Chap. 1 and Chap. 3. For the purposes of this

chapter it is useful to identify the following components of FSS: the fundamental subset

estimator, the robust ranking criterion and the sampling strategy.

• Fundamental subset estimators are used to generate fundamental subset hypotheses

from the image data. A fundamental subset (or minimal subset) contains the minimum

number of image points needed by the estimator to obtain a hypothesis. To estimate the

epipolar geometry between calibrated camera views one can use linear methods, such

as the 8-point (Hartley, 1997), 7-point (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004) or 5-point (Nistér,

2004) algorithm, or one can employ a MLE on the fundamental subsets. In the remainder

of this article one invocation of a fundamental subset estimator will be referred to as an

iteration.

• Robust ranking criteria assess the support of a hypothesis given the image data and

can be used to determine inlier and outlier image points. Computing the robust ranking

criterion for a single hypothesis is referred as verification. It is commonly assumed that

the hypothesis which has the most support is also the most accurate and therefore is re-

turned as the final estimate. Frequently used robust ranking criteria, such as the number of

inliers or Least MEDian of Squares (LMedS) (Rosin, 1999), are based on either a linear

model or on a MLE reprojection model. In MLESAC (Torr and Zisserman, 2000) a nor-

mal distribution is robustly fitted, utilizing expectation maximization, to the reprojection

residuals. The likelihood of the reprojection residuals is used as robust ranking criterion.

Methods based on the number of inliers or LMedS are most common e.g. (Nistér et al.,

2006; Snavely et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2007).

• The sampling strategy determines how the FSS proceeds while iterating. It deter-

mines, among others, which image points are selected, which thresholds are used during a

given (local) iteration and how hypotheses can be verified efficiently. There are sampling

strategies which focus on returning the best possible hypothesis from a set of hypotheses

of fixed size. In Chap. 3 such FSS were classified as being non-adaptive. Their goal is to

spend the least amount of computation on hypothesis verification as possible. They do so

by prematurely discarding unlikely hypotheses and outlier image points. An examples of

such an FSS is preemptive-RANSAC of Nistér (2005). These methods are typically used

when computational budgets are limited as in e.g. visual-odometry (Nistér et al., 2006).

Other sampling strategies focus on providing, within predefined confidence, the overall

best hypothesis while spending the least amount of computation as possible. In Chap. 3

such FSS were classified as being adaptive. Their challenge is to obtain the overall best

hypothesis, to reduce the computational load of verification, and to decide if no better hy-

pothesis than the current best hypothesis can be generated such that the sampling strategy

can be terminated. Examples of such sampling strategies can be found in Adaptive Real-

Time Random Sample Consensus (Raguram et al., 2008) and the sequential probability

ratio test (SPRT) (Chum and Matas, 2008). As was discussed in Chap. 3, more efficient

FSS can process more hypotheses in the same time span and can thereby gain accuracy. It

was also pointed that such an implicit increase in accuracy does not improve their lower

bound accuracy, i.e. their accuracy when no restrictions are imposed on the number of
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hypotheses. Improving lower bound accuracy of state-of-art FSS is however the goal of

this chapter.

A method which can be used to explicitly improve accuracy is using local iterations

as in LO-RANSAC of Chum et al. (2003). It differs from regular RANSAC in that pre-

liminary top ranking hypotheses and their corresponding inlier image points are used to

locally refine the robust estimate, hence the term local iteration. Using local iterations

has two main benefits. Firstly, it increases the probability of uncontaminated fundamental

subsets, and secondly, it allows increasing the (fundamental) subset size (i.e. the num-

ber of image points in a subset) which increases the accuracy of hypotheses estimated

on uncontaminated subsets. When using LO-RANSAC, it is paramount to prevent early

convergence by using many local iterations and gradually tightening the inlier selection

threshold enforced within the local iterations. When doing so, LO-RANSAC is known

to provide very accurate results. Gradually tightening the inlier selection threshold re-

flects the uncertainty in accuracy of preliminary top ranking hypotheses. This concept

was made more efficient in Cov-RANSAC. It uses the uncertainty of transferred image

points, obtained by linear error propagation, when selecting the inliers for its single local

iteration. Together with the use of the SPRT, Cov-RANSAC provides accurate results effi-

ciently. LO-RANSAC and Cov-RANSAC share the same lower bound accuracy, as both

use the same robust ranking criteria. In Chap. 3 another method to explicitly improve

accuracy was introduced, i.e. computing the mean of hypotheses estimated on uncon-

taminated subsets. It was also shown experimentally that the ability of this approach to

explicitly increase accuracy is of similar magnitude as that of using local iterations.

This chapter is provides a solution which is more accurate and stable than that of state-

of-art FSS which use local iterations. In Sec. 4.2 it is shown that there are two fundamental

deficiencies in such FSS which limit their obtainable accuracy and stability. The improve-

ments contained within RISR to overcome these deficiencies are introduced conceptually.

The exact formulation of RISR on the epipolar manifold follows in Sec. 4.3. In Sec. 4.4

it is shown that the proposed RISR algorithm is a MLE for the epipolar geometry. In this

section our distance measure on the epipolar manifold of Sec. 2.5.7 is also compared ex-

perimentally against an alternative distance measure of Subbarao and Meer (2009) which

was discussed in Sec. 2.6.2. The relation between the convergence properties of RISR

and that of evolutionary optimization is discussed in Sec. 4.5. An extensive experimental

evaluation, including RANSAC, LO-RANSAC, LO-RANSAC followed by mean-shift,

and LO-RANSAC followed by RISR, is provided in Sec. 4.6. Maximum likelihood veri-

fication methods as well as linear verification methods are used. The evaluations include

the performance when a MLE is used post-hoc on all estimated inliers. A short discussion

is provided in Sec. 4.7 after which our conclusions are presented in Sec. 4.8.

4.2 Concepts of Random Intrinsic Sample Refinement

In this section an illustrative experiment is provided which shows that deficiencies ex-

ist with respect to the robust ranking criterion and the sampling strategy of state-of-art

FSS. The improvements contained within RISR are then introduced conceptually. The

illustrative experiment is based on realistic artificial data with thirty percent outliers, see

Sec. 4.6.1 for details. From this artificial data the epipolar geometry is estimated using

LO-RANSAC, i.e. one of the most accurate RANSAC methods especially when no re-
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strictions are imposed on the number of (local) iterations. To rule out the possibility that

automatic termination strategies, such as used in (Chum and Matas, 2008; Raguram et al.,

2008), stop the sampling process before lower bound accuracy has been reached, no such

methods are used. Instead, excessively many (local) iterations and extensive parameter

sweeps are used to guarantee optimal accuracy of all methods. The subset hypotheses

are obtained with a ML estimator (which employs Levenberg-Marquardt to minimize re-

projection residuals) and two different ranking approaches are used, namely, the number

of inliers (LO-RANSAC) and Least Median of Squares (LO-LMedS). Both are based

on MLE reprojection residuals. Each generated hypothesis is also evaluated against the

ground truth epipolar geometry. Consequently the most accurate hypothesis, which will

be called lower bound hypothesis, can be identified using the ground truth. The average

performance over one thousand experiments is plotted in Fig. 4.1.

4.2.1 Limitations of RANSAC

It can be observed from Fig. 4.1 that the approach using the RANSAC ranking criterion,

when the threshold is properly tuned, provides similar performance to the approach using

the LMedS ranking criterion. Note that the accuracy of both fundamental subset strategies

decreases more rapidly between the first and one thousandth iteration than after the one

thousandth iteration. Furthermore, after approximately 1500 iterations the accuracy no

longer improves. The fact that after a certain number of (local) iterations the accuracy of

RANSAC no longer improves, is well known. It is why methods like SPRT automatically

terminate the sampling strategy such that no (local) iterations are performed in vain. The

reason why accuracy no longer improves is twofold.

• In order to achieve an improvement in accuracy, a more accurate hypothesis must

be generated from the image data. In Fig. 4.2.a the number of hypotheses, expressed as

a probability, within 2α, α and α/2 from the ground truth is depicted (the value for α
can be observed in Fig. 4.1.a and b). For a region of 2α around the ground truth there

is a relatively high probability of generating a hypothesis. For a smaller region of α this

reduces significantly and reduces even more for a region of α/2. This clearly indicates

that the sampling strategy has difficulty in generating hypotheses near the ground truth,

despite the use of local iterations.

• Not only must a more accurate hypothesis be generated, it must also be identified as

the most accurate hypothesis (i.e. it should receive the highest rank). In that respect, note

the significant performance difference between both fundamental subset strategies and

the lower bound hypothesis. Apparently, the lower bound hypothesis does not receive the

highest rank consistently. It can be observed from the true positive rate (the probability

that an increase in the ranking criterion relates to an increase in accuracy) and false neg-

ative rate (the probability that a decrease in the ranking criterion relates to an increase in

accuracy), depicted in Fig. 4.2.b, that the ranking criterion is not directly linked to the true

accuracy of hypotheses. Furthermore, the predictive value of the robust ranking criterion

reduces as the sampling strategy progresses. The graphs in Fig. 4.2.a and 4.2.b were based

on LO-RANSAC but LO-LMedS has similar behavior. The following observations can

be made from this illustrative experiment:

Observation 1 Sampling strategy: Despite the use of excessively many local itera-

tions, the probability of generating a hypothesis near the ground truth is still quite low.
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Figure 4.1: Performance during the sampling strategy of LO-RANSAC for data con-

taining 30% outliers. The mean absolute error in translation direction (a) and the mean

absolute error in rotation (b). The reported results are the average of one thousand exper-

iments.
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Figure 4.2: Performance during the sampling strategy of LO-RANSAC for data contain-

ing 30% outliers. The sampling efficiency of LO-RANSAC (c) and the ranking accuracy

of LO-RANSAC (d). The reported results are the average of one thousand experiments.
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As a consequence, the hypothesis density is relatively sparse near the ground truth.

Observation 2 Robust ranking criterion: Despite the use of ML reprojection residu-

als within the robust ranking criteria, the probability that an improvement in accuracy is

actually noticed is relatively low.

The novel algorithm RISR will improve on both these deficiencies, by using the sta-

tistical and geometrical structure of the hypothesis space.

4.2.2 Improvements of RISR

As was discussed in Chap. 2, a local Euclidean structure can be imposed on particular

geometric entities. The proposed RISR algorithm uses this local Euclidean structure to

abolish the deficiencies which where pointed out in Sec. 4.2.1. The intuition behind its

conceptual improvements is provided below. A conceptual impression of RISR is shown

in Fig. 4.3.

RISR and Sampling strategy: From the illustrative example it was noted that even

after many iterations the hypothesis density is relatively sparse near the ground truth.

Therefore, it is questionable if generating hypotheses from the image data is the most

efficient strategy for the complete duration of the sampling strategy. As an alternative, we

will identify a subset of the most accurate hypotheses and artificially generate hypotheses

in their vicinity based on a model of the local geometry. These artificial hypotheses can

be ranked against the image data as usual. When one generates these artificial hypotheses

at a point at which the host FSS is already sufficiently accurate, the region including the

ground truth will become densely populates with hypotheses.

RISR and Robust ranking criterion: From the illustrative example it was also noted

that the top ranked hypothesis is accurate but certainly not the most accurate hypothesis.

Clearly, the robust ranking criterion is not exactly related to the true accuracy of hypothe-

ses. It merely identifies a set of top ranking hypotheses which all have a high probability

of being the most accurate hypothesis. When this set of top ranked hypotheses is located

around the ground truth, computing their empirical mean will result in a more accurate

estimate.

These two concepts contained within RISR are iterated several times. The extensive

experimental evaluation provided in Sec. 4.6 indicates that by using this approach an

improvement in accuracy and stability is obtained.

4.3 RISR on the epipolar manifold

In this section Random Intrinsic Sample Refinement is described in detail for the task of

estimating the epipolar geometry from outlier prone image data. Its algorithmic outline is

provided in Algo. 1. An illustration, similar to Fig. 4.3, but now on real monocular data,

i.e. castleP19 from (Strecha et al., 2008), is depicted in Fig. 4.4. From these figures it

can be observed that the conceptual improvements, introduced in Sec. 4.2, are properly

addressed by our RISR implementation on the epipolar manifold.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Conceptual impression of RISR for a 2D hypotheses space where the origin

is the ground truth. Hypotheses are depicted as dots and their color, ranging from black

to magenta (for regular hypotheses) and from black to cyan (for artificial hypotheses),

indicates their robust rank. The initial hypotheses distribution and the current top ranked

hypothesis, depicted as a cyan star, are illustrated in (a). Note that the top ranked hypoth-

esis is not that hypothesis which is closest to the ground truth, i.e. closest to the origin,

and that there are relatively few hypotheses near the ground truth. RISR then proceeds by

fitting a normal distribution, with its mean and covariance depicted by the blue star and

ellipse, on the top ranking hypotheses (b). By using the mean and covariance ellipse of

the normal distribution the location near the ground truth can be targeted efficiently with

randomly generated hypotheses (c). To estimate the support of the artificial hypotheses

they are ranked using the real image data. The new set of top ranked hypotheses with their

mean and covariance can then be computed (d). The initial top ranked hypothesis, i.e. the

cyan star, is also depicted for reference. The steps illustrated in (c) and (d) are typically

iterated several times.
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A critical necessity of the RISR algorithm is the ability to treat the epipolar space

locally as a Euclidean vector space. This allows computing elementary statistical notions

such as the empirical mean and covariance, see Chap. 2. Such a local Euclidean structure

was already provided in Sec. 2.5.7. In that section we represented the epipolar space as

a direct product space between a spherical space that models the direction of translations

and a hyper-spherical space that models rotations. The rotations can be parameterized by

matrices, resulting in the product space S2 × SO(3), or as quaternions, resulting in the

product space S2 × S3∗. Their elements, i.e. points on their associated manifolds, will be

referred to as E to emphasize their relation with essential matrices.

4.3.1 Initialization

RISR is initialized with the hypotheses obtained by a host FSS. If k is the robust score of

the top ranking hypotheses, then all hypotheses with a robust score less than ϕk are re-

jected. A typical value for ϕ is 0.95 and a minimum number of 10 remaining hypotheses

is enforced. For these remaining hypotheses their intrinsic mean and covariance are com-

puted as discussed in the next section. An important prerequisite of our epipolar manifold

structure introduced in Sec. 2.5.7 is that the four-fold ambiguity (i.e. four different epipo-

lar configurations give rise to the same essential matrix (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004)),

must be resolved. In case MLE methods are used to estimate the epipolar geometry inside

the host FSS, the ambiguity is resolved when the MLE subset estimator is initialized with

the linear estimate. For each of the four possible configurations of the epipolar geometry

it is verified whether all the points of the subset (i.e. max 14) are in front of both cameras.

When one point is behind one of the cameras that particular configuration is discarded

immediately. A hypothesis is rejected completely when for none of its four configura-

tions all the points of its subset are in front of both cameras. In case linear methods are

used inside the host FSS, the four-fold ambiguity is only resolved for the set of remaining

hypotheses. Again, the positive depth constraint is only enforced for the subset on which

a particular hypothesis was estimated. As there are typically few remaining hypotheses

for which the four-fold ambiguity must be resolved, the impact on the total computation

time of RISR is negligible.

4.3.2 Intrinsic mean and covariance

The Random Intrinsic Sample Refinement algorithm is enabled by the key ability to com-

pute an intrinsic mean and covariance on the epipolar manifold. These intrinsic compu-

tations are enabled by the logarithmic and exponential mappings defined in Sec. 2.5.7.

The logarithmic map of Eq. 2.72 preserves intrinsic distances and directions between

the manifold of essential matrices and its tangent space. It does so only with respect

to the development point. Therefore, given three essential matrices E1,E2 and E3 the

intrinsic distances with respect to E1 is given by
∥

∥logE1
(E2)

∥

∥ and
∥

∥logE1
(E3)

∥

∥. How-

ever note that the intrinsic distance between E2 and E3 is not preserved in the tangent

space at E1. Thus dist(E2,E3) 6=
∥

∥logE1
(E2)− logE1

(E3)
∥

∥ but rather dist(E2,E3) =
∥

∥logE2
(E3)

∥

∥. This aspect makes statistical computations on essential matrices slightly

more involved than statistical computations on Euclidean vectors. Nevertheless, proper-

ties such as the mean and covariance of a Gaussian distribution of normalized essential

matrices as well as probabilities can be computed efficiently. Themean essential matrix is
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defined as the point Ē on the manifoldM which minimizes the sum of squared intrinsic

distances to each essential matrix in the set [E1...En]. This minimization task is captured

by the objective function

f(Ē) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

dist(Ē,Ei)
2 , (4.1)

In Sec. 2.7.2 an iterative algorithm was provided to solve such optimization tasks. By

using this algorithm we can estimate the mean essential matrix Ē. Once it has been

obtained, we can compute the covariance of the set of essential matrices in the tangent

space of their mean Ē. For this we use the straightforward method described in Sec. 2.7.3.

4.3.3 Generating artificial hypotheses

The second key ability of the RISR algorithm is generating (approximately) uniformly

distributed essential matrices to be used as artificial hypotheses. The choice for a uniform

distribution comes from the fact that during the first few RISR iterations there is no guar-

antee that the probability of the ground truth is highest at the location of the empirical

mean. When artificial hypotheses would be generated according to a Gaussian distribu-

tion, RISR would focus on the location of the empirical mean. This does hurt convergence

especially during the first few RISR iterations. The number of artificial hypotheses is au-

tomatically regulated on basis of the uncertainty expressed in the covariance matrix i.e.

the more uncertainty, the more artificial hypotheses. For this the volume inside the 3σ
equiprobability surface of ΣĒ is computed. According to this volume v the number of

artificial hypotheses h is determined by

h =







Hmin, v < Vmin

⌈Hmax−Hmin

Vmax−Vmin
(v − Vmin) +Hmin⌉, Vmin ≤ v ≤ Vmax

Hmax, Vmax < v

(4.2)

Here Vmin and Vmax are the minimum and maximum bounds on the volume inside ΣĒ.

Typical values are 10−12 and 10−10 respectively. Hmin and Hmax are the minimum

and maximum bounds on the number of artificially generated hypotheses. Values for

them will be given in Sec. 4.6 where the experiments are presented. The h uniformly

distributed hypotheses are generated inside the 3σ equiprobability surface of ΣĒ. This

is performed by randomly generating uniformly distributed (tangent) vectors within the

unit sphere in five-space and multiplying them with the Cholesky decomposition (Golub

and Loan, 1996) of 32ΣĒ. The exponential map at Ē is utilized to map these uniformly

distributed tangent vectors back to the manifold and the essential matrices are obtained

using

E =
[

~t
]

×
R, (4.3)

see Sec. 2.3.5 for details.

4.4 Optimality

From the literature it is well known that an estimator for the epipolar geometry which

minimizes reprojection residuals with respect to structure and motion is a Maximum
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 4.4: Illustration of RISR on the real data set castleP19 provided by (Strecha et al.,

2008)). Close-up of the tangent space of S2 is shown in the top row and the tangent space

of SO(3) in the bottom row. The origin of both tangent spaces coincides with the ground

truth. Hypotheses are depicted as dots and their color, ranging from black to magenta

(for regular hypotheses) and from black to cyan (for artificial hypotheses), indicates their

robust rank. Note that a five-dimensional space is visualized, hence, each dot in the top

row has a consort in the bottom row. The initial hypotheses distribution obtained by

the host FSS, the top ranking hypothesis is depicted by a magenta cross (a,e). A normal

distribution estimated on the top ranking hypotheses (b,f). Artificial hypotheses generated

uniformly according to the mean and covariance ellipsoid (c,g). Note that the artificial

hypotheses distribution is much denser than the real hypotheses distribution depicted in

a and e. The new set of top ranked hypotheses after convergence with their mean and

covariance, i.e. blue cross and ellipsoid, (d,h). The initial top ranked hypothesis (magenta

cross) is also depicted for reference. Clearly, the RISR estimate is closer to the ground

truth than the initial top ranked hypothesis. This figure is the equivalent of Fig. 4.3 on

real data.
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Algorithm 1 Random Intrinsic Sample Refinement

Generate an initial set of hypotheses from the image data using a fundamental sub-

set strategy and determine their robust ranks. Apply the initialization procedure de-

scribed in Sec. 4.3.1. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 (a,b).

1) Compute the intrinsic mean Ē and covariance ΣĒ by using the methods of

Sec. 2.7.2 and Sec. 2.7.3. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 (c,d). Set the iteration counter

n to 0.

2) Generate h uniformly distributed hypotheses using Ē and ΣĒ according to

Sec. 4.3.3 and compute the robust ranks. Add these new hypotheses to the set of

artificial hypotheses. See Fig. 4.4.c and d.

3) Set k equal to the robust ranking criterion of the top ranked artificial hypothesis.

Reject artificial hypotheses for which their robust ranking criterion is smaller than

(0.85 + n
Nmax

0.1)k. Recompute the intrinsic mean Ē and covariance ΣĒ on the

remaining artificial hypotheses. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4.e and f.

4) Increase the iteration counter i.e. n = n + 1 and while n < 3 OR (n < Nmax

AND Vmin < v), return to step 2 of the algorithm. A typical value for the maximum

number of iterationsNmax is 10.

5) Return the intrinsic mean Ē computed in the last iteration as the final solution.

Likelihood Estimator (MLE) when image points are perturbed by Gaussian noise, e.g.

see (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004; Triggs et al., 1999). In this section it is shown that

under similar assumptions the intrinsic mean of essential matrices, which is at the core of

the RISR algorithm, is a MLE for the epipolar geometry as well.

4.4.1 Intrinsic mean and ML lower bound

The intrinsic statistical methods of Chap. 2 allow the hypothesis space to be treated as a

Euclidean space (with respect to the development point). It is well known that in a Eu-

clidean space the empirical mean is a MLE for the true mean of a Gaussian distribution.

When the exponential and logarithmic mappings are properly defined, then the intrinsic

empirical mean of Sec. 2.7.2 has similar ML properties. Therefore, under the assumption

that the hypotheses are perturbed by Gaussian noise from the true epipolar geometry, the

intrinsic empirical mean is a MLE for the epipolar geometry. This is validated experi-

mentally in the next section.

The expected error of the regularMLE on all n image points is proportional to σ�
√
n.

Recall from Sec. 4.2 that state-of-the-art FSS, such as LO-RANSAC and Cov-RANSAC,

return a single optimal ranking hypothesis estimated fromm < n image points. Their ex-

pected error is therefore proportional to σ�
√
m. The expected error of the intrinsic mean

computed on k subset hypotheses is at best, i.e. when each image point is only contained

in one of the k subsets, proportional to σ�(
√
km). Clearly, an inlier image point can be

contained within several of the k subsets and the statistical information in the subset hy-

potheses cannot exceed the statistical information of the data they were generated on. The

mean on the fundamental subset hypotheses will therefore asymptotically, i.e. k → ∞,

reach the same levels of accuracy as the regular MLE attains on all image points. By
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Figure 4.5: The asymptotical accuracy of the intrinsic mean on fundamental subset hy-

potheses, the mean absolute error in translation direction (a), mean absolute error in rota-

tion (b). The reported results are the average of one thousand experiments.

doing so it is more accurate than a RANSAC estimate which returns only one hypothesis.

4.4.2 Mean epipolar geometry

Realistic synthetic data was generated according to the method described in Sec. 4.6.1.

Each image pair contained exactly 100 corresponding image points. This time however

they were only perturbed by Gaussian image noise i.e. there are no outliers. From all cor-

responding image points the epipolar geometry was estimated using a MLE which mini-

mizes reprojection residuals with respect to structure and motion. The same approach was

used to estimate a number of subset hypotheses for which their intrinsic empirical mean

was computed for increasing k. As there are no outliers the number of correspondences

m per subset was set to fourteen (i.e. the same number used in (Chum et al., 2003) within

LO-RANSAC). The results of a linear estimator (normalized 8-point (Hartley, 1997)) on

all points and the results of the regular MLE on all points as well as the intrinsic empirical

mean on an increasing number of fundamental subset hypotheses are plotted in Fig. 4.5.

The accuracy of the linear estimator on all image points is plotted for reference purposes.

We also plotted the results obtained when applying mean-shift using the exponential and

logarithmic mappings proposed in (Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008).

From Fig. 4.5 it can be observed that by using the intrinsic statistical methods of

Sec. 2.5.7 the accuracy of the regular MLE is reached asymptotically. This is a direct

consequence of the fact that, in contrary to the methods in (Subbarao and Meer, 2009;

Subbarao et al., 2008), our exponential and logarithmic mappings are properly defined.

Recall from Sec. 2.6.2 that their mappings will produce at least two clusters in hypoth-

esis space instead of one. Computing a mean on the two clusters results in a point in

between these two clusters. The accuracy of this mean is several factors outside the scale

of Fig. 4.5. Therefore, we applied mean-shift instead of computing the mean when using

the methods of (Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008). If there are enough

inlier hypotheses, then mean-shift will converge to one of the clusters and compute the

local mode of this cluster. As this cluster does not contain all inlier hypotheses, and

therefore does not contain all available statistical information, its mode is less accurate
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than the mean of all inlier hypotheses. This is clearly visible in Fig. 4.5. This illustrates

the importance of the correctness of our distance preserving exponential and logarithmic

mappings.

The expected accuracy of FSS which returns a single hypothesis, such as LO-RANSAC

and Cov-RANSAC, can be observed as the start of the dark blue line in Fig. 4.5. Comput-

ing the intrinsic mean clearly results in a more accurate estimate than returning a single

inlier hypothesis. In realistic outlier prone conditions however, both the intrinsic mean

and the regular MLE will have difficulty reaching the ML lower bound. Nevertheless, the

fact that the intrinsic mean, which is at the core of the RISR algorithm, asymptotically

reaches the same performance as the regular MLE is noteworthy. It is this property which

enables RISR in being more accurate than other FSS.

4.5 Convergence and evolutionary optimization

In the previous section it was shown that RISR is a MLE when image points are perturbed

by Gaussian noise. In reality the noise governing the observed image points is a mixture

of Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise. The goal of a RANSAC like FSS is to discard in-

lier image points from outlier image points. This is a challenging task since some of the

perturbations causing outliers will have similar magnitudes as the perturbations causing

inliers. Not all outliers can therefore be distinguished on basis of their reprojections. As a

consequence, that hypothesis which has the most inliers or the lowest LMedS error is not

necessarily the most accurate hypothesis, e.g. see Fig. 4.1 (a,b). Alternatively, the goal of

RISR is to distinguish inlier hypotheses, i.e. hypotheses which were perturbed from the

ground truth epipolar geometry by Gaussian noise in the hypothesis space. A ML esti-

mate can then be obtained by computing the mean of these inlier hypotheses. As RISR

is initialized with a set of hypotheses obtained by a host FSS, there is no guarantee that a

sufficient number i.e. 1 ≤ k of inlier hypotheses is available, e.g. see Fig. 4.4 (a,b). The

challenge therefore is to ensure that sufficient inlier hypotheses are present and to ensure

that outlier hypotheses are rejected from computation. For this RISR exploits aspects of

evolutionary optimization, such as, selection, mutation and reproduction. When casting

RISR in the terminology of evolutionary optimization then the hypotheses distribution is

the population and a particular hypothesis is an individual. The role of the fitness function

is performed by the robust ranking criterion, e.g. the number of inliers. In RISR repro-

duction is performed by first capturing the global properties of the fittest members from

the population into an intrinsic mean and covariance. This allows for better generaliza-

tion and prevents overfitting. Mutation and reproduction is then performed by drawing

samples uniformly using the intrinsic mean and covariance ellipsoid. While an EA would

typically return the fittest individual (as does RANSAC) or a set of fittest individuals,

RISR returns the mean properties belonging to the set of fittest individuals instead. By

doing so the influence of spurious top-ranked hypotheses is diminished and the RISR so-

lution becomes more stable than a RANSAC-only based approach. When considering the

similarities between RISR and evolutionary optimization it is clear that the convergence

of RISR depends on a similar paradigm. Evolutionary optimization algorithms usually

need to be initialized with a vast number of individuals to completely cover the high di-

mensional solution space. If one considers essential matrices, then an individual can also

be estimated from the data. This is not necessarily true for evolutionary optimization
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in general. Efficiency can therefore be gained by first generating individuals from small

subsets of the data and determining their fitness on the complete data. When the approx-

imate location of the ground truth is known then RISR can take over. The experimental

validation provided in Sec. 4.6 indicates that this is advantageous over only generating

individuals from the data, as is done in RANSAC based approaches.

4.6 Evaluation

In this section RISR is evaluated against a state-of-art FSS using realistic outlier prone

data. It is shown that by incorporating RISR one obtains more accurate and stable re-

sults. The state-of-art FSS used during all experiments is LO-RANSAC approach 5 ”In-

ner RANSAC with iteration”, the details are left to (Chum et al., 2003). Excessively many

(local) iterations will be used within LO-RANSAC. This assures that the reported perfor-

mance is the best LO-RANSAC can obtain and is not influenced by early convergence

(Chum et al., 2003; Raguram et al., 2009) or automatic termination strategies (Chum

and Matas, 2008). In this setting LO-RANSAC is able to obtain satisfactory accuracy,

therefore the absolute increase in accuracy RISR can obtain is expected to be limited.

Much more informational is the performance of both approaches relative to the ML lower

bound, hence the ML lower bound will be reported for all experiments. As RISR is an

extension for FSS it is initialized by a host FSS. The host FSS used is also LO-RANSAC,

however, significantly fewer iterations are used when initializing RISR. Consequently, the

total computation time of the approach incorporating RISR is less than the computation

time of the approach using LO-RANSAC only.

In Sec. 4.6.1 RISR is evaluated using artificial data and ML methods are used for

estimating the hypotheses and their robust ranks. A disadvantage of using ML methods,

especially MLE reprojection errors, is that they require significant more computation than

linear approaches. Therefore, it is common to use linear methods (or a combination of

linear and ML) inside the FSS for time critical applications. Within the publications

regarding LO-RANSAC (Chum et al., 2003), Cov-RANSAC (Raguram et al., 2009) and

mean-shift on essential matrices (Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008) only

linear methods were utilized. In Sec. 4.6.2 it is shown that incorporating RISR is also

advantageous when employed in this linear setting, even when a MLE is applied post-

hoc on all the inliers obtained with LO-RANSAC. For these experiments the publicly

available multi-view reconstruction benchmarks HerJezuP8, castleP19, fountainP11 and

entryP10, provided by Strecha et al. (2008) are used.

4.6.1 Artificial data

Simulations are performed to investigate performance of RISR under controllable con-

ditions. The following approach is used to generate the artificial data for each single

experiment.

One camera is chosen as the origin. The direction of translation of the other camera

is uniformly distributed over the unit sphere and the length of translation is uniformly

distributed within the interval between 2.5m and 5m. Its yaw, pitch and roll parameters

are all uniformly distributed within the interval between −45◦ and 45◦. Scene points

are generated uniformly within a distance between 5 and 75 m in front of the first cam-

era. The scene points are projected to the imaging planes of both cameras, the camera
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parameters used were obtained by calibrating (Zhang, 2000) a real camera (resolution

of 640 × 480 pixel, a focal length of 6 mm. and a FoV of 45◦). Radial and tangential

distortion properties of the real camera are simulated as well. To the scene point pro-

jections iid. isotropic Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ of 0.25 pixel is added.

Subsequently, the projections are perturbed by two different types of outliers. Firstly, for

ǫ percentage of the image points their correct correspondences are reassigned randomly.

This simulates gross correspondence errors. Independently from this, ǫ percentage of im-

age points are selected to which uniform noise with a maximum magnitude of 10 pixels

is added. This uniform noise is particulary challenging since its magnitude partially co-

incides within the magnitude of the Gaussian noise. The percentage ǫ is chosen such that
the total percentage of outliers (i.e. either gross correspondence outliers, outliers due to

uniform noise or both) equaled a certain level i.e. 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%. Since

recent image feature matching techniques are relatively reliable, higher levels of outliers

were not used. Finally, configurations with fewer than 250 scene points visible in both

cameras are rejected.

As the true inliers are known, the ML lower bound is obtained by applying the MLE

on them. All FSS approaches in this section use MLE subset estimators and MLE re-

projections are used to determine the number of inliers. Within the FSS, an image point

correspondence is assumed to be an inlier if the summed squared error (sse) of the repro-

jection residual is less than t2σ2 in each image. RISR uses the same strategy to determine

the rank of its artificially generated hypotheses. Most accurate and stable results were ob-

tained for all FSS when using t = 1, this value was obtained by parameter sweeps within

the rage of 0.25 to 3.75 differing by 0.25. Recall from Sec. 4.2 that 2000 iterations were

more than sufficient for LO-RANSAC to reach its lower bound performance for data con-

taining 30% outliers. It was verified that 2000 (local) iterations are also sufficient to reach

lower bound performance for data containing 50% outliers. This same number of 2000 it-

erations is therefore used throughout these experiments. A LO-RANSAC approach using

2000 iterations will be referred to as LO-R(2000). We investigated whether using mean-

shift (Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008) is advantageous when employed

after LO-RANSAC(2000). This approachwill be referred to as LO-RANSAC(2000)+MS.

When using RISR only 1000 iterations are performedwithin LO-RANSAC, this approach

will be referred to as LO-R(1000)+RISR. The bounds on the number of hypothesesHmin

and Hmax were set to 103 and 104 respectively. When using these values the total com-

putation time of LO-R(1000)+RISR is approximately 0.8× the computation time of LO-

R(2000). For reference the results of regular RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles, 1981) using

2000 iterations is also reported.

From Fig. 4.6 it can be observed, as expected, that using LO-RANSAC is advanta-

geous over using regular RANSAC. The improvement of using a MLE post-hoc on all

estimated inliers, obtained by LO-R(2000), is insignificant and these results were there-

fore omitted. When using mean-shift after LO-R(2000) it can be observed that results

deteriorate. Note that for these experiments mean-shift was used with the exponential

and logarithmic mappings presented in Sec. 2.5.7. When using the mappings proposed in

(Subbarao and Meer, 2009; Subbarao et al., 2008) the results were unfavorable (i.e. the

errors increased with a similar factor as observed in Sec. 4.4). Note that mean-shift was

designed to find the modes of a multi-modal distribution and not specifically to be more

accurate than state-of-art FSS. There is no guarantee that the host FSS, in this case LO-

RANSAC, will produce a dominant cluster of hypotheses near the ground truth for which
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Figure 4.6: Accuracy of the robust epipolar estimates of RANSAC, LO-RANSAC, LO-

RANSAC+MS and LO-RANSAC+RISR at different levels of outliers, mean absolute

error (a,d), error relative to RANSAC (b,e), error relative to the ML lower bound (c,f).

Errors in translation direction are depicted in (a,b,c) and errors in rotation in (d,e,f). The

reported results are the average of one thousand experiments for each level of outliers. The

total computation time of RISR is approximately 0.8× the computation time of RANSAC

and LO-RANSAC.
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its mode is more accurate than the top ranked hypotheses, e.g. see Fig 4.4. Hence, in gen-

eral mean-shift will not outperform a state-of-art FSS on accuracy. In (Subbarao et al.,

2008) mean-shift was compared against regular RANSAC incorporating linear methods

and outliers were simulated by adding excessive Gaussian noise. In our opinion this is

an unrealistic strategy because the excessive Gaussian noise is still Gaussian and thereby

obeys the ML prerequisite. Furthermore, in (Subbarao et al., 2008) the reported numerical

results were based on one epipolar configuration (which did not exploit all five degrees of

freedom) and the errors were factors higher than the errors reported in our experiments.

Note that only the error in translation direction was reported in (Subbarao et al., 2008)

while Fig. 4.6 (d,e,f) show that especially the errors in rotations are unfavorable. In our

opinion the experimental results presented in (Subbarao et al., 2008) do not support their

claims.

When incorporating RISR, the results show that an improvement in accuracy is ob-

tained. Using RISR after one thousand iterations of LO-RANSAC results in a larger

performance improvement than using an additional one thousand iterations inside LO-

RANSAC itself. The relative increase in accuracy with respect to RANSAC, see Fig. 4.6

(b,e), and especially with respect to the ML lower bound, see Fig. 4.6 (e ,f), are signif-

icant. The results clearly show that by incorporating RISR the obtainable accuracy is

significantly closer to the ML lower bound over a wide range of outlier percentages.

4.6.2 Real data

In this section the publicly available multi-view reconstruction benchmarks HerJezuP8,

castleP19, fountainP11 and entryP10, provided by Strecha et al. (2008) are used for eval-

uation. Furthermore, only linear methods are used within all FSS and RISR. An ML

estimate with respect to motion and structure is obtained post-hoc on all estimated inliers

of LO-RANSAC.

Image point correspondences are obtained using SIFT, Lowe (2004), and the usual

consistency checks (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002) i.e. forward-backward consistency

and winner-margin. For an impression of the image data see Fig 4.7. The castleP19 data

set is especially challenging since both the displacement between poses and the depth

of landmarks is relatively large. Furthermore, the scene contains repetitive patterns such

as windows which cause many correspondence outliers. This data set is processed in a

successive order, i.e. from frame n to frame n + 1. For the data sets HerJezuP8, foun-
tainP11 and entryP10 the pose displacements are smaller, therefore, every even frame is

dropped. The fundamental subset hypotheses are estimated using the 5-point algorithm

(Nistér, 2004) and the normalized 8-point algorithm (Hartley, 1997) for non-minimal sub-

sets. The robust ranks of hypotheses are computed using the Sampson error (Hartley and

Zisserman, 2004), to be precise, an image point is considered an inlier if its Sampson

error is less than t2σ2. For all data sets both the true standard deviation σ of the inlier

noise as well as the optimal threshold value t are unknown. Therefore, the threshold value
t was fixed at

√
3.84, as in (Chum et al., 2003), and parameter sweeps were performed,

within the range of 0.05 to 0.25 in steps of 0.05, to find the optimal value for σ. The most

accurate and stable results were obtained by using σ = 0.1 pixel. Since the exact inlier

correspondences cannot be determined the following approach is used to approximate the

ML lower bound. From the ground truth pose information accompanying the data sets, the

ground truth epipolar geometry is obtained. The ground truth epipolar geometry is used
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to compute ML reprojection residuals for each landmark. Similar to Sec. 4.6.1 an image

point correspondence is assumed to be an inlier if the summed squared error (sse) of the

reprojection residual is less than t2σ2 in each image. For this ML criterion σ = 0.1 but t
was again set to 1, which caused more accurate results than the optimal linear threshold

value t =
√
3.84. From these inlier correspondences the ML lower bound is estimated

using the MLE.

On these real data sets LO-RANSAC uses 5000 iterations after which a MLE is used

on all its estimated inliers, this approach will be referred to as LO-R(5000)+MLE. It was

verified that using more than 5000 iterations does not improve performance. Despite

using the relatively high number of 5000 iterations, LO-R(5000)+MLE is significantly

faster (factor ≈ 20) than the LO-R(2000) approach from Sec. 4.6.1, this is due to the use

of linear verification methods. RISR is initialized after 500 iterations of LO-RANSAC

and no post-hoc MLE step is performed afterward, this approach will be referred to as

LO-R(500)+RISR. The bounds on the number of hypotheses Hmin and Hmax were set

to 20 × 103 and 200 × 103 respectively. When using these settings the computation

time of LO-R(500)+RISR is again approximately 0.8× the computation time of LO-

R(5000)+MLE. The results, averaged over 50 independent experiments, are shown in Fig.

4.8 and Fig 4.9. Note that the performance on the challenging castleP19 data set is re-

ported separately from the other data sets. For reference the performance of LO-R(500) is

also reported. From Fig. 4.8 (a,d) and Fig. 4.9 (a,d) it can be observed that even when us-

ing linear methods the obtained accuracy of LO-RANSAC(5000)+MLE is relatively close

to the ML lower bound. However, from Fig. 4.8 (b,e) and Fig. 4.9 (b,e) it can be seen that

the results are significantly closer to the ML lower bound when incorporating RISR. This

is noteworthy since no MLE refinement step was performed after LO-R(500)+RISR and

its computation time is approximately 0.8× that of LO-R(5000)+MLE. Furthermore, ob-

serve the significant performance difference between LO-R(500) and LO-R(500)+RISR,

solely due to incorporating RISR with linear methods. For practical applications such as

multi-view reconstruction or visual odometry the quality of the final model or trajectory

is mostly determined by the largest errors made between frames. Therefore, in Fig. 4.8

(c,f) and Fig. 4.9 (c,f) it is reported for howmany experiments, expressed as a probability,

the obtained error was larger than 3× the ML lower bound. From these results it can

be observed that when incorporating RISR the performance becomes significantly more

stable. Finally we would like to point out the remarkably accurate results of RISR on the

rotational subspace for the data sets fountainP11, HerzJesuP8, and entryP11 which are

depicted in Fig. 4.9 (d,e,f).

4.7 Discussion

Due to using excessively many iterations, the computation time of LO-RANSAC in our

experiments probably exceeds its minimally needed computation time. The reported re-

sults on computational efficiency therefore only indicate that when incorporating RISR,

the computational efficiency remains similar to that of LO-RANSAC. The experimental

validations do show that by incorporating RISR one obtains more accurate and stable

results, which is the focus of this chapter.

It is beyond the scope of our experimental validation to integrate and compare RISR

with all RANSAC approaches proposed in recent literature. However, the improvements
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Example image pairs from the data sets provided by Strecha et al. (2008).

CastleP19 (a), entryP10 (b), fountainP11 (c) and HerzJesuP8 (d).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.8: Average performance over 50 experiments for the data set castleP19 provided

by Strecha et al. (2008), mean absolute error (a,d), error relative to ML lower bound (b,e),

probability of gross errors (c,f). Errors in translation direction are depicted in (a,b,c) and

errors in rotation in (d,e,f).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.9: Average performance over 50 experiments for the data sets fountainP11, Herz-

JesuP8, and entryP11 provided by Strecha et al. (2008) mean absolute error (a,d), error

relative to ML lower bound (b,e), probability of gross errors (c,f). Errors in translation

direction are depicted in (a,b,c) and errors in rotation in (d,e,f).
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obtained by RISR are due to adding statistically informed artificial hypotheses and due

to computing an empirical mean on top ranking hypotheses, which is fundamentally dif-

ferent from recent RANSAC descendants. These methods of RISR can therefore be used

in conjunction with other possible improvements to RANSAC, for example, one can use

SPRT to evaluate artificial hypotheses or one can rank them using MLESAC, further-

more, RISR can be integrated into alternative local optimization strategies such as that

of Cov-RANSAC. This would combine the benefits of these methods with the benefits of

RISR.

4.8 Conclusion

A novel algorithm called Random Intrinsic Sample Refinement, abbreviated RISR, is pro-

posed to improve accuracy and stability of state-of-art RANSAC approaches. Its utility

has been demonstrated on the task of estimating the epipolar geometry from outlier prone

image data. By enforcing our novel intrinsic distance metric of Chapter 2 on the epipo-

lar manifold a statical framework is developed which RISR utilizes to compensate two

deficiencies of state-of-art RANSAC approaches. In this chapter it was experimentally

validated that by using our novel distance metric, the intrinsic mean on subset hypotheses

is a MLE when image points are perturbed by Gaussian noise. The evaluation, based on

simulated as well real image pairs, shows that by incorporatingRISR one obtains more ac-

curate and stable results under challenging conditions. The results on real data are in line

with the results on artificial data and therefore acknowledge the validity of the theoretical

foundations of RISR. The observed increase in accuracy and stability remain significant

after a MLE has been used post-hoc on all estimated inliers. The improved performance

together with satisfactory computation times demonstrate the practical value of the pro-

posed RISR algorithm. The intrinsic statistical methods underlying RISR provide a rich

and novel tool set which can be used for future research on FSS. While in this article

RISR is used to estimate the essential matrix, it can be extended to estimate any geomet-

ric element for which a proper intrinsic distance metric is available. A comprehensive

answer to the fourth research questions of this thesis can now be provided.

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds improve the accuracy

of the RANSAC methodology?

Returning a single inlier hypothesis, as done in RANSAC, can be seen as a random

choice taken from all inlier hypotheses. All these inlier hypotheses form a Gaussian

distribution and their mean is on average more accurate than a single randomly

chosen inlier hypothesis. Using local iterations, as done in LO-RANSAC and Cov-

RANSAC, results in faster convergence and results in improved accuracy. These

methods return a single highly accurate inlier hypothesis which is just as accurate

as the mean of all inlier hypotheses. To improve accuracy in this setting, it is

paramount to have multiple of these highly accurate hypotheses identified such that

their mean is more accurate than a single highly accurate hypothesis. Sampling

strategies, including those who use local iterations, do typically not produce enough

highly accurate hypotheses. This can be solved by artificially generating hypotheses

in the vicinity of top ranking hypotheses. Highly accurate hypotheses can then be

identified on basis of their robust ranking criterion. As robust ranking criteria are

not directly linked to the true accuracy of hypotheses, we select all hypotheses
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which have a high rank instead of only those hypotheses which share the top rank.

This allows us to identify a set of highly accurate hypothesis whose mean is more

accurate than the single hypothesis returned by state-of-art RANSAC approaches.





Chapter5
Trajectory Bending: Loop-closure

and Sensor-fusion

In computer vision the absolute camera pose is often obtained as the concatenation of suc-

cessive relative pose estimates. As each relative pose estimate is the product of statistical

inference, the integrated absolute pose accumulates error and the estimated trajectory will

differ from the true trajectory followed by the camera. In many applications additional

absolute pose information is available, for example, it can be provided by detecting a loop

or by absolute pose sensors. The challenge is how to use this absolute pose information

to not only update the current absolute pose but to update all previous poses as well. This

because, updating all previous poses allows for a more accurate reconstruction of the en-

vironment being perceived by the camera. This chapter addresses a novel and efficient

closed-form algorithm to achieve this. It minimally bends a trajectory of relative poses

such that the final integrated absolute pose is equal to any particular desired pose. Its

accuracy and efficiency is compared against an existing maximum likelihood solution on

simulated trajectories as well as on trajectories estimated from monocular and binocular

data. The novel algorithm is used to perform loop closure as well as sensor fusion. The

experimental results on a challenging 5 km loopless urban trajectory extends the current

state-of-art in pose estimation from onboard sensors.

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the focus is on trajectories for which probabilistic links between absolute

poses are only governed by the uncertainty in the relative pose estimates. Within simulta-

neous localization and mapping (SLAM) literature such trajectories are said to be exactly

sparse. Such trajectories are a typical product of visual odometry (VO) systems. In re-

cent years VO has gained significantly in accuracy, see for example Comport et al. (2007);

Konolige and Agrawal (2008); Konolige et al. (2007); Nistér et al. (2006). Structural error

build up, also known as drift, is inevitable however. This is due to the fact that the VO so-

lution is obtained from relative pose estimates to which no correction in terms of absolute

pose information is applied. In general, accurate absolute pose information is available,
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be it at a significant lower rate than the visual data on which the relative poses are esti-

mated. The goal of this chapter is to integrate this absolute pose information into the VO

solution at the time it is registered, i.e. online. Of particular interest are methods which

are able to update the estimated trajectory entirely. By updating the complete trajectory a

more accurate reconstruction of the environment can be obtained. The required absolute

pose information can be derived from loop detection or can be provided by absolute pose

sensors.

The methods used to visually detect loops largely depend on the type of reconstruction

of the environment, also known as the map, that is being estimated. In VO one typically

only estimates the trajectory and does not estimate a global geometrical reconstruction of

the environment. A global geometrical reconstruction is often estimated from the image

data and their robustly estimated absolute poses by a separate (off-line) process, e.g. see

(Esteban et al., 2010; Furukawa and Ponce, 2007; Strecha et al., 2008). In order to de-

tect loops within such VO based approaches view-based methods can be used, e.g. see

(Booij et al., 2008; Konolige et al., 2010). In a view-based approach the collection of

recorded images form the map. This collection of images is ordered by certain criteria,

for example the criteria can be temporal or spatial or a combination of these. The or-

dering allows efficient traversal of the image collection. Loop detection then involves

finding an image from the collection of previously recorded images, i.e. the reference

frame, that (partially) depicts the same part of the environment as the currently observed

image. To this purpose each image is typically accompanied by an automatically gen-

erated high level descriptor, e.g. see (Angeli et al., 2008). Once the reference frame is

available, landmark correspondences can be established between the reference frame and

the currently observed frame. The next step is to update the entire trajectory by incorpo-

rating these correspondences. This can be achieved by embedding the VO solution and

the loop detection correspondences in a global optimizer. These global optimizers range

from methods based on the concept of SLAM, e.g. see (Thrun et al., 2005), to sparse

bundle adjustment (SBA), e.g. see (Triggs et al., 1999). Even without considering their

computational complexity, these methods are not without disadvantages. SBA theoret-

ically provides a maximum likelihood (ML) solution by minimizing reprojection errors

in all images. The ML solution is, however, challenging to obtain efficiently due to data

which does not adhere to the assumptions made, i.e. outliers. This was discussed in detail

in chapters 3 and 4. SLAM methods which use a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter, such

as FastSLAM, (Montemerlo et al., 2003; Thrun et al., 2005), suffer from particle depri-

vation. This relates to the observation that as the uncertainty in the estimated trajectory

grows over time, a fixed number of particles no longer suffices to represent the complete

pdf adequately. As a consequence, there can be a point in time before which all particles

share a common ancestor and therefore have exactly the same trajectory. When this oc-

curs at loop closure, the particle filter can no longer update the trajectory before this point.

Furthermore, the possible trajectories during loop closure are limited by the particle dis-

tribution. When no particle exists with a trajectory ending close to the desired pose, loop

closing will be sub optimal. Considering SLAM approaches which use an EKF or an IKF,

performing a trajectory update during loop closure by means of a filter update can yield

unsatisfactory results. This is largely due to linearization errors, for a detailed analysis

see e.g. (Castellanos et al., 2004) and (Bailey et al., 2006a). As a possible improvement

Newman et al. (2006) proposed an algorithm which alters the trajectory such that the final

pose is equal to a desired pose. Their approach finds an ML solution by using non-linear
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iterative constrained optimization. This optimization scheme runs as a separate process

and its only purpose is to update the trajectory at loop closure. Their method will be de-

scribed in more detail in Sec. 5.2 and as it is closest to our approach it is included in our

experimental evaluation.

Performing loop closure is not always possible. This is because moving in loops is

not an effective strategy to reach a desired destination. Many trajectories therefore con-

tain no loops at all, they are loop-less. In order to reduce drift in estimated loop-less

trajectory one can exploit absolute pose sensors. The most well known are based on the

global position system (GPS). It is however not always a viable solution as it requires

line of sight to several satellites orbiting the earth. Another possibility is e.g. using an

attitude heading reference system (AHRS). An AHRS typically consists of gyroscopes,

accelerometers and magnetometers. The gyroscopes measure the angular momentum for

each 3 degrees of freedom (dof) of rotation, the accelerometers measure the acceleration

over each 3 dof of translation and the magnetometers measure the direction of the earth’s

magnetic field. By fusing the information from these sensors an AHRS can deduce abso-

lute orientation information. AHRS devices based on micro-electro-mechanical systems

(MEMS) are affordable and widely available, e.g. they are integrated in the current gener-

ation smart phones. These MEMS based AHRS systems are error prone when subjected

to acceleration. When little acceleration is exercised however, they can provide accurate

absolute orientation information.

In this chapter we introduce a novel closed-form linear algorithm which bends a tra-

jectory consisting of 6 dof relative poses such that the final absolute pose is equal to any

desired absolute pose. If the desired absolute pose is derived from loop detection then

the proposed algorithm performs loop closure. When the desired absolute pose is derived

from an auxiliary absolute pose sensors it performs sensor fusion. This application of tra-

jectory bending was not included in (Newman et al., 2006) and requires modification of

their method. With respect to sensor fusion it is interesting to note that the desired abso-

lute pose does not have to contain position information. Accurate orientation information

alone already suffices to update the orientation and the position of all absolute poses in

the trajectory. This is because for long trajectories the errors in relative orientation esti-

mates are the ones which drive the errors in absolute positions, the underlying principle

is visualized in Fig. 5.1. A conceptual impression of our novel algorithm is given in

Sec. 5.2, its mathematical derivation is provided in Sec. 5.3. We discuss the optimality of

our approach in Sec. 5.4. In the experimental section 5.5 our closed-form approach will

be compared against the existing iterative ML approach of Newman et al. (2006). The

experiments focus on loop closure and sensor fusion and use simulated as well as real

monocular and binocular data. A discussion and our conclusions are presented in Sec. 5.6

and Sec. 5.7 respectively.

5.2 The concept of trajectory bending

In this section a conceptual description of the proposed trajectory bending algorithm is

provided. We start by considering its related maximum-likelihood (ML) solution. In

Fig. 5.2.a the true trajectory of a camera is depicted by green nodes. The estimated tra-

jectory is depicted in Fig. 5.2.b. It consists of absolute poses, denoted as the black nodes

A1...A4, which are obtained by integrating the relative pose estimatesM1...M4 which are
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual impression of the difference between error propagation of relative

translational errors (a) and relative rotational errors (b). The ground truth absolute poses

are depicted by green nodes and the estimated poses by black nodes. The line inside a

node depicts its orientation. The relative motions between poses are depicted by arrows,

they are green for the true motions and black for estimated motions. At time step 2 a

translational error is made in the relative motion estimate (a). In successive time steps

this translational error propagates constantly, i.e. it does not grow or diminish. In (b)

the effect of a rotational error at time step 2 is visualized. Initially this error can not be

observed from the position at time step 3. This orientational error however changes the

basis for every successive translation estimate. Therefore, even while no translational or

rotational errors are made after time step 2, the positional estimate will drift indefinitely

from the true position. The positional error in the final absolute pose can therefore be

reduced by correcting the rotational error made at time step 2.
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Figure 5.2: Conceptual impression of ML trajectory bending. These figures are discussed

in Sec. 5.2.

visualized by black arrows. Due to errors in these relative pose estimates the trajectory

differs from the true trajectory. At time step 4 the system receives absolute pose informa-

tion which is significantly more accurate than the integrated absolute pose, see the blue

node D4 in Fig. 5.2.b. The goal of trajectory bending is to update the relative pose esti-

mates such that the trajectory ends in the desired pose D4, this is visualized in Fig. 5.2.c.

The updates for the relative pose estimates are denoted asU1...U4, they are the small solid

blue arrows in Fig. 5.2.c and are called the distributed correction terms. This task has to

performed with respect to all 6 dof of poses in 3D and requires non-linear constraint op-

timization. By using an intrinsic parametrization of the updates the constraint in the final

pose can be expressed mathematically as

‖ logDn
(

n
∏

i=1

(

expMi
(ui)

)

)‖2 = 0 . (5.1)

This formula updates each relative pose estimate by a distributed correction term pa-

rameterized in their respective tangent spaces, i.e. expMi
(ûi). For more information on

intrinsic parameterizations and tangent spaces see Chap. 2. Then it computes the final

absolute pose of the trajectory by multiplying each updated relative pose estimate. By

mapping the final absolute pose to the tangent space of the desired absolute pose Dn and

computing the squared length of the resulting tangent vector, the value of the constraint is

obtained. It is zero only when the final pose is equal to the desired pose.

There are clearly infinitely many solutions which fulfill this constraint. The interest is
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however in obtaining a maximum likelihood solution. To this purpose the uncertainties of

the relative pose estimates M1...Mn are modeled as normal distributions with zero mean

and covariances Σ1...Σn in their respective tangent spaces. The goal of ML trajectory

bending is to find those distributed correction terms u1...u2 for which their likelihood

given these normally distributed uncertainties is maximized. This task is expressed by the

ML objective function

f(u1, ..., un) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

u⊤i Σ
−1
i ui . (5.2)

The ML trajectory bending approach in Newman et al. (2006) minimizes the objective

function f(u1, ..., un) under the non-linear constraint expressed by Eq.5.1. Due to the

non-linearities in this constraint it is a demanding optimization task which requires sig-

nificant computation and is susceptible to local minima. An important property of the ML

approach is that it can actively compensate a positional error in the final pose by altering

relative orientations. This is desirable as in long trajectories the absolute positional errors

are mainly caused by relative orientational errors, the underlying principle was visualized

in Fig. 5.1.

We now provide a conceptual description of our closed-form linear solution to this

optimization task. Let us start by considering that if the distributed correction terms of

the example depicted in Fig. 5.2.c are applied successively, then the final pose of the

trajectory will in four steps transform into the desired pose. This is illustrated by the four

dashed blue arrows going from the integrated absolute pose A4 to the desired absolute

pose D4 in Fig. 5.2.c. Clearly, there are infinitely many dashed blue lines which achieve

this. For example one particular solution is the relative displacement A−1
4 D4. It is the

direct transformation from the integrated absolute pose to the desired absolute pose, see

the dashed blue line in fig.5.3.a, and called the pose update. Optimality considerations

for this choice are provided in Sec. 5.4. The pose update can be segmented into four

correction terms, referred to as the local correction terms, they are visualized in Fig. 5.3.b

by the dashed blue arrows going fromA4 toD4. These local correction terms are however

all applied at the end of the trajectory and are not distributed over the trajectory as desired.

The next step therefore is to find a mapping which transforms the local correction terms

to the distributed correction terms such that integrating the updated relative poses results

in the desired absolute pose. This mapping process is visualized in Fig. 5.3.b by the thin

grey lines. When it is performed, a solution to the trajectory bending problem is obtained.

The process of segmenting the pose update and distributing the resulting local correction

terms over the trajectory is described in Sec. 5.3. The conceptual difference between

the iterative ML solution and the proposed solution is that the ML solution seeks those

distributed correction terms u1...un which when applied transform the final pose into

the desired pose, implicitly causing n local correction terms. The proposed closed-form

solution starts with an explicit solution for the n local correction terms and maps them to

n distributed correction terms. We will show that this is significantly more efficient.

Before we continue it is important to note that the proposed closed-form solution can,

just as the ML solution, compensate an error in absolute positions by altering relative

orientation estimates. This is an important capability as the pose update will not always

contain positional information. For example, at some point in time the system receives

information on its absolute orientation which is more accurate than the integrated estimate

for its absolute orientation. The proposed closed-form approach will then apply trajectory
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Figure 5.3: Conceptual impression of closed-form trajectory bending. These figures are

discussed in Sec. 5.2.

bending only in the rotational subspace. This will improve the absolute orientation esti-

mates for each pose in the trajectory. A new estimate of the absolute positions can then

be obtained by reintegrating all updated relative pose estimates. As the error in absolute

positions is mainly due to relative orientation errors, which have now been improved, the

estimate of the absolute positions will improve as well. In the experimental section this is

demonstrated on a 5 km long urban trajectory.

When both absolute rotational and absolute positional information is available, then

it is still beneficiary to exploit this capability of our closed-form solution. One can then

first apply trajectory bending only in the rotational subspace, then reintegrate the absolute

poses and compensate the reduced positional error by applying trajectory bending only

with respect to the translational subspace. This two step process will result in a trajec-

tory which is closer to the true trajectory than performing trajectory bending with respect

to position and orientation simultaneously. In this setting the capability of the closed-

form approach is however more restricted than that of the ML solution. This is because

the ML solution can actively seek rotational updates which compensate positional er-

rors. The closed-form approach can only do this passively by reintegrating the trajectory

with improved orientations. The consequences of this fact are reviewed experimentally

in Sec. 5.4. In subsequent sections we refer to the two step closed-form approach as the

double pass algorithm. The approach which performs closed-form trajectory bending to

the position and orientation simultaneously, is referred to as the single pass algorithm.
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5.3 Closed form trajectory bending

In this section the proposed closed-form trajectory bending algorithm will be derived

mathematically. Let the relative pose displacement from n− 1 to n be denoted as Mn ∈
SE(3). The estimated absolute pose at time n, denoted as An ∈ SE(3), is the concatena-
tion of all relative poses

An = A0M1...Mn = A0

n
∏

i=1

Mi . (5.3)

The absolute coordinate frame A0 can be assumed to be I without loss of generality. The
desired absolute pose at time n is denoted as Dn ∈ SE(3). The pose update that brings
An onto Dn is provided by A−1

n Dn. The next step is segmenting A−1
n Dn in n relative

displacements such that

A−1
n Dn =

n
∏

i=1

Ûi. (5.4)

The elements of the set Û1...Ûn are the local correction terms.

The local correction terms are obtained by interpolating the pose update A−1
n Dn. A

desirable property is the ability to distribute the amount of bending over the trajectory

according to weights w1...wn with w1 + w2 + ...+ wn = 1. These weights for example

express the confidence we have in the accuracy of each relative pose estimate. The local

correction terms are therefore obtained with

Ûj = I(

j−1
∑

i=1

wi)
−1I(

j
∑

i=1

wi), (5.5)

where

I(t) = expAn
(t logAn

(Dn)). (5.6)

The function I(s) interpolates from the integrated absolute pose An = I(0) to the de-

sired absolute pose Dn = I(1). Eq. 5.5 then computes the local correction terms as the

relative displacement between successive interpolated poses. We use the exponential and

logarithmic mappings from Euclidean motions R3 × SO(3) of Sec. 2.5.6 because these

mappings are related to the minimizing geodesics over both SO(3) and R3. To the con-

trary, the mappings of SE(3) itself are not related to minimizing geodesics over R3, see

Sec. 2.6.1. We come back to this important issue when we discuss the optimality of our

algorithm in Sec. 5.4. The norm of each displacements Ûj (according to the norm on

R3 × SO(3) of Sec. 2.5.6) is proportional to its weight wi. The larger a weight wi the

more the bending therefore occurs at the ith pose in the trajectory. When using the double

pass algorithm, i.e. first bending with respect to SO(3) and then with respect to R3, the

parameters of the subspace which is being ignored are set to zero, i.e. first R3 and then

SO(3). Once the local correction terms are obtained, we treat them as elements of SE(3)

to improve the trajectory.

So far we have obtained the local correction terms Û1...Ûn. The goal of the algorithm

however is to update each Mn with an additional rigid-body transformation Un ∈ SE(3)
such that

Dn =

n
∏

i=1

(MiUi) (5.7)
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i.e. when integrating the relative poses with their respective updates the trajectory ends in

the desired pose D. The elements of the set U1...Un are the distributed correction terms.

The next step is therefore specifying a mapping T which takes the local correction terms

Û1...Ûn to the distributed correction terms U1...Un such that

(

n
∏

i=1

Mi

)(

n
∏

i=1

Ûi

)

=

n
∏

i=1

MiT(Ûi) =

n
∏

i=1

MiUi = Dn. (5.8)

In essence this mapping T is nothing more than a change of basis applied to the local

correction terms Û1...Ûn. The difficultly however is that the change of basis is not unique.

This is due to the fact that we have a choice in which order to process the local correction

terms. For n local correction terms there are n! distinct orders. Given a general order,

the mapping T for a single correction term Ûj depends on other correction terms as well.

This prevents efficient computation, as it requires reintegrating the trajectory (segments)

after each single correction term has been processed by T. Here we are interested in a

mappingT for which such reintegration is not required and therefore is significantly more

efficient. It turns out that such a mapping exists, it is provided by the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1: A relation between the local correction terms Û1...Ûn and the dis-

tributed correction terms U1...Un obeying the constraint Eq. 5.8 is provided by

T(Ûj) =

(

j
∏

i=1

Mi

)−1

DnÛjD
−1
n

(

j
∏

i=1

Mi

)

= A−1
j DnÛjD

−1
n Aj = Uj (5.9)

A proof for this theorem is provided below. The interesting property is that the mappingT

for each Ûj only depends on the original absolute pose Aj and the desired final absolute

pose Dn. The solution to trajectory bending can therefore be obtained in closed form and

has computational complexityO(n). As the mapping can be computed independently for

each Û1, ..., Ûn the memory requirements are constant for volatile memory (e.g. RAM)

and linear in n for non-volatile memory (e.g. a hard disk or flash memory). This together

with its computational efficiency makes our trajectory bending algorithm significantly

more efficient than alternative (ML) approaches. For further sections it is useful to define

the inverse of T as

Ûj = T−1(Uj) = D−1
n AjUjA

−1
j Dn . (5.10)

.

Proof: Our proof of Theorem 5.1 is based on induction. To allow for compact formu-

las we switch to the following notation style:

Xj:k =
∏k

i=j Xi , X−1
j:k =

(

∏k
i=j Xi

)−1

=
∏j

i=k X
−1
i ,

(XY)j:k =
∏k

i=j XiYi and (XY)−1
j:k =

(

∏k
i=j XiYi

)−1

=
∏j

i=k Y
−1
i X−1

i

(5.11)

(note that these products are constructed from left to right as in Eq. 5.3). By using this

notation we can express constraint Eq. 5.8 by the proposition

P (k) : M1:n−k (MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−k = Dn, (5.12)
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where T is defined as in Theorem 5.1 with

T(Ûj) = M−1
1:jDnÛjD

−1
n M1:j = Uj . (5.13)

For our theorem 5.1 to be correct, the proposition P (k) has to be valid for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
For k = n the proposition reads P (n) : (MT(Û))1:n = Dn, i.e. when all correction

terms are distributed over the trajectory it ends in the desired pose. This is the goal of our

bending algorithm.

The correctness of the basis P (k = 1) is provided by the equalities

P (1) : M1:n−1MnT(Ûn)Û1:n−1 = M1:nT(Ûn)Û1:n−1

= M1:nM
−1
1:nDnÛnD

−1
n M1:nÛ1:n−1

= DnÛnD
−1
n M1:nÛ1:n−1

= DnÛn(M1:nÛ1:n)
−1M1:nÛ1:n−1

= DnÛnÛ
−1

1:nM
−1
1:nM1:nÛ1:n−1

= DnÛnÛ
−1

1:nÛ1:n−1

= DnÛnÛ
−1

n

= Dn.

(5.14)

The inductive hypothesis states that

P (k) : M1:n−k (MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−k = Dn (5.15)

is true. We now proof the correctness of the inductive step, i.e. the correctness of P (k+1)
when assuming that the inductive hypothesisP (k) holds. Let us start with rewriting P (k)
by singling out Ûn−k, i.e.

P (k) : M1:n−k (MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−k = M1:n−k (MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−(k+1)Ûn−k = Dn.

(5.16)

Observe from the last equality in Eq. 5.16 that the term

(MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−(k+1) = M−1
1:n−kDnÛ

−1
n−k (5.17)

when assuming P (k) is true. We can therefore rewrite the inductive hypothesis P (k) to

P (k): M1:n−k(M
−1
1:n−k

DnÛ
−1
n−k

)Ûn−k(M
−1
1:n−k

DnÛ
−1
n−k

)−1(MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−(k+1) = Dn.

(5.18)

Now observe that the term

(M−1
1:n−k

DnÛ
−1
n−k

)Ûn−k(M
−1
1:n−k

DnÛ
−1
n−k

)−1 = M−1
1:n−k

DnÛ
−1
n−k

Ûn−kÛn−kD
−1
n M1:n−k

= M−1
1:n−k

DnÛn−kD
−1
n M1:n−k

= T(Ûn−k),
(5.19)

it is our mapping function T applied to Ûn−k. This allows reformulating proposition

P (k) as

P (k) : M1:n−kT(Ûn−k)(MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−(k+1) = Dn (5.20)
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By rewriting its equality we find that

M1:n−kT(Ûn−k)(MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−(k+1) = Dn

M1:n−(k+1)Mn−kT(Ûn−k)(MT(Û))n−k+1:n Û1:n−(k+1) = Dn

M1:n−(k+1)(MT(Û))n−(k+1)+1:n Û1:n−(k+1) = Dn

P (k + 1) = Dn.

(5.21)

This validates the correctness of the inductive step. The proof of our theorem 5.1 then

follows from induction.

5.4 Optimality

In this section we derive that each part of our double pass algorithm provides a ML so-

lution when assuming isotropic and inhomogeneous noise independent for rotations and

translations. We also show that this is not the case for our single pass algorithm.

We first focus on the ML constraint Eq. 5.1. Our double pass algorithm first processes

the rotational subspace and then compensates the reduced error in the translational sub-

space. Conceptually, this breaks the constraint Eq. 5.1 into two parts, an orientational part

and a positional part. The constraint on the orientation is

0 = ‖ log(R−1
Dn

n
∏

i=1

(RMi
RUi

))‖2, (5.22)

where RDn
is the orientation of the desired absolute pose Dn and RMi

and RUi
respec-

tively are the rotations of the relative pose estimate Mi and the distributed correction Ui.

By satisfying this constraint the trajectory ends in the desired orientation of Dn. The sec-

ond step is to satisfy the constraint on the position of Dn. During this pass it is assumed

that the rotational updates RU1 , ...,RUn
are available from the first rotational pass. The

constraint on the position then becomes

0 = ‖
n
∏

i=1

(RMi
RUi

tUi
+ tMi

)− tDn
‖2, (5.23)

where tDn
,tUi

and tMi
are respectively the translations of the desired absolute pose Dn,

the distributed correction term Ui and the relative pose estimate Mi. By satisfying this

constraint, the trajectory ends in the desired position of Dn without violating constraint

Eq. 5.22 on the orientation of Dn. Both constraints are specified using the distributed

correction terms. In Sec. 5.3 we showed that these constraints can also be satisfied by

using the local correction terms Û1, ..., Ûn together with the mappingT defined in Eq. 5.9.

The constraints Eq. 5.22 and Eq. 5.23 are therefore conceptually similar to the constraints

R−1
An

RDn
=

n
∏

i=1

RÛi
(5.24)

and

tDn
− tA′

n
=

n
∑

i=1

tÛi
, (5.25)
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where A′
n is the absolute pose after integrating the updates obtained during the first ro-

tational pass. When these constraints are satisfied, then so are constraints Eq. 5.22 and

Eq. 5.23 and therefore so is the original constraint Eq. 5.1. Our approach even enforces

this constraint within machine precision.

Now we focus on the ML objective function Eq. 5.2 which can be simplified given

our noise assumptions. In the case of isotropic and inhomogeneous noise independent in

both subspaces SO(3) and R3, then all covariance matrices in Eq. 5.2 are of the form

Σj =

[

r2j I 0

0 t2j I

]

(5.26)

and the ML objective function simplifies to

f(u1, ..., un) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

(‖ri‖2
r2i

+
‖ti‖2
t2i

)

. (5.27)

As we are focussing on the double pass algorithm, the objective function of the first

orientational pass is

f(r1, ..., rn) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖ri‖2
r2i

=
1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖ log(RUi
)‖2

r2i
, (5.28)

where the relation between each ri and each RUi
of the constraint is given by the loga-

rithmic map log(RUi
) = ri of Sec. 2.5.5. The objective function of the positional pass

is

f(tU1 , ..., tUn
) =

1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖tUi
‖2

t2i
. (5.29)

These ML objective functions are specified using the distributed correction terms. It turns

out that in case of our double pass algorithm, they can also be specified using the local

correction terms instead. To show this we introduce the notation
[

Rj tj
0 1

]

R

= [Mj ]R = Rj and [Rj ] =

[

Rj 0

0 1

]

(5.30)

and
[

Rj tj
0 1

]

t

= [Mj ]t = tj and [tj ] =

[

I tj
0 1

]

(5.31)

to extract and embed respectively the rotation matrix Rj and translation vector tj from

and into a homogeneous matrix. When applying a change of basis to elements [Rj ] and
[tj ], we obtain the equalities

[

M[Rj ]M
−1
]

R
= RMRjR

−1
M (5.32)

and
[

M[tj ]M
−1
]

t
= RMtj , (5.33)

with M being a general element of SE(3). It can then be derived that the equalities

∥

∥log(RUj
)
∥

∥ =
∥

∥log(
[

M
[

RUj

]

M−1
]

R
)
∥

∥ =
∥

∥log(RMRUj
R−1

M )
∥

∥ (5.34)
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and
∥

∥tUj

∥

∥ =
∥

∥

[

M
[

tUj

]

M−1
]

t

∥

∥ =
∥

∥RMtUj

∥

∥ (5.35)

hold. They are a direct consequence of the fact that our norm on rotations is left and right

invariant and the norm on translations is invariant with respect to rotation (Park, 1995).

The importance of these equalities is that we are allowed to apply any change of basis in

SE(3) to the ML objective functions Eq. 5.28 and Eq. 5.29. We are therefore also allowed

to apply the change of basis related to T−1 defined in Eq. 5.10. This change of basis maps

a distributed correction term back to its related local correction term. The ML objective

functions can therefore be written as

1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖ log(
[

T−1([RUi
])
]

R
)‖2

r2i
=

1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖ log(RÛi
)‖2

r2i
, (5.36)

and
1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖
[

T−1([tUi
])
]

t
‖2

t2i
=

1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖tÛi
‖2

t2i
. (5.37)

What we have gained is that the ML objectives are now both specified using local cor-

rection terms instead of distributed correction terms. They are therefore all specified in

the same coordinate frame of the pose update A−1
n Dn. When considering our single pass

algorithm instead, then the fact that the combined norm on R3 × SO(3) is not invariant
with respect to a change of basis prevents rewriting the ML objectives. For our double

pass algorithm this change of basis is possible and significantly simplifies the ML solu-

tion, as we show next. It is however important to note that the optimality of our double

pass algorithm is only valid for the rotational pass and translational pass individually.

Let us briefly recapitulate our findings. Given our noise assumptions, a ML solution

to the double pass trajectory bending task can be obtained by first satisfying the constraint

R−1
An

RDn
=

n
∏

i=1

RÛi
while minizing f (̂r1, ..., r̂n) =

1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖ log(RÛi
)‖2

r2i
, (5.38)

then reintegrating the absolute poses given the updated relative orientations and subse-

quently satisfying the constraint

tDn
− tA′

n
=

n
∑

i=1

tÛi
while minizing f(tÛ1

, ..., tÛn
) =

1

2

n
∑

i=1

‖tÛi
‖2

t2i
. (5.39)

In words the translational optimization task reads: finding a set of translations which

when applied successively transform the estimated absolute position into the desired ab-

solute position such that the sum of norms of these translations is minimal. Our approach

satisfies the constraint by interpolating from the estimated position tA′
n
towards the de-

sired position tDn
using the logarithmic and exponential mappings of R3 × SO(3). As

we are using the mappings of R3 × SO(3) and not those of SE(3), the solution follows

a straight line through R3. This line is the path of least distance and any deviation from

it would unnecessarily increase the objective Eq. 5.37. Therefore, the ML solution must

also follow this straight line throughR3. The remaining question is how to optimally par-

tition this straight line into n segments. Similarly, the rotational optimization task reads:
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finding a set of rotations which when applied successively transform the estimated abso-

lute orientation into the desired absolute orientation such that the sum of norms of these

rotations is minimal. Our solution finds a set of rotations which satisfy the constraint by

interpolating from the estimated orientation RAn
towards the desired orientation RDn

.

It does so according to the minimizing geodesics on SO(3), see Sec. 2.5.5. This mini-

mizing geodesic provides the path of least distance in SO(3) and any deviation from this

geodesic would unnecessarily increase the objective Eq. 5.36. Therefore, the ML solution

must also follow this geodesic through SO(3). The remaining question is again how to

optimally partition the geodesic into n segments.

What we showed is that, apart from an optimal segmentation of geodesics, our two

pass algorithm agrees with a ML solution. Therefore, the only issue remaining is setting

values for the weights w1, ..., wn in Eq.5.5 such that the ML objectives Eq. 5.36 and

Eq. 5.37 are minimized. As the segmentation is over fixed and bounded geodesics, the

magnitude of these weights are proportional to the norm of their related segments. Finding

an optimal segmentation is therefore similar to finding the optimal values for the weights

w1, ..., wn. This is a one dimensional optimization task. It follows that we are seeking an

optimal solution for

f(wi, ..., wn) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

w2
i

σ2
i

, (5.40)

under the constraint

1 =
n
∑

i=1

wi. (5.41)

The value for each σi is either ti or ri depending on whether we are performing the

positional pass or the rotational pass. By using the method of Lagrange multipliers we

find that the optimal value for each weight is provided by

wj =
σ2
j

n
∑

i=1

σ2
i

. (5.42)

Each weight and therefore the length of each segment is proportional to the uncertainty,

i.e. the variance, in its corresponding relative pose estimate. The more uncertainty in the

relative pose estimate the more bending will occur at its location in the trajectory. This

clearly agrees with an intuitive understanding of statistically informed trajectory bending.

To conclude, we provided the optimality conditions of our double pass algorithm and

thereby provided a justification to its design.

5.5 Evaluation

In this section our closed-form solution and the existing iterative ML solution of New-

man et al. (2006) are evaluated on their accuracy and efficiency. We first focus on the

application of loop-closure. For these experiments we use simulated as well as 800 m

long trajectories estimated from real monocular and binocular image data. Subsequently,

we focus on sensor-fusion and use a 5 km long urban trajectory estimated from binocular
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image data. These experiments show that our closed-form trajectory bending algorithm

obtains satisfactory, applicable and, under certain conditions, favorable results.

In (Newman et al., 2006) no information was given on the exact optimization method

being used. It is however common to use sequential quadratic programming (SQP) or

similar methods to solve non-linear constrained optimization tasks. SQP implementations

are readily available, e.g. in Matlab, and it is assumed that a similar optimizer was also

used in (Newman et al., 2006). As noted by Newman et al. (2006) obtaining aML solution

for trajectories consisting out of many poses is extremely computationally intensive. They

therefore segmented their trajectory consisting of around 400 poses into 45 submaps and

only optimized with respect to the poses between submaps. As the drift inside a submap

is relatively small, such a submapping strategy does not degrade accuracy significantly. A

similar approach is therefore used for our experiments when applying the SQP optimizer.

Since the desired final pose is typically the result of statistical inference, it is of little

practical value to enforce it with machine precision (as our closed-form solution does).

Therefore, the tolerance on the constraint for SQP is set to one standard deviation of the

update uncertainty. When using this tolerance, it takes SQP typically in the order of 5

iterations to converge. Besides the relative pose estimates, the ML approach also requires

knowledge of the uncertainty in those estimates. The uncertainties are specified by 6× 6
covariance matrices of the form

Σj =

[

ΣRj
C

C⊤ Σtj

]

, (5.43)

where ΣRi
and Σti model the uncertainty in respectively the rotational and translational

subspace and C models the correlation between these two subspaces. For our simulated

data these matrices are known exactly and for real data they are either set by hand or

estimated using error propagation. More details follow when we describe the related

experiments.

When applying the closed-form solution we experiment with two approaches. One

bends the trajectory simultaneously for the rotational and translational subspaces. This

method is referred to as closed-form single pass (CF-CP). The other approach first bends

the trajectory in the rotational subspace, reintegrates the absolute poses and then compen-

sates any residual in the final position by applying trajectory bending with respect to the

translational subspace. This method is referred to as closed-form double pass (CF-DP).

For both methods we set the bending weights w1, ..., wn proportional to the variance in

the relative pose estimates. Note that our double pass algorithm can use different weights

during the orientational pass and the positional pass. As the uncertainties are generally

anisotropic, we compute the orientational weights with

wj =
trace(ΣRj

)
n
∑

i=1

trace(ΣRi
)

(5.44)

and the positional weights with

wj =
trace(Σtj )
n
∑

i=1

trace(Σti)

. (5.45)
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For isotropic noise these formulas provide the optimal weight values of Eq. 5.42. For

our single pass algorithm only a single weight value can be provided to each pose. We

therefore have to make a tradeoff between rotational and translational uncertainties. We

do so using the following approach

wj =
σ2
j

n
∑

i=1

σ2
i

with σ2
j =

trace(ΣRj
)

n
∑

i=1

trace(ΣRi
)

+
trace(Σtj )
n
∑

i=1

trace(Σti )

. (5.46)

5.5.1 Loop-closure on synthetic data

Two artificial ground truth trajectories are used, one consists of 350 relative poses, the

other of 3500 relative poses. For each ground truth trajectory 100 erroneous trajectories

are simulated. Let M̄j be the jth ground truth relative pose and Āj be the jth ground truth
absolute pose, then an erroneous relative pose estimateMj is simulated by

Mj = expM̄j
(∆), (5.47)

where ∆ is a six dimensional (tangent) vector drawn from a multi variate normal distri-

bution with zero mean and covariance Σ̄j . By integrating all simulated pose estimates,

the erroneous absolute poses A1, ...,An are obtained. The goal of the closed-form and

ML algorithms is to optimally bend this simulated trajectory such that An = Ān = Ā1,

i.e. the loop is closed.

When using the ML approach we experiment with 5, 50 and 350 submaps, further-

more, the actual covariances Σ̄1, ..., Σ̄n used to generate the pose estimates are provided

to the SQP optimizer. In real VO applications this covariances need to be estimated

themselves. Under such circumstances the ML solution is significantly more sensitive

to improperly estimated covariances than our closed-form approach is. This is because

our closed-form solution approximates each covariance ellipsoid by a single parameter,

i.e. the weight defined in Eq. 5.44, Eq. 5.45 or Eq. 5.46. These weights only define the

distribution of a fixed bending solution over the trajectory which makes our closed-form

approach more robust against improperly estimated covariances. To the contrary, the co-

variances used within the ML approach have a crucial role in finding the bending solution

itself. As in this section the SQP algorithm is provided with the true covariances, the

experimental conditions favor the ML algorithm. We explicitly choose to do so because

we are interested in the ability of our closed-formmethod to reach the accuracy of the ML

approach under circumstances ideal to this ML approach.

Our performance metric is the running mean error at each point in the trajectory. The

positional error at the jth pose is calculated with

1

j

j
∑

i=1

‖ti − t̄i‖ (5.48)

and the orientational error with

180

jπ

j
∑

i=1

∥

∥logR̄i
(Ri)

∥

∥ . (5.49)
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For a single experiment the trajectories are plotted in Fig. 5.4.a and Fig. 5.4.b. The

average positional and orientational errors over one hundred simulated trajectories are

plotted in Fig. 5.5.a..f and Fig. 5.6.a..f. It can be observed that both methods close the loop

satisfactory and thereby reduce the overall error growth. Let us focus on the performance

difference between our single pass (CF-SP) and double pass (CF-DP) approaches. Their

orientational errors are similar, as they both compute the same orientational solution. For

the positional error the double pass algorithm obtains favorable accuracy as expected. For

the trajectory consisting of 3500 poses the difference is more significant than for the 350

pose trajectory. This because the longer the trajectory, the more the rotational errors made

in the beginning of the trajectory will propagate into positional errors. The ability to be

able to compensate positional errors by improving rotation estimates is therefore more

significant for long trajectories than for short trajectories. While this difference between

the positional accuracy of CF-SP and CF-DP is modest in absolute terms, it is the double

pass approach which is more accurate than the ML approach using 50 submaps and just as

accurate as the ML approach using 350 submaps on the 3500 pose trajectory. In relative

terms this increase in accuracy is therefore noteworthy. When reviewing the ML approach

then we see that its accuracy degrades as the number of submaps decreases. When using

5 submaps, it is less accurate than both our closed-form approaches. Only when using

350 submaps it is more accurate than our CF-DP approach on both trajectories. From

Table 5.5.1, which depicts computation times for our Matlab based implementations, it

can be observed that in this case the ML approach is a factor 50 to 500 times slower

than our CF-DP approach. Note that when optimizing with respect to 3500 poses the ML

solution did not finish its first iteration after 10 hours. It was therefore terminated before it

could provide a solution. This illustrates that while the ML solution is theoretically more

accurate, under realistic circumstances our closed-form approach provides solutions with

similar accuracy at a significant more favorable computational footprint.

As the difference in accuracy of our CF-DP and CF-SP approaches is not noticeable

when the exact ground truth is not provided, we only evaluate our double-pass algorithm

CF-DP in further experiments.

Table 5.1: Average computation time on synthetic data

Algorithm 350 poses 3500 poses 5 submaps 50 submaps 350 submaps

CF SP 0.09 s 0.9 s <0.01 s 0.01 s 0.09 s

CF DP 0.18 s 1.8 s <0.01 s 0.02 s 0.18 s

ML 100 s +10 hour 0.3 s 2 s 100 s

5.5.2 Loop-closure on monocular data

To show the general applicability of our loop-closure method we apply it to a trajectory

estimated by the publicly available FIT3D toolbox of Esteban et al. (2010). The monoc-

ular odometry data set is obtained using a camera with a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels

and a FoV. of 45 deg. A total of around 2000 images were recorded covering a total dis-

tance of approximately 800 m. The FIT3D toolbox estimates the camera motion robustly

by using RANSAC with the normalized 8-point algorithm Hartley (1997) to generate the

fundamental subset hypotheses. That hypothesis is selected which has the largest number

of inliers, based on the Sampson error (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). From the inliers
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: A representative result on a simulated trajectory consisting of 350 poses (a),

on a trajectory consisting of 3500 poses (b). Ground truth (green), no loop closure (red),

closed-form single pass algorithm (cyan), closed-form double pass algorithm (blue), ML

solution when using 350 sub-maps (orange).

of this optimally ranked hypothesis, a new motion estimate is obtained. A local iterative

refinement step, which minimizes reprojection errors, is used to optimize the camera pose

up to scale. The uncertainties of each motion estimate are assumed to be isotropic and

homogeneous. Similar monocular odometry approaches are frequently applied and offer

a favorable tradeoff between satisfactory accuracy and computational efficiency. As the

focus of this experiment is on loop-closure and not on loop-detection, the reference frame

is manually selected. The update pose is then estimated from the reference frame to the

currently observed frame using the visual odometer (a similar approach is used for the

experiments on binocular image data in Sec.5.5.3).

The results on the monocular data set are plotted in Fig. 5.7. It can be seen that

the monocular odometry algorithm induces a drift in the trajectory that accumulates over

time. By using our trajectory bending algorithm this drift is reduced. This is particulary

visible in Fig. 5.7.c where the estimated height of each pose is plotted. Note that while the

ML algorithm (using 50 sub-maps) closed the loop satisfactory, its trajectory differs sig-

nificantly from the ground truth. When using 350 submaps it returned a similar solution.

There can be two (non-exclusive) causes for this unsatisfactory performance of the ML

approach. Firstly, the provided covariances do not capture the true uncertainties of the

motion estimates adequately. Secondly, the ML solution converged to a local minima of

its objective function. To give insight into this issue we initialized the ML approach with

our closed-form solution. We observed that when doing so, the ML objective function

converged within one iteration to a value several factors lower than when not initializing

with our closed-form approach. We can therefore conclude that it converged to a spurious

local minima when not initialized with our closed-form solution. This illustrates one of

the elementary drawbacks of using constrained non-linear ML optimizers on real data.

The ML trajectory obtained when initializing with our closed-form solution was practi-

cally indistinguishable from this closed-form solution. Apparently, the computationally

unfavorableML approach has little additional advantageous over our closed-form solution
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Figure 5.5: Running mean accuracy averaged over 100 experiments for the 350 pose

trajectory. Ground truth (green), no loop closure (red), closed-form single pass algorithm

(cyan), closed-form double pass algorithm (blue), ML solution (orange). When using 5

submaps (a,b), when using 50 submaps (c,d) and when using all 350 poses (e,f).
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Figure 5.6: Running mean accuracy averaged over 100 experiments for the 3500 pose

trajectory. Ground truth (green), no loop closure (red), closed-form single pass algorithm

(cyan), closed-form double pass algorithm (blue), ML solution (orange). When using 5

submaps (a,b), when using 50 submaps (c,d) and when 350 submaps (e,f).
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when applied to this representative monocular odometry data set.

5.5.3 Loop-closure on binocular data

In this section we evaluate both approaches on a trajectory for which uncertainties in pose

estimates are obtained by Monte-Carlo error propagation. The trajectory is estimated

from binocular image data and followed the same path as the trajectory of our monocular

data set. The used stereo camera has a baseline of 0.4 m and intrinsic camera parameters

similar to the monocular camera of the previous section. The relative pose displacement

are estimated using our EM algorithm of Chap. 3. This algorithm applies robust intrinsic

clustering on motion hypotheses which are generated using a fundamental subset strategy.

The interesting property of this algorithm is that besides a robust estimate of the relative

pose, it also returns a Monte-Carlo estimate for the uncertainty in this pose estimate.

This uncertainty is expressed as a 6 × 6 covariance matrix in the tangent space of the

relative pose estimate. These covariance matrices are therefore directly applicable to the

ML objective function. They are also used to derive the bending weights of our closed-

form approach. The estimated trajectory exist of approximately 1200 poses. When using

the ML approach the trajectory is therefore segmented in 50 submaps, which makes it

around three times less efficient than our closed-form approach. The results are plotted in

Fig. 5.8.

It can be seen that both approaches close the loop satisfactorily and reduce the er-

ror growth. The difference between our closed-form solution and the ML solution is

hardly noticeable. Within the uncertainty of the differential-GPS based ground truth, they

are equally accurate. We experimented with raising the number of submaps for the ML

approach to 350. The ML approach then practically obtained the same solution while

it became 160 times less efficient than our closed-form method. On this representative

binocular odometry data set, using the ML approach has again little additional advanta-

geous over our closed-form method.

5.5.4 Sensor-fusion

In this section trajectory bending is applied to fusing absolute orientation data with visual

odometry estimates. The absolute orientation data is provided by an affordable absolute

heading and reference system (AHRS). This AHRS based on micro-electro-mechanical

components is error prone when subjected to acceleration. It however provides accurate

estimates when no acceleration is exercised. We therefore only use the AHRS readings in

situations where there is little acceleration and angular velocities are low. This basically

implies that the camera has a more or less stable orientation over some time window.

Our online fusion approach, involving trajectory bending, consists of four steps. Firstly,

time windows with stable orientation are detected automatically from the VO estimates.

We do so by calculating the average acceleration for each 6 dof and the angular momen-

tum over the past 5 seconds of VO estimates. Appropriate time windows are then de-

tected by thresholding the average accelerations and angular velocities being measured.

Secondly, within the detected time window the ARHS orientation readings are fused with

orientations estimates obtained from VO. We choose to do so by computing the intrinsic

mean, see Sec. 2.7.2, of all visual odometry and AHRS estimates falling within the fusion

window. These visual odometry and AHRS estimates provide a Monte-Carlo representa-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.7: Trajectory bending applied to loop-closure within monocular odometry. D-

GPS ground truth (green), no loop closure (red), closed-form double pass algorithm

(blue), ML solution when using 50 sub-maps (orange). Aerial-view (a), top-view (b)

and side-view (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: Trajectory bending applied to loop-closurewithin binocular odometry. D-GPS

ground truth (green), no loop closure (red), closed-form double pass algorithm (blue), ML

solution when using 50 sub-maps (orange). Aerial-view (a), top-view (b) and side-view

(c).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.9: Representative images from the 5 km long urban data set.

tion of their underlying uncertainties. The used representation is therefore not limited to

normal distributions as in EKF based fusion. Up to this point we obtained an improved

absolute orientation estimate for the time window only. The third step is therefore to back-

propagate this estimate to previous poses so that their orientation improves as well. To

this purpose we apply closed-form trajectory bending such that the absolute orientation of

the final pose is equal to the absolute orientation obtained from fusion. Effectively we are

only performing the first rotational pass of our double pass algorithm. This will, on aver-

age, improve all orientation estimates prior and up to the last time step. The fourth and

final step is reintegrating the trajectory with the improved orientation estimates. When the

errors in absolute positions are mainly due to errors in relative orientation estimates, we

can expect a significant reduction in positional errors by using this approach. In a sense

we are “closing the loop” solely on basis of absolute orientation information. This makes

our bending approach fundamentally different to traditional VO fusion methods, e.g. see

(Konolige et al., 2007).

In our third step, where we use our trajectory bending algorithm, we can also use a ML

bending approach. This application of ML trajectory bending was however not reported

in (Newman et al., 2006) and requires slight modification of their method (their ML con-

straint and ML objective need to be restricted to the rotational subspace). In this section

our trajectory bending approach will be compared against this modified ML approach of

Newman et al. (2006). Our comparison is based on a 5 km long urban trajectory. This

data set is especially challenging to VO as it contains many stop-and-go traffic situations,

e.g. see some representative images in Fig. 5.9.

The experimental results are visualized in Fig. 5.10. The red trajectory is obtained

by our EM estimator from Chap. 3. The blue trajectory depicts our closed-form bend-

ing solution and the orange trajectory depicts the ML bending solution when using 50
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

Figure 5.10: Results on a 5 km long urban trajectory. D-GPS ground truth (green), EM

based VO solution (red), closed-form trajectory bending (blue), ML bending solution (or-

ange). Reference results of a LMedS VO solution (light grey) after closed-form trajectory

bending (dark grey). Aerial overlay (a), top down view (b), close-up (c) and side-view

(d). The automatically selected time windows are depicted by green dots in (b).
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submaps. We also experimented with using 350 submaps for the ML method but did not

notice an improvement in its trajectory. From Fig. 5.10.b it can be observed that using the

ML bending approach has again little additional benefit over our closed-form approach.

Both approaches practically provide the same solution. Recall from Sec. 5.4 that the first

rotational pass of our approach is a ML estimator for isotropic and inhomogeneous noise.

In this section we only use this rotational pass, as the AHRS does not provide positional

information. Therefore, the difference between the closed-form and ML solutions is ex-

pected to be small when the noise is indeed isotropic. From the perspective of the obtained

results, the isotropic noise assumption seems appropriate. The positional error in the final

pose is around 50 m for both methods. This is 1 percent of the total traveled distance,

which is a remarkable performance as no absolute positional information is used. Our

bending approach is able to “close-the-loop” satisfactory using orientational information

only. This gives strong indicating that for such long trajectories the errors in absolute po-

sitions are mainly due to orientation errors. The benefit of our approach is that we can be

highly selective on the quality of the absolute orientation readings and, at the same time,

are still able to improve the entire trajectory to high accuracy. This makes our approach

more tolerant against erroneous readings of affordable AHRS systems.

Also note the unfavorable results when using the LMedS based VO estimator of

Chap. 3. Whereas in Chap. 3 the differences on the 600 m long trajectory might have

seem modest, here they are significant. Recall from Chap. 3 that the orientational errors

of the LMedS approach on a 600 m long trajectory were two times higher than that of

our EM approach. In this chapter the trajectory is 5 km long and orientational errors have

significantly more time to propagate into positional errors. This indicates that even mod-

est differences in rotational accuracy can become significant for long trajectories. The

LMedS approach even induced so much drift that the AHRS data alone is not enough to

satisfactory improve its trajectory. When using our EM based estimator significant more

accurate results are obtained. The combination of our EM visual odometry estimator

and our closed-form trajectory bending algorithm provide an applicable positioning sys-

tem. Given the efficiency of these methods, real-time implementations running on modest

computational hardware can be developed with relative ease.

5.6 Discussion

The experimental section demonstrated the versatility and applicability of our closed-

form trajectory bending algorithm. Of all methods which can perform loop-closure, our

closed-form approach is one of the most efficient and most straightforward to implement.

The trajectories it produces have similar accuracy to that of significantly more complex

approaches. However, just as related approaches, our method has its conceptual limita-

tions.

Where global SLAM and BA optimizers can process multiple loop detections at once,

the proposed algorithm can only process one loop detection at a time (the same holds for

the ML approach). While our approach has shown to provide accurate and satisfactory

results, it can not provide the same solutions as global SLAM or BA optimizers. When

applying such global optimizers, then using our closed-form trajectory bending algorithm

is still beneficiary however. By using our algorithm, the initialization point for these

optimizers becomes significantly more accurate. These global optimizers then need less
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time to converge and will be more robust against spurious local minima. As the closed-

form algorithm’s computation time with respect to the total computation time of global

SLAM or BA is negligible, using it is highly recommendable.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter a novel trajectory bending algorithm was proposed to incorporate absolute

pose information into trajectories obtained by visual odometry. It is applied to loop-

closure and sensor-fusion and reduces the overall error of estimated trajectories. Contrary

to an existing iterative ML optimizer, the proposed algorithm operates in closed-form and

has linear complexity in the number of poses. It is therefore significantly more efficient

than its iterative ML counterpart while its accuracy is shown to be comparable and some-

times even favorable. The fact that the ML approach is optimal for anisotropic noise and

our approach for isotropic noise, provides the ML approach little additional benefit within

our representative experiments. In order for the ML approach to fully exploit its concep-

tual design, the relative pose uncertainties must be significantly anisotropic and need to

be estimated correctly. Apparently, one of these two conditions is not met within our real

world data sets. As a consequence, our closed-form algorithm can provide similar accu-

racy significantly more efficient and without being susceptible to spurious local minima.

The results obtained on a 5 km long and challenging urban trajectory extend the current

state-of-art in pose estimation from onboard sensors. On basis of the findings contained

in this chapter we answer our final research questions.

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds reduce drift in tra-

jectories estimated by the RANSAC methodology?

The RANSAC methodology provides relative pose estimates. These relative pose

are concatenated into trajectories of absolute poses. As each relative pose estimate

will contain error, either structural (bias) or random, the absolute poses in the tra-

jectory will accumulate error. The effects of error accumulation can be diminished

using two approaches. Firstly, one can reduce the errors made in relative pose es-

timates. The less of these relative errors, the less errors will accumulate into the

absolute poses of the trajectory. This strategy was exploited in Chap. 3. This strat-

egy however only reduces the speed of error growth and does not enforce an upper

limit on it. The second strategy can enforce such an upper limit by incorporating

additional absolute pose information. These absolute updates typically specify the

pose for a limited set of points in the trajectory. The errors at these specific points

in the trajectory are then bounded by the errors of the absolute pose updates. The

challenge is to ensure that the errors of all poses in between these specific points are

also bounded. To this purpose one can use global optimizers based on simultaneous

localization and mapping or bundle adjustment. These algorithms can exploit the

manifold structure of pose spaces to specify their maximum likelihood objectives,

constraints and intrinsic updates. They are however relatively computationally de-

manding. We presented a significant more efficient approach which can bend tra-

jectory segments such that the final pose of each segment is equal to an absolute

pose update. At the core of our approach we interpolate over the pose manifold. In

relation with optimality considerations, it is important to perform this interpolation
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over the minimizing geodesics of pose manifolds. These geodesics were researched

and presented in Chap. 2 of this thesis.



Chapter6
Conclusions

The focus of this Ph.D. thesis is on visual pose estimation. We identified the principles

which limit the accuracy and the efficiency of state-of-art methods based on random sam-

ple concensus (RANSAC). By exploiting the manifold structure of pose spaces we devel-

oped alternative approaches which abolish RANSAC’s deficiencies. The performance of

our novel methods was evaluated extensively on challenging simulated data and on real

image data. The latter includes image sequences recorded by a camera mounted on a ve-

hicle which drove a total of 7.5 km. The obtained results showed that our novel methods

are advantageous over current state-of-art. This scientific work was structured around 5

research questions stated in Chap. 1. Their answers are provided with detail in preceding

chapters of this thesis. In this chapter we bring these answers together and formulate our

conclusions. We first focus on our manifold related research of Chap. 2 and then on the

specific algorithms of chapters 3, 4, and 5.

When the goal is to perform statistics in pose spaces, knowledge of the manifold struc-

ture of pose spaces is required. The pose of objects expressed in three dimensional Eu-

clidean space is comprised of their position and orientation and generally has six degrees

of freedom. Positions are often modeled by translation vectors, which themselves are ele-

ments of regular three dimensional Euclidean space. Certain circumstances, such as those

of monocular vision, prevent the scale of translation to be estimated. In such cases one

only has knowledge on the direction of translation, hence such scale-free translations can

be normalized to unit length. The manifold structure of scale-free translations is therefore

the unit sphere embedded in three dimensional Euclidean space. The manifold structure

of rotations is most easily understood when reviewing their unit quaternion representa-

tion. Unit quaternions are four dimensional vectorial elements normalized to unit length.

Their manifold structure is therefore similar to that of a unit sphere embedded in four

dimensional Euclidean space. By combining translation with rotation one can express

general Euclidean motions. In this thesis we showed that the combination of scale-free

translation and rotation allows modeling the epipolar geometry related to monocular im-

age pairs. This led us to the novel insight that the epipolar manifold is the combination of

a sphere and a hypersphere. We furthermore showed that a previously proposed manifold

structure for the epipolar manifold is not correctly founded by mathematical theory. As a
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consequence this incorrect manifold structure does not facilitate maximum likelihood so-

lutions. To the contrary, our novel manifold structure does facilitate maximum likelihood

solutions. This was validated experimentally.

In order to develop statistical methods on pose manifolds we choose to follow the

methodology of intrinsic statistics. This approach performs statistical calculations in the

tangent spaces of a manifold. A tangent space is a local Euclidean approximation of the

manifold at one particular point and it preserves distances over the manifold with respect

to this particular point. The relation between the manifold and its tangent spaces is pro-

vided by its exponential map and its logarithmic map which both are differentiable. The

differentiability of these mappings allows expressing general statistical methods designed

for Euclidean spaces in manifolds. As all Euclidean spaces have similar structure, so do

all tangent spaces. Therefore, when one can extend a statistical algorithm in the tangent

space of one particular manifold, it can be extended to other manifolds as well. This pro-

cess only requires the availability of the distance preserving exponential and logarithmic

mappings belonging to the manifold. The benefit of intrinsic statistics is therefore that it

offers accuracy, stability as well as extensibility. In this thesis we extended several sta-

tistical methods to pose manifolds by using the methodology of intrinsic statistics. These

statistical methods are discussed next.

It was shown that pose hypotheses estimated on inlier image points can be modeled

by a Gaussian distribution in pose space. Furthermore, pose hypotheses estimated on

outlier image points can be modeled by a uniform distribution. A robust estimate for the

true camera pose can therefore be obtained by searching a Gaussian cluster in pose space.

To this purpose we developed a novel intrinsic expectation maximization algorithm. Our

approach has two benefits. Firstly, as it computes a mean on inlier hypotheses, it is more

accurate than returning a single hypothesis as RANSAC does. In fact, as the number of

inlier hypotheses increases, our method approaches the maximum likelihood lower bound

accuracy. Secondly, we can detect these inlier hypotheses directly in hypothesis space,

which is extremely efficient. Computationally intensive hypotheses verification as done

in RANSAC is therefore not required. The benefits of our approach were evaluated exper-

imentally within the context of visual odometry. Within this context it was shown to be

as accurate as the most accurate RANSAC approach and as efficient as the most efficient

RANSAC approach. On real data, comprising three urban trajectories of 600 m each, we

also showed that our EM approach is twice as accurate as a frequently applied RANSAC

approach.

In this thesis we also focussed on the fundamental issue of lower bound accuracy of

state-of-art RANSAC approaches. We showed that this lower bound is due to inefficient

hypotheses sampling and due to the relatively weak relation between the number of inliers

in the true accuracy of hypotheses. By exploiting the manifold structure of pose spaces

together with the number of inliers of hypotheses, we can approximately identify the loca-

tion of the ground truth pose. This location can then be targeted with artificially generated

hypotheses densely and efficiently. Whereas the number of inliers is not directly linked

to the true accuracy of hypotheses, a more accurate hypothesis has a higher probability

of receiving more inliers. Therefore, hypotheses near the location of the ground truth

will receive more inliers on average. Computing the mean of these hypotheses results in

a more accurate pose estimate than returning a single hypothesis. By using the method

of artificial sampling and the method of computing the mean on high ranking hypothe-

ses within an iterative algorithm, our approach improves on accuracy. Our experimental
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evaluation showed that such a method is twice as accurate with respect to the maximum

likelihood lower bound than state-of-art RANSAC approaches. We furthermore showed

this gain in accuracy is approximately two times larger than the gain obtained by applying

bundle adjustment to all inliers found by a state-of-art RANSAC method. This illustrates

the significance of our conceptual improvements.

The similarity of RANSAC approaches and our novel methods is that they all provide

relative pose estimates. The relative estimates are concatenated to track the absolute pose

of the camera. As these relative pose estimates always contain some amount of error, be

it structural (bias) or random, the absolute pose accumulates error and the estimated cam-

era’s trajectory will differ from its true trajectory. A more accurate relative pose estimator

simply pushes forward the point at which the accumulated error becomes so significant

that performance is no longer satisfactory. A structural approach to prevent error accu-

mulation is to integrate absolute pose information. Absolute pose information can be

derived from loop-detection or can be provided by absolute pose sensors. This absolute

pose information will itself also exhibit uncertainty, it will however enforce an upper limit

on the amount of accumulated error in the trajectory. In this thesis we presented a novel

algorithm which can be used to incorporate absolute pose information into trajectories

obtained from relative pose estimates. It minimally bends trajectories such that their final

absolute pose is equal to the desired absolute pose. Our algorithm has linear complexity

in the number of poses and operates in closed-form. It is therefore highly efficient. Exten-

sive experiments show that its accuracy on realistic simulated data and on 800 m long real

data is similar to an iterative maximum likelihood approach which is significantly less ef-

ficient. The proposed algorithm is used to perform loop-closure as well as sensor-fusion.

The additional sensor used is an absolute heading reference system. This sensor provides

accurate absolute orientation information without relying on off-board systems (like GPS

does). By incorporating this data into the trajectory, the absolute orientation as well as the

absolute position of every pose in the trajectory is improved. We are, in a sense, able to

“close-the-loop” on orientational information only. This is demonstrated on a 5 km long

urban trajectory which is one of the most challenging data sets used within state-of-art

pose estimation research.

In this Ph.D. dissertation we extended the state-of-art in visual pose estimation with

respect to efficiency and accuracy. We did so by exploiting the manifold structure of pose

spaces. This also allowed us to provide solid theoretical foundations to our methods. The

combination of our novel intrinsic pose estimator and our novel closed-form trajectory

bending algorithm is shown to deliver accurate pose estimates under realistically chal-

lenging conditions. Given the efficiency of our methods, real-time implementations can

be developed with relative ease. This research has therefore brought visual pose estima-

tion closer to actual applications, especially those related to intelligent mobile systems.
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Summary

The context of this Ph.D. thesis is that of intelligent mobile systems. For many of their

applications determining the geometrical structure of their environment and their pose is

crucial. In this thesis we focus on computer vision based methodologies to estimate the

pose of a moving camera from its recorded image data. Fundamental principles which

limit the accuracy, stability and efficiency of current state-of-art solutions are presented.

We show that more accurate and efficient methods can be developed by exploiting the

mathematical structure of pose spaces within statistical computations. Three such novel

algorithms are presented in this thesis. The relevance of their obtained improvements is

evaluated on challenging simulated data and on real image data. The latter includes image

sequences recorded by a camera mounted on a vehicle which drove a total of 7.5 km. Be-

sides experimental validations, our methods are also provided with extensive theoretical

foundations. The scientific contributions contained within this Ph.D. thesis are summa-

rized below.

1. A novel distance measure is presented for the epipolar manifold. It is based on a

multiple geodesic approach and facilitates ML solutions. A previously proposed

distance measure for the epipolar manifold is proven mathematically incorrect. It

is shown experimentally that this incorrect distance measure does not facilitate ML

solutions.

2. A novel verification free pose estimator is developed. It is specially designed to per-

form visual-odometry. Instead of finding consensus in image space, as RANSAC

does, this approach finds consensus in pose space. This is significantly more ef-

ficient as it does not require hypotheses verification. Its accuracy is shown to be

favorable over that of various RANSAC approaches and that of non-linear mean-

shift.

3. A novel algorithm is proposed to enhance accuracy and stability of state-of-the-art

RANSAC approaches which estimate the epipolar geometry. It is facilitated by our

novel distance measure over the epipolar manifold. Its accuracy is favorable over

that of various RANSAC approaches, including those using local iterations, and

that of non-linear mean-shift.
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4. A novel closed-form trajectory bending algorithm is presented. It can perform

loop-closure and sensor-fusion with linear complexity in the number of poses. It

is proven that the cost function minimized by our algorithm is a simplification of

that of an existing maximum likelihood approach. It is shown that under realistic

conditions our closed-form method provides similar and sometimes even favorable

accuracy. It is also significantly more efficient.

The improved accuracy and efficiency obtained by our methods bring closer the actual

application of intelligent mobile systems.
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